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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF PORTLAND, ME I
realize llmt this old and sterling company is a HOME INSTITUTION, chartered
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?

DO

you

you aware that this Company
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?
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Pure.

Absolutely

Washington, Nov. 14.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are slightly warmer, fair
weather, followed by light rains, light to

has to-day
THREE HUNIT
LARS IN ASSETS, and
DRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
more

fresh variable winds, shifting to southerly.

calculated by the conservative standards ol Maine
and Massachusetts.

A marvel of purity

whulesomeness. More economical
ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold lr.
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
Koval Baking Fowdeu Co.. lOtl Wall
St„ N. Y._
iy2d&wtf
than I tie

Its

Its losses

promptly.
pays
after three years.
IT contestable

policies

are

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

in

PORTLAND, Me., Nov. 13, 1887.
17 am | 8PM [10 PM
Barometer. 29.72 129.77 29.90
36.
'46.
Thermometer.182.
26.
127.
Dew Point. 22.
69.
,48.
Humidity. 66.

Its affairs are carefully
liberal
Directors and Offiwhose Integrity and ability are unquestioned.

IT managed byplans.
Its Board of
has

cers,

Horse Blankets

of the

Maine Non-Eoneiissued by
workings extended

provisions
ture Law apply only to the policies
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and under Its
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Company,

Insurance is provided for In
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of

1
Velocity. 4
|8
Weather.IClear IClear Clear
tiler....46.8
Maximum
liar...29.80
Mean daily
Minimum tlier....30.9
Mean daily ther. .38.0
Max. vel. wind....
Mean daily d’wpt.26.0
Total preelp.0
Mean daily hum. .61.0

lapse.

MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
desirable
feature in a PERFECT LIFE INevery
SURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full Information III regard to the Company
and Its plans.
NEW

THE

Wood

Street Blankets, $1.75, $2.50,
$2.09, $3.00 and up.
Wood Stable Blankets 59 and 09 cents.
$9.00 Carriage Itobes only $1.00 each.

WEATHER.

THE

paid to

has

—

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Nov. 13,1887,10.00 P.M.)
Observations
at all stations.

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents ol
Maine for tlieir especial patronage, because
It Is a HOME COMPANY, and because of Its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surequitable and attractive plans and couserva-
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Hor. Josiah II. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DkWitt, Portland, Maine.
Hknky C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pekcival Bonnky, Portland. Me.
IIon. Marquis F. Kino. Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Kichards, ltockport, Me.
George L. Deblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Korik, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland Me.
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Old Orchard, la., Water Co.

Inform my old friends and patrons that
I may now be found with Allen & Company,
clot hers and furnishers, 204 Middle street, corner
of Flum.
GEOKGIC M. GOOLU,
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to
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He also inhaled the steam, which
burned his throat and nostrils so that the
burns swelled and choked him to death
about 12.30 Saturday [morning.
Everything
was done for him that could be done, but it

bons.

BREWSTER, CURB & ESTABROOK,

DAVIS,

NW ....Clear
+2 SE ....Clear

the Press.]
Lisbon Falls, Nov. 12.—John Spillauo,
one of the teamsters of Worumbo Mills,
went into the boiler house of the mills on
the afternoon of Friday, Nov. 11th, to dry
his clothing, when the safety valve of the
boilers blew out and burned him almost all
over, «ne of bis hands being almost in rib-

[Special

itiirmi, and after careful exHunmlion

I wish Ui Inform the public that l have opened
a branch office iu
Lewiston. Also that 1 am
prepared to quietly and successfully work up
cases which require the services of skilled Detectives.

-4

Fatal Accident at Lisbon Falls.

Due 1907.
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Dr

Donovnn, of Lewistou, attended him.
The

Close

of a

for the

More

Freight

Prosperous Season

Drowned and

Queen City.

Than the New Steam-

boat Line Can

Carry.

Aroostook Starch and Potatoes Car-

it was not noticed but what he was in his
and cheerfulness.
usual state;of health
About 3 o’clock this afternoon he went to
Crystal Lake, or what is better known as
Baptist Pond, a shorter distance from his
There he hired a boat for a
stopping place.
After he had got out well
row on the lake.
into the deep water, he was seen to rise,

ried to New York Direct.
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—
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OF HAVING A
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Crayon

Size

Bangor, Nov. 12.—The rush of a very
successful and busy business season is subsiding now at Bangor, and, all in ail, the
city is doing the best business this season it
has enjoyed for several years past. The
Canadian Pacific Railroad Company, which
is building the road through the State north
of Bangor, has bought many supplies from
this city, and the increase iu business is, ii:
At present tilt
a measure, owing to tills.

or

Colored Picture
ol

yourself, your friends,

or

the

your

children, call al

Opp. the

on

exhibition.

Falmouth

«‘P*8

stand In the boat, and then throw himself
The parties who saw the rash
overboard.
act from the shore put out immediately in a
boat, and rescued the body from the water
It was found that Mr. Goode
very quicKly.
had tied a rope around his neck before
jumping, and had made his death more certain and sudden by drawing the rope taut
about the windpipe, so that death was caus-

lumbermen are getting their stock out of the
water and stowing what is not shipped away,
before the river closes. The bands wliicl
can be spared at the mills are preparing tc
go into the woods or to work on the new
railroad. Wages in the woods will be some

STUDIO,
and examine those

Hotel.
dly

Died in New York.

good.
Bangor Steamship Com

ndiug I'fai.iii.na say Palmer’s .Skin-Suc.So,ip and Ointment is tne best remedy f jt
skin diseases.
!*-• I oicr'. skis-NiKfi.il is n specify, pnsi ivc
cure for skill and Scalp diseases.
Soap and Ointment.
1,

$1,000.

Aroostook, luuiher, apples

MAN,

fair, healthy Skin,

or

is troubled with humors.
—2—
druggist*/ Skin-Suecrnu*
15c. A 75c. Bkiiv-Hucct'sn Soup
26c. Palmer Chemical Co^N.Y.
I.. II. .%Ilnnaou, Hoboken, N. J
rmvh of Pa]
nier’s Skin-Success: **li was a God-aena to m<*.
% iMulutrly nllSkin diseases yield to Skin-Suc
cess $»»;ip ami Oiittmeut; cleansing and healing,
eodnrincM
octia
At

WRIGH T’S
Best gO.OO Cabinet Photographs'At

$3.75 PER

DOZfeN,

Have taken the lead and the opportunity to secure
these rates will continue until Dee. 1st. We employ tile most skilful workmen that can be secured. care and attention being given to every detail of the work. Our skylight Is one of the best
In tile city, ami our instruments and accessories
are

entirely

anil

general

Fatality at Lewiston.
Wednesday, Cyril Drake of Lewiston, fell
in the horse car station, fracturing his skull
and causing injuries from which he died
this morning.
Not Known

arln.lrwhiiwr

!

ruphy.
NO. 614 CONGRESS STREET
•'Olt l

BAhU,

B1K.

Personal atteuuon given to all sittings.
udi

1

a

man

recisterinc

Townsend was thrown from
his carriage while returning from an examination of the body of Mr. Young, and had
a
wrist broken, and was otherwise badly
bruised.
Cullen W. Sawtelle.
New York, Nov. 13.—Mr. Cullen W. Sawtelle, who died in Englewood, N. J., Friday,
was born in Norridgewock, Me., 83 years
ego, and was graduated at Bowdoin College,

ising.

Fine Portrait l*lioto;p

snvinc

Dr. Geo. F.

|

5181-2 GonpessSI.
WRIGHT’S,
Jell
_coflfim

Vn
as

Death and Accident.
Calais, Nov. 13.—George B. Young, steward of the steamer Kose Standish, died about
5 p. ui„ Saturday, in a carriage, while being
driven to his residence in the lower part of
tho city. He had spoilt a day in the country
in lib usual health, and on his return had
purchased supplies for the steamer. Heart
disease was probably the cause of his death.

|

attention at

name

Crushed by o Falling Tree.
Skowiiegan, Nov. 13.—Terrance Hower,
a
young Canadian, while at work in the
woods at Moxie, five miles above the Forks,
was crushed by a falling tree yesterday, and
lived only about an hour.

The stock for tlie new woolen mill, to b 1
erected at Old to .v n next spring, has all bcei
bought. This mill will furnish extra busi
ness for tlie New York boat and the farmer j
and wool growers iu tlie vicinity.
liaugor's new shoe factory lias proved sue
ccssful, and more buildings have been erect
cd in tlie city this year than for several year
pa>t. The lumber trade has been good and til 3
prices for which lumber sold somewha 1
higher than last year. The prospect ol ai
increase iu manufacturing and agriculture
enterprises in the near future is very prom

new.

Bangor.

“C. Ward, Bangor, Me.,” had
attempted 8u’cide at the Exchange Hotel in
that city. He is 35 years old, medium size,
with short, full beard. lie will probably
die. No such person Is known here.

Ills

predated.

Wo finished fl. 100 Cabinets during August and
Beplcii her. This we consider a very creditable
showing for a new firm.
Every visiler is assured of polite and courteous

in

Bangor. Nov. 12.—City Marshal Whitney
received a despatch this evening dated Fred-

mer-

chandise from Bangor and other cities con
slitute tlie c argoes transported by way o
the new line. This is the most direct Jim
from the interior of Maine to New York
and the problem of reaching a good inarkei
for the produce of that vast region lias a
lust been solved. The agricultural and man
ufseturiug resources ol the region uorlli o:
tbU city, drained by the Penobscot ami it!
branches, ore unrivalled by any in the coun
try. Tlie Canadian l'aeiiie railroad is beint
built through the very centre of that pro
diictivc region, and in connection with otbe
roads which are constantly pushing north
and the Bangor & New York steamship line
the legion will be opened to commerce to ai
extent which bids fair to make this the area
business part of tlie State. The great busi
ne-s centre of Maine, in the estimation o
many merchants, will eventually be iu the
region, and the wisdom of the saying. “Gi
to Aroostook, young man,” will yet he ap

WOMAN OR CHILD
who is not blessed with
a

Insured for $2500.

■

this is Worth

TO ANT

Lewiston, Nov. 12 —The farm buildings
owned by Frank Smith, at Mercer, were
burned this morning.
Hay, grain, etc in
the barn were destroyed, but the furniture
in the house was mostly saved. Loss, $2000;

Next vear a steamer of double the capacit;
of the one now used will he run on this lint
1
to accommodate the increasing business. Thi
New York Central Railroad Company am
Central make througl
the Pennsylvania
rates from Chicago in connection with thi
company, so that goods can be brought fron 1
Chicago to tnis city by way of the nev
steamship line and these railroads, cheape
The steame
than by any other route.
touches at Frankfort, Bucksport, Belfas
the
and
then sail
on
Rockland
and
liver,
directly to New York.
Woolen goods from the mills on the Pis
cataqnls river, staren ana potatoes iron

The Latest Theory.
Boston, Nov. 13.—A Boston paper pub
Italics an extract from a book entitle!
a
New York Chief c 1
•‘Kecoilection of
Police,” by Geo. YV. YYTalling iu which M
Wailing distinctly states in his narrativ 8
that George Leonidas Leslie, alias Georg 0
Howard, robbed tlie Dexter savings bank i *
Dexter, Me., Feb. 22, 1878. The crime, 1
ays, was planned aud perpetrated by th e
same gang who, Oct. 27, 1878, robbed th i3
Manhattan Institute for Savings in Ne
York ellv. Several inaccuracies ore pointc ^
ouj in tiie story as told by Mr. YVailing.

in the class of 1825, with Longfellow, Rev.
Dr. George B. Choever, and several othci
noted men. He practiced law in his native
: town, and for eight years served as registei
of probate. During the years 1*43 and 1844

I

in the State Senate, and in 1845 and
1849 was elected to Congress from Maine. Afterward Mr. Sawtelle removed to New York,

he

was

and at one time was the legal adviser of the
house of A. T. Stewart & Co. He leaves

three children.

past his
Inflammatory Speeches
Vast Crowd at the

Excite the

iCemetery.

ear.

apparently

14,

NOVEMBER

side the Second Regiment armory at Washington Boulevard and Curtis street. Private
McBell, while patrolling the north end of the
building at about 4.40 o’clock, was startled
by the report of a gun, the bullet whistling
The shot

whereupon, showing her white teeth
smile, she says, amiably—
“If yer don’t like dem fish, chuck ’em back

came

Bars

at

Behind

the

Joliet.

Chicago, Nov. 13.—The funeral of the
Anarchists today was conducted in a quiet
and orderly manner. The entire squad of
the central detail police was on duty at different points along the line of march. The
procession started from August Spies’s late
home at about 12.45 o’clock. A most striking view of the procession was obtained at
the corner of Lake and Desplaines streets,
which brought vividly to mind the scenes of
May 4, 1886, when the bomb was thrown. It
was just 1.45 o’clock when the head of the
line reached the spot. At the corner is the
saloon and hall of Charles Zepf, the Anarchist, and;it was to this saloon that Parsons took
his wife and children after ha had finished
his speech at the Haymarket,and where they
sat when the bomb was thrown. Two hundred feet south was the place where stood
the wagon from which Spies and his comrades delivered their harangues and counselled throttling the law. Here, too, was the

alley from which

the hissing, fatal bomb
hurled into the rauks of the police. A
little further south is the spot where the missile fell and did such awful ^destruction. By
accident or design the parade wound around
this historic coruer. The line of march took
the marching army of sympathizers directly
past Zepf’s Hall, in the basement of which
the group ol “Beds” used to hold nightly
conferences and instruct each other in the
use of dynamite and practice the manual of
At the hour above mentioned, the
arms.
first line of men could be seen crossing Desplaines street, where in 1878, a bloody fight
took place between the police and the railwas

'I'lvoro

loot IV n

lH VQtlOO

ffiinrrl

of police. They wore no red, but simple
black clothes with crape on the arm. Then
came a brilliantly dressed corps of musicians
It was a strange
of the German army.
scene.
Following the first corps of musidefense
comthe
cians
walked
mittee.
George A. Schiliing led the
carried fioral triDutes.
committee
and
He was followed, eight abreast, by nearly 200
of
the Aurora Turnverein,
members of
Next came 400
which Spies was a member.
of tlie Vorwaerts Turner Society, wearing
A hundred of
red badges on their breast.
Then a
the Fortschrltt branch followed.
feature of the procession, came the hearse of

August Spies.

There

were

no

nodding

black plumes but the top was so covered
with floral tributes that nothing else could
a
be seen.
Inside was
richly covered
casket. Standing out in bold relief against
the black broadcloth of the coffin was thrown
the great sash of red silk, Spies’s colors.
The crowd" craned their necks to get a
glimpse of this most imposing of all hearses.
Another band wheeled into Lake street
playing a dirge and leading many hundred members of the Central Labor Union.
Behind them, was a hearse bearing Fischer’s
coffin, also following by many. There was
Then
no red silk emblem on his casket.
cauie the funeral carriage of Albert R. Parsons.
On the box, by the driver, sat a man
holding an immense floral emblem with the
inscription “From K. of L. Assembly, No.
1307.” This was the assembly to which Parsons belonged, until it was kicked out of the
order for its adherance to the cause of the
Anarchists. Ibis was the only fioral piece
A single strip of red
on or in the hearse.
silk ribbons was trailed carelessly from the
head of the casket to the centre and then
strung along the floor of the hearse until it
wound itself into a little heap at the foot.
Another cohort of the Central Labor Union followed and behind them were the
hearses of George Engel und Louis Lingg.
Over both coffins were red banners, and several floral pieces were carried behind by
stalwart men. All through this part of the

demonstration, there were interspersed carriages containing the relatives and near
frieuds. The next feature was|a turnout of
people who followed after the hearse, consisting of men, women, boys and girls, on
foot, with babes in arms and bands of
music. With armfuls of flowers, in ranks
of four to eight deep, they tramped side by
side. Not a word was uttered by those in
the rauks or these on the corner. Two local

assemblies of Knights of Labor wore red
and scarlet in their hats, bows of crimson at
their throats, and long streamers of crimson
from their shoulders. In front, marched
Miss Mary McCormick, Master Workman of
lllU m

fc»U

ItittUUU

ttUUnil

HB

UUVJ

A

uisimo

xao-

sembly, K. of L. Sbe was attended by two
others, ana the trio carried a huge wreath
to tile top of which was attached a snow
white dove. This was the only white dove

in the line. It was a tribute sent by the
Ladies’ Defense Fund Committee of Cincinnati. Then came more men, women and
children, and it took the marching thousands 23 minutes to pass the cjrner. After
the people on foot came 60 carriages overloaded with people |of all ages and sexes.
The line of vehicles kept on DesDla'nes
street squarely over the spot where the bomb
fell on the night of the riot.
The carriages reached the Wisconsin Central depot 20 minutes ahead of the procession.
As they passed the office of the
Arbeiter Zeitung and Alarm, a man in the
Aurora Turnverein raised in the air a small
dag and waved it over his head. This was
the signal for cheers from the loyal spectaAt the depot the
tors on the sidewalk.
coffins were borne in on the shoulders of pall
bearers through the side entrance, and deposited in a combination baggage and smoking car and started for Waldheim cemetery.
Inside the depot 3,000 people pushed and
jostled each other in a mad rush to gain
seats in the train. The first train consisted
of 15 coaches besides the baggage car containing the coffins. In the hrst passenger
car, were the mourners. Capt. Black, Nina
Van Zandt, Mrs. Spies, Gretchen, August
Spies’s sister, Ferdinand and Chris, his two
brothers, and Mrs. Barsons, Mrs. Engel and
her children, Mrs. Fischers and her two
The next coach contained Mrs.
babies.
Capt. Black, her adopted boy, Mrs. Schwab
and Mrs. Fielden and the Aurora Turn
vereiu. The rest of the cars were filled with
a miscellaneous throng who filled every seat
Three
and completely choked up the aisles.
other trains were made up a total of 4t]
out.
taken
and
loaded
Many
coaches being
Si
were left behind who wanted to go.
dense was the crowd on the tracks whet
snail’s
at
a
it
was
the train pulled out, that
pace. The locomotive kept up a continual
tooting as it neared the principal street
crossings where many curious people stood
When the train halted at the road leading
to tile cemetery the passengers rushed out of
the cars and ran pell meil to the burial
round. Each casket was carried from the
epot upon the shoulders of eight men. The
procession was headed by four woman iu
deep mourning upon whose shoulders rested
In the cemetery
an immense floral crown.
the coffins were placed upon a platforn
erected in front of the receiving vault and
15,000 spectators gathered around. Captain
Black stepped forward and raised his hand
Hats were taken off and a deep silence fel
on the crowd.
Black spoke at length am
told his hearers that they had come to di
honor to soldiers and mutyrs to truth. Tlx
dead had lost their lives iu her service and
were numbered with those that in all liistor;
had died for the same cause.
Captain Black was followed by Kober
Kettzei, oi uetrolt, who spoke in uerman
ami F. J. Morgan, a local leader, in Bug
Both made violent harangues, am 1
lisli.
said there could be nothing but contempt fo
tile law which hanged the Anarchists.
An excited listener shouted: “Throttle
the law.”
Morgan spoke in the most bitter terms o
Inspector Boutield, State’s Attorney Grin
nell and Judge Gary. He referred sneering
ly to tlie spread eaglism of the Aincricai
4th of July, so obscuring the minds of peopl >
in t his country, that it had wrought a great m
justice to a large part of the people, am l
witli a purity of soul and siugieuess oj pur
pose, tliev devoted themselves to the cure o E
what they thought a terrible wrong. Heart:
ached for the human race and, longing t<

§

What tho Arbeiter Will Say.
Edmund Deuse, editor of the Arbeiter
Zeltung. said that he had not yet found com-

Conflicting Reports Concerning the

posure to write his editorial

London, Nov. 13.—The scene in Trafalgar
Square today lias not been equalled since
1866, when the people asserting the right of
public meeting, destroyed the railings
around Hyde Park. Four thousand policemen took possession of the approaches to the

Health of the Crown Prince.

sentiments, but

he could briefly outline them as they would
be in the next issue of the paper. “This,’'
he said, “will be the tenor of our article:
The history of the world is the tribunal of
the world and as Sheriff Matson shall live
in history, so shall lie stand arraigned by
popular sentiment for ills cruel denial of the
few farewell words to the condemned,
lie
had plenty of time to allow them even as
much as twenty minutes each, but he refused
it and strangled Parsons as lie spoke. Such
reflections as these will be the burden of
the editorial.”

treatment.

One was

dreadfully burned

with

fire.
The land riot proclamation oi air unarms
Warren, head of the London police, forbidding the holding of a meeting in Trafalgar
Square today, was placed throughout London last night. At 8 a. m. the square presented an animated appearance owing to the
Small
continual arriving of the police.
drafts were made from every district in mehundeed
grenadiers were
tropolis. Three
stationed in barracks in the rear of the NaFifteen hundred police
tional
gallery.
formed a hollow square, four deep, on the
for
southern side,
protecting the suuare,
while 250 werelield in reserve. There were
double patrols in all the approaching streets.
Meantime the vehicle traffic was small and
Sunday foot travel continued except that no
Until 1 o’clock,
loitering was permitted.
At that
there were no signs of procession.
of
sight seers or roughs,
hour groups mainly
began to assemble in the vicinity of the
square, but the squad of mounted police
kept traffic moving and dispersed each group
as it formed.
During these charges there
In
one
incidents.
were many exciting
charge, a policeman's horse fell with the
around
crowd
The
surged
rider underneath.
and threatened the man until his comrades
rescued him. As the crowd thickened the
batons.
police were compelled to use their of
peoBy 3 o’clock an immense concourse Martin's
ple were packed on the steps of bt.
church, Morley’s Hotel, aud the houses in
the adjacent streets. The majority were respectable persons attracted by curiosity.
The remainder loafers of the worst class.
Several arrests were made.

and had an affecting interview with her
sturdy husband. The two convicts left Chicago for Joilet at 1.02 o’clock this afternoon,
A few acquaintances of Fielden were at the
station, and a few idlers gathered around
the car in which the two convicts were
placed. But that was all. Out of the windows of the train which bore the two Anar,
chists to the penitentiary, very few were
seen at the depots along the route, and the
deputies who had the prisoners in charge experienced no difficulty whatever during the
trip. The train reached the depot in Joilet
at 2.30 o’clock, and the convicted Anarchists
were marched
up the graveled route to the

O’Brien’s Clothes Stolen.
Dublin, Nov. 12.—Mr. O’Brien, who is incarcerated in the Tullamore jail and who refused to don the uniform prescribed by the
prison regulations, wore his own clothes until yesterday. While he was in bed last
night his clothes were removed from his cell
and replaced with the ordinary prison garb.
Mr. O'Brien refuses to dress himself in this
uniform.

penitentiary. They

seemed
to
bear up
gamely and each wore a bland smile when
they were seated in the warden’s office. Immediately after their arrival, ltev. J. J. Walter approached them and endeavored to
learn from them their particular religious
creeds. Neither of the men seemed to receive the reverend gentleman with any degree of friendship, and answered him in a
nonchalant manner. Their conversation was
of short duration, and a few moments after
the chaplain left the room, Warden McClaughrey nodded to the prisoners, and they
were escorted into an inner room, where
they were stripped of their clothing and
treated to a bath. Fielden seemed to enjoy
it and frequently smiled while being rubbed
by tlie attendant. After the bath was over
the prisoners
were given striped shirts,
which is the garb of the convicts, and were
told to try them on. They were easily fitted,
and were then taken to the barber shop,
where they were shorn of their long beards
and had their hair cropped short.
Fielden
presented a melancholy look on his face
when his long beard was being cut off, and
wnen 101a mat everyruiug was
completed,
sighed deeply as lie looked at himself in a
small mirror which hung iD front of him on
the walls. Immediately after being shaved,
Receiving Officer W. B. Luke gave them
their numbers. Fielden was assigned to cell
8326 and Scuwab 8527. They
were
then
taken to the weighing and measuring room,
where
Fielden tipped the scales at
190 pounds, and
measured
live
feet
and
six
inches
in height.
Schwab
130
weighed
pounds, and measured
live feet nine and a quarter inches. Deputy Warden Garvin here approached Schwab
and Fielden, and, whispering to them in a
low tone of voice, pointed to an inner room,
into which the convicted Anarchists quickly
stepped. The room is called the court solitary, in which Fielden and Schwab will remain until Monday morning, and will then
be assigned to work in the penitentiary
shops. Warden McCloughrey was unable tc
tell as yet what work the men will be assigned, but said that whatever it may be il
will be easy, owing to their feeble condition,
He said, however, that in the course of s
few- months, when their physical condition
would become stronger, they would in al
probability be assigned to some laborious
work. After the prisoners were confined it
court solitary, Representatives Burke anc
Schelling put in an appearance at Warder
McCloughrey’s office. They had come t<
offer a few words of consolation to the con
victed men, and were permitted to see them
Fielden effered his hand with a smile auc
chatted cheerfully, while Schwab acted as ii
under the influence of some opiate. His eyei
looked dim and his frame emaciated. Th<
visitors remained but a short time, am
Schwab and Fielden were again locked up
An enterprising
was
in towi
museum
anxious to procure the suits worn by the con
victed men, hut was told that the wisli couh
not be gratified, and the manager seemei
very crestfallen. He will, however, maki
an effort to procure them through the influ
ence of some prominent politician, whosi
name he refused to divulge.

It is a Cancer.

Berlin, Nov. 12.-Dr. Schroeter declares
that the disease from which the crown
prince is suffering is a cancer. He proposes
to perform the dangerous operation of tracheotomy and completely extirpate the cancer.
This, he thinks, will prolong the patient’s
Dr. Mackenzie is
life three or four years.
against this course of treatment, as he fears

that the crown prince may succomb under it.
He hopes to prolong the prince’s life for a
a vear and a half bv the
methods he advoL)r. Xranse proposes tracheotomy.
cates.
All the doctors, however, are in favor of
postponing any operation for the present.
The Natioual Zeitung states that the Geiman specialists on Friday, after a consultation, agreed that the diagnosis of the disease as a cancer in April was correct, and
The
that the disease has since spread.
crown prince was informed of their concluconsider
hour
to
au
for
he
retired
sions, und
what course to pursue. He finally decided
He bears
not to submit to au operation.
himself in the bravest manner.
A despatch from ban Remo says that the
crown prince is in no immediate ; danger.
His complaint may last many years.
The French PresidencyPabis, Nov. 12.—Le Votaire advises Republicans to prepare for a congress of deputies and senators for the election of a PresiThe irreconcilables
dent of the Regublic.
have resolved to form a committee of con-

control, and to construct barricades in the
streets, if M.. Ferry should be elected to
succeed M. Grevy, in the event of the latter
resigning the presidency.
Boulanger. Released.
General Boulanger has been released from
arrest. He arrives here tomorrow.
Inundations in China.

Shanghai, Nov. 12.—The floods in HouNan are increasing. Hundreds of thousands
of the inhabitants of that province are destitute. In one place 5000 men were repairing embankments were overwhelmed by the
flood and 4000 of them drowned. Another
inundation has occured at Szeterrible

Cbuen.

_

PENNSYLVANIA REPUBLICANS.
Late Returns Show

Largo Cains In

all the Counties.

Two Jokes.

Bifoiiampton, N. Y., Nov. 12.—The stor;
telegraphed from this city that a group o 1
sen

threatening letters from here directed tt
Gov.
Oglesby is entirely without found
It

Testimony

Forenoon.

Something
Making of

the

Williston church was packed last evening
to hear the pastor, Rev. L. II. Hallock, discuss “The Anarchists,” at the people’s service. The speaker said that Friday’s execution gained importance from the fact that
the dead Anarchists are representatives of a

vitrol squirted from a syringe. Another declares that he was bayonetted. Two policeIt was nomen were stabbed with knives.
ticeable that the crewd, while hooting the
and
the
infantry
cavalry
police, cheered
posted in the middle of the square ready for
action in case the crowd broke the police
line. If the crowd had succeeded in breaking the line, it is believed the riot act would
have been read and the infantry ordered to

Joilet, 111., Nov. 12.—Schwab took a farewell of his wife and two children in the
Cook county jail in Chicago this morning.
Mrs. Fielden and her little ones came later,

ation.

Saturday
He Tells

PLATFORM.

AND

PULPIT

early. In a short time, various societies of Socialists, Radicals and Irish, approached from every direction, beaded by
bands and carrying banners and mottoes
The police attacked and dispersed each group
Fierce fights took place on
as it arrived.
strand, North Umberland avenue, White
Hall, Pall Mall and other adjacent streets.
in entering Jthe
One society succeeded
a
bloody
square, but were repulsed after
fight. In which Commoner Graham was seriously injured. Graham was subsequently
arrested for attacking the police. At 4.30 p.
m. the people in the vicinity of the square
numbered ICO,000. The police were powerless to disperse them, and cavalry and infantry were summoned, but no charge made,
as the people began to disperse at dark.
About 200 citizens and 40 policemen were injured. Fifty people were arrested, among them
Some of the injured
the Socialist Bums.
were well enough to leave the hospital after

the exterminated murderers is the supreme
consideration. The condition of the existence of human society is that the wicked
shall perish. Either the murderer must be
exterminated or society must cease to exist.
Either the murderous propaganda, called
Social Anarchism, that has invaded this republic from old world dens of crimes to
preach the gospel of assassination, must be
exterminated, or organized society will disappear. This is the alternative necessity
that confronts us. There is no middle term.
Either Social Anarchism must die or this
American republic must die.”
The Inter Ocean says: “Even upon those
alien irreeoncilables, who are spawners and
hatchers of the sedition, this slowly reached
climax of yesterday cannot be without good
effect. There was no hurry to make an awful example, no effort to suppress evidence
that might show the extent of Anarchistic
conspirators or the number of Anarchistic
voters."
In Joilet Prison.

active here, and had

Dr. Cheney Continues His

It isn’t her ordinary talk, to be sure. It is
only the current New York slang expression.

square

Newspaper Comment.
The Chicago News this morning says editorially: "One paramount lesson of the
events which culminated on the scaffold in
this city yesterday is the responsibility for
one’s utterances. Freedom of speech is the
inalienable birthright of every American
citizen. But coupled with this right is also
the responsibility for its abuse. If a man by
his speech incites to theft, or arson, or murder, or bomb throwing, he must take the
consequences equally with the actual thief,
inceudiary, murder or dynamiter. Anarchists need to lay this lesson to iheart, lest the
rashness of their mouths lead them in the
footsteps of Spies and his fellows.”
The l imes says: "For society, the effect
on the behavior of the living confreres of

Anarchists were

wheel.

GitepP’

“Cluck 1

ao
1 don t mins *
cher prior to 1870.
quainted with her until then. My main pura
subscription
pose in going there was to get
from her. It has keen my main business for
a number of years to solicit subscriptions
for ibates College; I cannot tell Just bow
many.
My field has been mainly In Jiew

BELCHER’S WILL.

Further

England.

About

“Shortly after the death of Mr. bates I
may have communicated to Mrs. belcher the
donations which Mr. Bates made to the college in his will; I do not know. [A letter
ffom witness to Mrs. Belcher, dated Feb. 1,
1878, enclosing a clipping from a newspaper
relative to the will of Mr. bates, was produced and put' in evidenced I do not remember what became of tbe note for #4,000
which I gave to make up the #100,000 to complete the sum to be raised in order to secure
the subsciption of Mr. bates for a like
amount. Mr. Bates' subscription was for
$100,000 provided we raised a like amount. I
subscribed #11,000. That must have included
the $4000 note, as $11,000 was all I paid. I
solicited the donation of $.vjoo which Judge
Barker made. When 1 first called upon Mrs.
Belcher in January or February. 1870,
I
do
remember
not
that she said

the Will.

WIIXISTON CllURCU.

any one.

Fischer

and

Schwab

in de wagon an’git oil de tire o’dat

Scenes In Trafalgar Square Recall
the Days of 1866.

hauled the neighborhood without discovering

MRS.

wares:
in a pretty

The London Mobs Meets the Police
In a Fierce Encounter.

a
the
outcome of
bar
room joke wherein a number of gay youni ;
men pinned red badges to their lappels, am l
imposed upon an unsophisticated reported.
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 12.—A boml ,
discovered this morning and taken to th *
outskirts of the city, where an attempt wa
?
made to explode it. it was found to be fillei
with sand and red paint and was a hoax.
was

Philadelphia, Nov. 12.—Official returns
from all the counties in the State give Hart,
Rep., for Treasurer 44,888 plurality. The net
Republican gain is 1,372 compared with the
vote for State Treasurer in 1883, and of 2,237
compared with the vote for Governor last
year. Official figures in nearly all counties
increased the rate for Hart over the earlier
estimates.

yesterday notified

Tuenton, N. J.. Nov. 13.—Joseph Bloff, ‘
tailor residing in Weaverstown, N. J., place; 1
a red flag draped with crape outside hi
door. The flag bore the inscription:
“Sacred to the memory ot our beloved marty
brethren In Chicago who died for fbe cause the
advocated, as did many a noble man befor a
them.
A number of quarrymen saw the flag nn j
They requested Blofl't 3
became indignant.
remove it.
He, however, refused. Later i i
the evening these men, joined by a numb; r
of citizens, marched to the shop, tore dow
the obnoxious flag and smashed in the wit
dow* of the tailor’s establishment. Tit )
same men then broke up the Anarchist meel
iug in North Hudson.
North Adams Under Cuard.

were kind-hearted, tender, manly
Nokth Adams. Mass., Nor. 12.—At !l
noble men, who worshipped God by striviuj
meeting of Socialists last night the follow
to benefit their fellowmen in this strife, wh
ing circular was issued:
offered their lives.
“Great death celebration In Hermann Hal
Bland ended his address by reading a:
A part of his listener , ; arranged by the Socialists working party in cot
anonymous poem.
with the execution of innocent met i.
auction
did not relish this, and when lie asked liov
Workingmen and worklngwomen, coine all!”
the wrongs of the working class could b
Armed mon by the score were on the stret it
righted, many shouted “By tlie ballot.”
last night expecting that the Socialists woul 1
The last speech was in German, by Alber t
attempt to parade, but they did not leav e
Carlin, formerly of the Arbeiter Zeitung
their hull till after midnight and then quiet; y
He scarcely got started wheu Capt. Blae i
went home. They will hold another mee
stepped to the front aud laid a hand on tli b
iug in the same hall tomorrow during tl
speaker’s arm. ft was now pitch dark, an 1
hour that the funeral of thejexecuted men
the people were being wrouglit up to a hia
taking place. They contemplate paradin,
tension. Black announced the ceremonie
If they again hoist the American flag ; it
Tlie coffins were carried into th
closed.
hall, there is liable i
vault, and the people made a wild stamped b half-mast over their
The town authorities wi
be bloodshed.
for the train.
prevent any disturbance if possible, at tl
Saturday in Chicago.
they have arranged to; have a force of o [fleers come up from Fittsfleld if necessary,
Chicago, Nov. 12.—The doors of the ui
Spuing field, Mass., Nov. 13.--At Adau 18
dertaking establishments in Chicago t o
to-day, a quiet meeting was held by tl e
which the bodies of the dead Anarchist
Anarchist club at the time of the funeral i n
were taken after the execution yesterda y
Chicago.
were opened at li o'clock this morning and
New York Police Interfere.
large crowd viewed the remains of Parsoi s
and Fischer. At 9.30 tlie doors were closei
New
Yoke, Nov. 12.—George Wolfe, wl 10
It is estimated that four or five thousan j
to be a step-brother of Adolj h
people viewed tlie remains. Later the bo< [. claimed
les were removed to the residences of tl e Fischer, the Anarchist, was arrested tonig
Anarchists.
No excitement attended tl 6
while wild haranguing a crowd on the cc rtransfer.
ner of Twenty-seventh street and Eighl 1
condemning every oi 16
avenue, violently
Firing on the Cuard.
who had anything to do with the trial
°
An attempt was made this morning
the
Chicago men, but thn
conviction of
assassinate one of the guards on duty ou t- policemen Anally lauded him In the ‘cage.

help it,

j*

the President

by private

letter that he would either be compelled to
rpulcn

Citizens Tear Down the Fine.

_

Lamar Threatens to Resign.
Washington, Nov. 13.—Secretary I.amar

nr

else

a

new

commissioner of

the

general land office must be found to take the
secplace ol General W. A. J. Sparks. The
letretary also informed General Sparks in a

ter given to the press, that either he or the
commissioner must go. Misunderstandings
between the two officials have arisen from
their different views with respect to the
rights of land grant railroad companies, the
commissioner being rather more hostile to
the companies than the Secretary.
--

CENERAL NEWS,
_

Great damage from
is

prairie

fires in Dakota

reported.

Miss Clara Louiso Kellogg is reported to
have recent been married to her manager,
Mr. Carl Strakosch, at Klkhart, Ind.
An extensive fire was raging at Petee,
Minn., Saturday afternoon.
The announcement made by Dr. McCosh
on Thursday that he would resign the presidency of Princeton University in February
is not surprising to Princeton men generally,
for intimation of his intention lias been
given to some of his friends by the doctor,
The choice of his successor, according to
general belief, lies between Kev. Dr. Patton
of Princeton Theological Seminary, and Pro
fessor Sloane of the University.
————■—————^

Current New York

Slang.

(.Boston Transcript.]
The refinements of the New York dialect
are an interesting study to visitors from Boston. The current exclamation there just
now is borrowed from the talk of the peripaetic fish dealears, who have to deal with tht
am!
swarms of tenement-house occupants,
who occasionally find itdesirable to adopt ar
air of bluff with tho women, who get up or
the wheels of their wagons and turn the fisi
over a long time with their hands befori
they can make uu their minds to purchase
You are, we will say, in a New York draw
ing-room, engaged in conversation with
belle of the evening. She is talkative, am
broaches certain subjects of New York inter
ost, such as tho light lictween Fellows am
Nicoll Mrs. James Brown Potter's lates
* Hart’: :
gowns and the revival of llarrigan
You show, in spite o
famous dramas.
polite endeavors, a certain disinclination t<
accept the young lady's conversationa

numerous

American

class among us with whom the
people have practically to deal.

They are not indigenous to our soil, but are
gendered in the slums of the old world, and
bred in the heavy atmosphere of despotism.
These men wore hanged, not because they
killed, but at Haymarket Square their in-

flammatory words incited others to murder.
Anarchy is a
Their crime was anarchy.
state of society in which there is no authority, but absoluto and irresponsible personal
license. Anarchy is murder; is arson; is rebellion when occasion demands; it is either
or all unboundedly, if either or all may be
needful to its purpose. In dealing with such
a crime, severity today is kindness for tomorrow.
Rigorous extermination of the

alone can purify the land. Turn
your head if you faint, but let the surgeon’s work proceed. It.lis the only safety,
the only kindness.
That was deDon’t forget Haymarket.
signed to be only the beginning; and but for
the stern grip of the law the streets would
have been slippery with Chicago’s best blood.
I do not abuse these men; it is their own
platform which gives us the statements;
they are Atheists to a man; they recognize
no authority, and the prevalence of anarchy
would be unmitigated social and national
ruin. Liberty we guard with jealous care,
but anarchy would make liberty and security iniDossible, and introduce a reign of terror worse than evercursed the soil of France.
The gravity of our theme lies in this, that
all rejection of law, either human or divine
is incipient anarchy, and is to be treated as

poison
away

The

If American

institutions

are

-mau omiiiu(

write it.

Anarchists
suffer. “Submit

God.”

CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH.

Messiah, preached

a sermon

last

the

evening

on

the Anarchists, to a full house. The text
There are those
was from 1st Tim., 1: 7-9.
who propose to instruct in the law who have
no conception of what law is. Those who
create disturbances In our land, such as have
received the title of Anarchists are mostly

foreigners, and are almost, if not, altogether
Ignorant of our laws. They know not the
nature of our institutions and have uot come
to appreciate or love them. They left the
old world to escape oppression and to Improve their condition. They come here and
go deliberately to work to destroy the very
thing they profess to be seeking after.

There is no danger of their succeeding.
We have too many thousands of law abiding
and liberty loving people for such a fate to
roach us. We are a free people and we are
willing to give other people all the liberty
they need so long as they do not kill or destroy or infringe upon the rights of others.
The"great mass of our people believe in law,

and will see that It is respected, or vindicated, to say the least.
The Anarchists are composed of those who
are ignorant, and they gather recruits from
the Idle and the vicious classes. It is not a
struggle between capital and labor.
The Anarchists in Chicago have attracted
world-wide attention. They were deluded,
they knew not all they were doing. They
were not
martyrs, as their friends would
have us believe.
They were not fighting for
an

suggested

They did not nave in
them that which produces martyrs. They
would break up an order of things that has
been growing up (or centuries.
But should these poor men in Chicago be
hanged ? If they were guilty, there was no
other way, because It was the penalty of the
law. The speaker admitted that the penalty
was barbarous, that it had its origin in darkness among the barbarisms, but they could
do no better under the circumstances.
The speaker went on to say that he was
not a believer in capital punishment, aud
that he bad faith that the time would come
when such a barbarous practice will be entirely dispensed with, and sure methods of
reform instituted.
Mr. Crosley will consider the question next
Sabbath evening, “What will be the fate of
the Anarchists (n the next world?"
dark like cowards.

and I don’t want any person to meddle witl
minfe: the property is mine, and I have c
right to do what I pease with it.’ She saic
that it had come from Hiram, and he hac
told her to keep It together as long as sh<
lived, and then do what she pleased with it.’
After testifying to making a few visits U
Mrs. Belcher alter the making of the will
the witness said: “In those visits I did no
any cnauge in uer win or suggest it
after she bail nearl;
was there in 1333,
[
recovered from her sickness in that year,
am not certain how I learned of that illneswhether through Mr. McCleery, a report* r
of the Boston Journal, or through the ex
agent between Farmington and Lew
ston, or through my son-in-law, the ageu t
of th«express company in Lewiston. Afte r
1 learned of her sickness I went to Farming
ton; 1 think it was in April I went to Farm
ington, and went directly to Mrs. Belcher’:
That wns after she was much better. I wa j
admitted by Mrs. Holley, and had a fei
minutes' conrersatiou with Mrs. lieichei
She asked me to stop to tea, Dut I declined
As I was leaving she requested me to call ii
the morning. I called in the morning; 1 ha:
hardly entered when Drs. True and Lyfori
called on a professional visit and 1 wen
away, Mrs. Belcher requesting that I sbouli
call in the afternoon. I think I met Misi
Higgins on the street near the door in tin
afternoon and asked when would be a prope
time for me to call, and she said at about : I
o’clock. I called at 3, and Mrs. Holley sale
that Mrs. Belcher had been without sleej
and that she was nervous, and I said that i
that was so I would not call, and I returnei
home.
“I had some conversation with Mrs. Bel
cher about her relatives. 1 think it was a;
the time of the making of the codicil. Sin
said that she wanted to make some cbangi !
in her will, repeating the substance of wha
she said to me before, and then she sail
there had been a strange state of things ii
tbe house; that her nephews and nieces hai 1
taken possession of tbe government of tli
house and care of herself, to the exclusio
of Miss Higgins. I think I had seen Mrs
Belcher twice between tbe time 1 was ther »
when tbe doctors came and the time whe
the codicil eras made; I think f was ther 3
about a month before the codicil was madi
She then wanted me to come up very sooi
and write the codicil for her. I went t >
Farmington the night befoie the codicil wa
made. I think I remained at Mrs. Belcher’ i
that night. I hardly think the codicil wa *
mentioned until the next day. It was thei
written in the same room iu which the wil 1
Mrs. Belcher and myself wen i
was written.
in that room together when it was written
Mrs. Belcher directed as to the writing u
that instrument. During the writing 1 mad ,
the same suggestion that I made at the tlm s
the will was written in regard to her doin :
something for the Free Baptist Society, an 1
then suggested that perhaps she might wisl
to remember Miss Higgins m her will. Sh a
did not follow those suggeetion*. After th a
codicil was written I read it to Mrs. Belcht r
and she took it. She kept it until it wa 9
brought into the room to be executed. Sii b
said she would like the same persons tlm t
witnessed the will to witness the codicil, I
went to Mr. Butler’s, but he was absent frot
home. Mrs. Belcher then requested me t a
get Mr. Brackett, the Kegister of Deeds, an 1
his wife, and to request Mr. Brackett t >
select a third witness, which I did. Th b
witnesses came that evening. I was iu tb b
room when they came, and Mrs. Belche r
came in immediately afterward with tli »

firess

THE STATE.

>

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

A prominent scientist has said that the
black bass will kill from the mere love of
killing, and that thousands of pickerel are
destroyed every year by them. This statement is well demonstrated by the history of
the black bass in the fountain at the State
House in Augusta. They speedily devoured
all the other fish in the tank, and then pitched into one another.
At last only one was
left, and he died from wounds received in
his encounters with his vanquished brothers.

J

Lieut. Horace Lynch, an English gentleman, has astonished the people of Gardiner
by driving out in a real English dog cart
that cost $650.
Lieut. Lynch, whose wife
was a former Pittston
lady, a sister to John
Steward of Randolph, the yacht owner, familiarly known as Commodore, has purchased a house iu Randolph, and with his wife
and daughter aud wife’s luiother will occupy
it this winter.
The Waterville Mail reports that Tuesday
afternoon, as Miss Sophia Vesson was driving over Main street railroad crossing, a
team turned just in front of her, obliging
her to stop directly on the track. Just then,
a car attached to a shifting engine backed
down and struck the carriage, crushing the
wheels and shoving the vehicle along on the
track 40 or 50 feet, without much damage to
the top, the occupant or to the horse, which
was obliged to travel sideways at a pretty
lively rate to keep on his feet and keep clear
Miss Vesson remained in the
of the car.

■

carriage the whole distance.
The Waterville Electric Light Company
organized as follows: Directors, N.
Meader, F. A. Smith, E. L. Veazie, G. W.
Ross, I. S. Bangs; president, N. Meader;
treasurer, F. A. Smith; counsellors, Webb A
Webb; managing director, E. L. Veazie.
The capital has been raised from $15,0C0 to
$30,000.
has

OXFORD COUNTY.

Within two years the attendance at the
Norway High School has been doubled.
c.igniy-six pupns

were

registered

at me term

just closed, the largest number it has ever
had, and the average attendance was eightyfour aud a fraction. Every department is in
charge of a competent Instructor, and excellent work has been done.
PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

Charles Robinson of Bangor, employed on
the Bangor & Piscataquis railroad, while
shackling cars, was accidentally caught between them and crushed about the stomach.
It is feared that he is hurt internally.
Hon. F. M. Simpson, H. O. Paikman and
Charles Brown of Carmel, Frank Jewell at
Hermon, and George W. Brown of Passadumkeag, arrived home Wednesday, from
their annual hunting trip, bringing with
them eight tine deer, weighing 1000 pounds.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

In Piscataquis county, between tho lines
of Dover anil Sebec, is a large piece of land
which iu several changes of the town lines
has been left out in the cold aud lost. The
Dover line bounds one side of it, and the Sebec line the other, but it belongs to neither
It is a territorial orphan, with no
town.
municipal home. It gets along very comfortably, however.
There was quite good sleighing iu Greenville Friday, owing to a snow storm Thursday evening. The west branch of the Penobscot is said to be frozen over at Northeast Carry, so that it will bear the weight of
The lumbermen are fast passing ina man.
to the woods

by

that route.

YOBK

COUNTY.

I
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her last will and testament, and she desire 1
witness her signature to i
them
to
then
She
signed it In their pre:
and
ence,
they signed as subscribing wl '*•
nesses, and the witnesses soon went awa; '.
In speaking about the custody ot the wi 1
and codicil Mrs. Belcher said, as I hav 0
stated before, that her nephews and nelct s
bad taken possession of the house, and si e
said it was reported they had gotten posse islon of her keys and exumineu her paper i.
but she thought they could not have gottr u
possession of her keys for her papers seemt d
to be all right. Her will was there and st e
desired that I should take the will and cod
cil and put them in a place for safe keeping
that reports had gone out that the will ha
been read, or her papers had been disturbei I,
but she thought everything was all safe an 1
right, nud she desired I should take posse:
sion of the will and codicil.”
Ur. Cheney then described what
stej 3
Mr i.
were taken by him after the death of
und«
r
the
Belcher to care for
estate, acting
the advice of counsel.
t«“Uuring all my visits to Mrs. Belcher
was received kindly and treated warmly as
‘J
friend. I never observed in her any sign < 1
impatience, or any want of interest in tl e
She alwai s
subject to which 1 referred.
urged me to call and see her, and wou d
sometimes say that it had been a long tin e
since 1 had been there. She once cautiont
me against saying anything iu the present ,B
of Mrs. Craig; I never had much centers **
tion with Mrs. Craig. Mrs. Belcher used
say to me that she had to have a little fu '•
speaking in a sportive way with persons wl
were disposed to make Inquiries as to h r
property. Sometimes they would say, *An it
Sally when you make a will you ought h*
give me something,’ and she would rep iy
that she didu’t know as she would have an ything to leave; that she expected to live a
r
good many years and might want it heiscl *’
or that very likely she would give them
farm or a store. She would always have a
little fun with such persons who were d sposed to inquire into her affairs.”
Cross examination.—"I do not think I w *s
acquainted with Mrs. Belcher when teaehi
at Farmington In 1830-40. The State Semi
ary, now the college, was chartered In is, [Q
and I was the general agent for raisi J
funds, and up to the time of Judge Parkei •a
death in 1800 1 visited Purmiugton frequei tly. Judge Parker subscribed $.W00 for t ie
ls
college. 1 had friends, and church frien
there. I don’t think 1 called upon Mrs. Bi il■

Biddeford is talking about a shoe factory
At the the meeting of the board of trade
next Friday evening, the question of form
ing a stock company to erect a building foi
Twc
a shoe factory, will be considered.
shoe manufacturers have signified their intention of moving there if a building can lu
erected for their occupancy.
Prof. Dennett of Lewiston and Prof. F
W. Adams of Portland read to a large ant
appreciative audience at Springvale Satnr
day evening. Grundy’s orchestra furnishei
This was the firs
music for the occasiou.
of a series of first-class entertainments to bt
given this season by Willard Post, No. 70
G. A. U. Tlie next iu the course will he giv
en Nov. Hath, with Edward K. Hood of Bos
ton as elocutionist, singing liy Sanford mail
quartette and Alfred French quartette; in

strumental music by Weeman’s band.

having

considered

the disposition
of
her property.
I
do not recollect that she spoke of having
thought of bates College as au object of
donation. She seemed to know all about tbe
college. I don’t know as sbe then appeared
to take any great interest in education or
any great interest in the church.
expressed
1 think the first time she told me she thought
of making a donation to the college was in
1874. 1 don't think ( ever talked with her
about bates College, or a donation, in the
I sometimes
of anybody else.
ound other people tn the house. I may have
talked about the college in their presence,but
nothing about her giving anything to the
college. I do not remember, but 1 may have
-.ml to her that the students would be very
grateful if she should make a bequest to the
college. I don’t recollect any conversation
about strewing flowers; (very likely 1 may
have made some remarks, for I believe In
strewing flowers upon the graves of men and
women who are good and true.! It may be
that she did call my attention to the subject
of Judge Barker's grave.
It had passed
from my mind, but since the testimony of
Mr. backus I have been trying to remember,
and it seems to seems to me we once hau
some such conversation.
I may have said
afterwards that I had been to see Judge
Barker’s grave. I know I did go there, and
found it not In very good condition. I did
not do anything to it
"Mrs. belcher seemed to have been very

Presence

fropose

enduring principle; they were fighting
a principle, hence they fought in the

without

about

anything

other person should write the will, but if 1’
Before the writing
was her wish I would.
of the will I made some suggestions about
the objects she should favor. In our conversation she asked me what I thought of tht
Maine Central Institute, a Free Baptist In
stitution, a fitting school at Pittsfield. 1
think she said that the agent of that lnstitu
tion had called upon her and wanted her tc
subscribe something for the institution. Sht
asked me what I thought of It. I told her 1
was one of the trustees of the Institution,
and thouaht well of it. and thought well ol
her doing something lor it, 11 she was dis
posed to do so. 1 do not remember her reply
In the same connection I said perhaps sht
might desire to remember the Free Baptisl
church in Farmington, as their house ol
worship needed some repairs, and she re
piled, ‘what I do lor the Free Baptist Socle
ty I can do while I live.’
“Alter I had written the will I read it t<
Mrs. Belcher, and she then itook it from mj
hand. I did not see itagain until she brough
It into the room aiid laid It upon the table a
the time it was executed. I am not certali
ol the time ol day when I wrote the will; i
is my impression that it was in the forenoon
From the time it was written until it was ex
ecuted she had it in her possession, so la
as I knew.’’
Witness here testified as to the selection o !
witnesses and the signing ol the will.
“Mrs. Belcher took the will alter It wa:
executed, and I did not see it again until tht
The codicil 1 >
time she made the codicil.
dated Sept. 3, 1883. Between Aug. 9, 1877 1
the date of the will, and Sept. 3, 1883, tb 1
will remained in Mrs. Belcher’s possession ►
so far as I know. I did not see it in thatitime
and did not know where it was. I made n<
suggestion to Mrs. Belcher about keeplni ;
private the lact that the will had been made
She requested me not to say anything abou
it. She wished me to say to Mr. Butler ant
his wile and have it said to the third sub
scribing witness that she d id not Irish t<
have any talk made about it. She said,
never meddle with ether people’s business

preach to us that sin must
yourselves, therefore, unto

Rev. Mr. Crosley, of the Church of

came

and that the last one would hold. She asked
me some other questions that I don’t rumern
her now, but those are fresh in my recollection. I told her 1 would prefer that som<

ligion must eventually suffer a like fate.
The plea for mercy, to be effective, must
come before the bomb is thrown; it has no
place afterward.
As the halter drew naar, the world shuddere, pitied, almost relented; but heaved a
sigh of relief when it was over, for justice
to crime meant safety to fifty millions.
Say
not, O! the pitilessness of law I say rather,
those
OI the protection of law! Let
hang-

ing

question

I believe I

I think 1 also suggested
Francis Oould Butler, Timothy S. Belcher
had named
or Allen Currier, the persons I
before. She said she would prefer that I
should write it, and asked me some questions about how a will should be made. I
know she asked me if it was necessary that
the subscribing witnesses should know the
contents of the will. I told her I thought
not. She asked me if she made a will one
day she would have the right to make anothI told her she could make
er the next day.
as many wills as she pleased, in my opinion,

»s-

iu

be

business for her.

to be main-

niiaivu^

to

up who should
to Mrs.
Belcher that she had better call in Mr. Clifford Belcher, as he had done a good Ideal of

of the will the

tained, anarchy must be throttled dead; if
uwu

Arguments of Counsel
Made Today.

At the coming in #f court Saturday morning the testimony of Dr. Cheney was continued, as follows: “At the time of the writing

such.

tun tiuuuc ui

THREE CENTS.

_PRICE

1887._

CENERAL FOREICN NEWS.

from the top of the coal sheds on South Carpenter street. Immediately an alarm was
given, and the soldiers turned out and over-

watching.

Fire in [fiercer.

pany, which began this year with one steam
boat, have done mole business than the;
expected to do, and now they are unable t(
clear the dock at either end of the route

cess

and drowning.

Maciiias, Nov. 12.—J. Sewall Cole died in
New York yesterday.
lie was one of Machiasport’s most capable and widely known
shipmasters. He was sick but. two or three
He sailed in the bark Bonny Deon
days.
many years, and later he was master of the
schooner Fred A. Small.

handled at the depot this year than then
was last, the passenger travel has beei
large, and the outlook at present is ver;

Dressing Cases in flush and heather, for presentation or travellers' use. Nothing so compact, neat
and convenient. Chi ap at
I.AMSOXia Jewelry Kiore.
I it viiddle ttircet.
octUSdtf

by strangling

ed

wliat higher than they were last year, and
there need not be an idle man in Bangor this
has been more baggagt
There
winter.

The New York &

Strangled.

Newton, Nov. 12.—Eugene Goode, whose
home was in Hallowell, Me., where he had a
wife and family, committed suicide at NewHe had been
ton Centre this afternoon.
stopping for a while at his wife’s sister’s
house on Warren street, Newton Centre, and

Anarchists.

Dead

ennil ofrilrnnc

©»
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wc

■ca

orvii'itiiN.

Foster’s Forest City Dye House,
oct17
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Place of

d2t

DTE HOUSE

moment of time

same

Thernio’teri

THE

Thousands Follow the Bodies of the

Portland, Me

Exchange Street,

CRAVE.

THE
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BORNE

MORNING-
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want to do as ha had wished. I have no recollection of having enlarged upon the honor
of having a hall called by name; I may
have done so. I may have told her the students would be very grateful, and that It
would be the best monument she could build.
1 have told a great many people that the best
disposition they could make of their property would be to give it to some institution of
learning; that it would be a better monument than any In brass or marble. I may
have said that 1 thought Hiram would approve her act of giving to the college; I
don’t recollect. Don’t know where she got
the idea that I was a poor man with a sick
wife. I don’t recollect ever saying anything
to her about It. The 8100 she sent me 1 paid
to the treasurer of the college, and it will be
found on the college books.
I do not recollect conversing with her about meeting her
son in a better world, but presume I did.
“Mrs. Belcher seemed to become more and
more interested in the college from year to
year. I think she was a very Independent
woman; a woman with a mind of her own;
a woman whom it was difficult to persuade
to do anything against her own judgment;
I think she was a remarkable woman in that
respect; 1 presume I enlarged to her upon
the good work of the college, in answer to
her questions.
She always asked me about
it. I think I invited her to visit the college
a number of times, as far back as IH73, and
she said she would do so; that she wanted to
see the Institution and the professors. When
she told me about her nephews and nieces
having taken possession of her bouse, sbe
said that they nad taken possession of her
house and taken away the authority from
Estelle, and that it was reported that they
had ransacked her papers, but she was satisfied that that was not true.

w

Redirect—‘"Co make up ifly subscription of
811,0W) to the college, X turned In my own
house. This was nearly all the property X
Mr. Bates told me that I
had at that time
ought not to have done so, and said that If
he lived he should make me whole. The
State has the right to send ten pupils to
Bates College tree. Mrs. Belcher gave me
as a reason for revoking the legacy to Mrs.
Besse and not giving it to her son, that her
son did not need It; that he was worth four
or live thousand dollars.
At the time X prou

hi'

iUias

iii|Kiua

a

n uwnai

uaj

iui

in charge, 1 did not anticipate
auy dispute about the probate o( the will.
That was merely (or temporary convenience
in view of an early settlement of the estateI was willing to be responsible to Miss
Higgins tor her pay, and am todsst if it has
notoeen paid.
In all my liitcrvFws with
Mrs. Belcher I never saw the least sign
the use of liquors.”
Adjourned until 3 o'clock.

remaining

/
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AFTERXOOX SKSSIOX.
In of court in the afternoon,
Mr. Belcher stated to the court that the proponents would put in no more evidence.
Mr. Btront then introduced a letter written
by Dr. Cheney to Mrs. Belcher while the
former was in Kurope, dated October 7, 1876,
and closing with the hope that Mrs. Belcher
would still have the college in mind and complete all her plans in rugard to it. Mr Btrout
then said that it bad been the intention of
the contestants to introduce several witnesses
on minor matters, but it had been decided
not to do so.
The court then adjourned until this mornlog at 10 o’clock, when the arguments will
At the

begin.

coming

_

SUBURBAN NEWS.

DE^RIXO.

Ison fool In
Deering to bay
Clarke’s woods on the line of Bonth street,
Woodfords, for a public park.
A

project

Friday evening a party of friends called
Mr. Albert Burnham at his home on -Me.
chanic street. Woodfords, ami gave him a
surprise. The evening was passed very
pleasantly, with songs by Miss Nettle Morrisen, and Mr. B. B. Btarblrd. and Mr. T. W.
Hurnbam on the celestlna, after which the
party was invited to the dining room. Durmg the evening Mr. Burnham was presented
with a watch and chain.

on

8 ACC AR AFP A.

The repairs

the old Barker house on
Main street will make a decided change for
the better in that locality.
The purchase of the Cobb property on
on

Main street by the Baptist people means the
erection of a church there at no distant day.
This will make four churches on the north
side of that street within a distance of less
than a quarter of

a mile,
The Methodist people are to have a course
of lectures at their church during the fall
and winter.
The proceeds are to be used to
pay for the parsonage.
new
The
landlord of the Highland House,
Mr. Bowie, was pleasantly surprised by the
boarders on last Weduesday evening by the
of a beautiful parlor hanging
presentation
lamp. A large party of Mr. Bowie’s friends
were present and it was made an occasion of
much enjoymeut.
The question of the union of Saccarappa
and Cumberland Mills under oue name, and

possibly a city charter, was agitated by
quite a "few persons” some time before the
In the town of Westbrook.
The subject Is
again brought up presumably tor the best
interests of the twu villages. It W believed
by many that a c*ty charter (or the whole
town would be to its tlnanrial advantage.
roles for the electric lights have been
placed along Main street.
The net receipts of the Golden Cross fair
will be about 8173.
The building on the corner of Main and
Ash streets owned for some time by promlnent members of the Westbrook Social 1,1brary Association, will soon be used for
library purposes.
The Death Rate.

The whole number of deaths In the city foi
last week
was 16,
from
the
following
causes:

Diseases.
Consumption.
C»iigcstIon of lungs..

-WARDS-1 2 3 4 6 6 7 Total.

Dropsy.

Heart.
Inttam. ot bowels....

Kidney.
Paralysis....).
Pneumonia.
Old age.
..

Kliemnattc (ever_
Scarlet (ever.

Tumor.
Typhoid fever.
ToUl.
The

U

t

Id

Latin School Cadets.
Latin School Cadets have organised

by the choice of these
Captain—George

officers:

Strout.

Klrst Ueutenant— DwIgM Barley,
Second Lieutenants—E. Latham and W. Duryea
Klrst Sergeant-H. Josselyu.
Second Sergeant— H. Cloudman.
C. Cordwell,
11 Hiakley.
They are drilling well tinder the instructi„n of Prof. Klenne, and will probably be-

S^CTt?b‘on!asKrKttDmui,

fore long, give an exhibition at

City Hall.

-r ■

A public peace meeting at Tremont Temple,
Huston. Saturday night was nddressed by
Kev. Dr. Howard, Lieut. Gov. Hrackett. and
Sir llallcy Stewart, M. P„ Kev. I»r. MeKenzle, Sir Lionel Playfair, Hon. Mr.
Cramer, M. P., and Kev. Joseph Cook.

i l l i
Monday

It seems that Secretary Lamar can stand
the blunders of Land Commissioner Bparks
no longer, and lias told tlie President that
there must be a new Land Commissioner or

Secretary of

the

Interior. Sparks
went into office with the idea that there was
a great work of reform before
him; but it
lias been the rule rather than the exception
for Secretary Lamar to reverse his decisions.
new

As a result of tlie great railroad
fight tlie
of New Hampshire are
witnessing
the spectacle of the
rabidly Democratic People and Patriot, of Concord, fighting tooth
and nail to shield tlie

people

Republican Governor

Sawyer from tlie assaults of his enemies.
'I he People and Patriot seems to
find railroad sentiments as good
fighting food aa
Jacksonian principles.

According to one o! our local papers the
Anarchists of Portland kept the “death
watch” tlie night before their
Chicago brethren wero executed and
draped the walls of
their place of meeting in black.
The place
of meeting is not specified, hut a hall
about
as big as a police signal station
must have
been required to hold the Anarchist contingent of Portland.
The Chicago Anarchists showed a
good
deal of
nerve on the gallows and some
bravado.
But pluck under such circumstances must not he accepted as evidence of

sincerity

or

of belief in the

righteousness of
The great majority of men who
suffer death for crime show just as much
Pluck, are just as cool and collected. If liurrailing for murder would nmke them heroes
In the opinion of any considerable number
a cause.

—

of persons their voices would not falter
any
more titan did tlie voice of Kngel in hurrahing for anarchy.

If the Republicans win next year it will
not be by dodges and diversions, but
by a
bold and aggressive presentation of
ltepub.
llcan doetrlues and an exposure of tbe danger which the avowed policy of the Democratic leaders threatens to the business and
industrial interests of the country. The
great majority of the Republican voters are
Intelligent, conservative men, men who have
too much at stake in the welfare and prosperity of the country, to tolerate any coquetry with doctrines which they believe
inimical to the best interests of tbe nation
for tlie purpose of catching votes. That is a
g.-.me which the Democracy Is sometimes
able to play with success, because the great
'mass of its voters are not
very particular,
and are ready to swallow almost
auy ism
provided It has a few voters behind it. But
the Republicans can never
hope to succeed
in that way. Their ranks must be
strengthened by bringing men to accept their doctrines ; they cannot be by modifying or surrendering those doctrines, for that process
is certain to drive out of the
party’s ranks
more than it draws in.
The true policy of
the Republican party, therefore, is a

straight-

forward policy; to teach Republican principles In their full strength and purity, and
to leave to the Democracy a
monopoly of
tricks and dodges.
Though the State cooveutiou in Louisiana

does not come until the second week In January, the political tight has already become
spirited. The struggle is between two factions of the Democratic party, not between
the Democrats and tho Republicans.
Gov-

McEnery seeks a third term. He is
actively backed by the New Orleans TimesDemocrat, which has seen fit to declare so

ernor

Co

rllf In tlin
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O
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of the State have declared for white rule and
are determined that Louisiana shall not
bo
back to negro government, or fall into the
hands of those who do not fully recognize
the necessity for white
This

supremacy."

shot is aimed at General Nicholls, the standard bearer of the reform Democrats. When
General Nicholls was governor of Louisiana
ten years ago he became very
popular with
the negroes by placing members of their
race on the State Hoard of Education
and
upon parish and city boards. It is expected
by his friends, therefore, that he will be
able, in U*e event of a nomination, to secure
a considerable portion of the
negro vote; and
for this reason that the Times Democrat
declaims against “those who do not
fully

recognize the necessity for
cy.” A “full recognition”

white supremaof white supremacy means no recognition at all of the colored vote when it comes to counting the bal-

lots.

_

The reports from Sun liemo sound only
too much ;like the report* that used to be
sent out from New York at the
beginning of
the last sickness of Gen. Grant. There is no
doubt that the Crown Prince of Germany
has a very severe affection of the
throat, so
severe that for days at a time he has been
unable to articulate. It has been hinted that
he has a cancer, and so far his
physicians
have been unable to give assurances sufficient to set at rest the suspicions raised
by
these hints. The Crown Prince is now fiftysix years old; well along in life he would be
considered in any other association than
with the famous trio, Emperor William, Bismarck and Von Moltke.
Emperor William
has lived ninety years and reigned twentyseven.
Ilis once stalwart and martial figuie
is bent with years, and he is so frequently
overcome with faiutess that it is unsafe for
him to walk alone. Yet he now seems
likely
to live longer than the heir to his throne.
But the crown of Germany, even after the
serious losses which the nation seems doomed

to sustain soon, will not pass from the house
of Hohenzollern.
The Crown Prince has a
son, twenty-eight years old, of an active disposition, and a soldier. As yet little else
can be said of him.
With Bismarck to guide
him, there would be little for Germany to
fear. But Bismarck is old and liable to
apo-

plexy.

Itis the

possibility of losingjhim, and
the old Emperor, too, that makes the illness
of the Crown Prince so
depressing to the

Germans.
Mr.

Henry George has been explaining in
his paper how it happened that his vote fell
far below his predictions.
And this is
his explanation:
“In addition to tho Influence of the saloon, in
addillon lo ail the power that can be exerted
through the cily departments, there were engaged
some fifty
special workers at from *5 to *7.50
apieee in each of the polling districts iu tills city.
The voles of these men alone amouuted to
over
40,000, and at many of the polling places,
especially lowuid the close of the day, the voter
had to work Ms
way through a crowd of these
workers-coaxing, bullying, threatening, cajoling
they deemed susceptible. How
w'!0,'.'1
true It ts that 1 he destruction of the
poor Is tlielr
poverty, was never more strikingly illustrated
than 111 the poorer quarters of New York
city on
election cay. The very men whom wo are
trying
to emancipate, the very men whom we would raise
from degradation, are men
whose votes are
counted against us. Kvery poor creature "whom
dissipation made susceptible to the
poverty or of
a few dollars was iu some
temptation
way or
other secured. Not content with taking men into
saloons and there buying their
votes, workers
were sent to the houses, aud in some
parts of ilie
city women could he seen with baskets on their
arms gossiping witli each other
as to the money
that -.Jackror ‘Joe’ had received for his
vote, and
how good a dinner
they were going to have. It
was almost enough to make one
of the
despair
Republic to visit the poorer quarters of the city
on election day and see Hie
crowds and hear the
talk. Certain it is that iu New York
city the very
'ife are being poisoned, Hie
P° llcal
veir foundations
of Democratic government sapso

atif«<trninr,?v’y
,nle of New habitual,corruption.
York city Is true In
J,™'1*
an even
w

State®,^

And
some

grealer degree throughout the

No doubt what Mr.
George says about the
corruption in New York politics is true. No
doubt the labor party was
decimated by the
blandishments of bank notes. But
there is
also no doubt, and this Mr.
George does not
state, that a great many who identified themselves with his party, did so

simply because it

was a convenient means of
advertising themselves for sale, and never intended to
vote its

ticket.

Creat Confidence in Mrs. Cleveland.

fBoston Journal.]
“Daniel,” said Grover, this news from
Massachusetts does not present the raiubuw
liues tiiat Collins spoke of, and there appears
some doubt whether Collector Saltonstall
helped the cause by his free talk.” “No
sire,” replied Daniel, “but Maryland is all
right. Gorman and Higgins have fulfilled
their promise.”
"Yes,” replied Grover,
but we were sure of

i’In

ln

Maryland,

winch
"fasaachusetts,
bave settled

and a vicwas prom-

I
matters. Besides,
Plurality in New York appears to
one knows
what inks
.away,- an<1f°rnoa fall
to a plumlitvM
backed
by all
the
*
ed<!ral uffleers, is ominous
“TW
we wil1 ™ke a tour
New York’
c*eveland early
next j
year
ear and we shall
see a
change at once.”
iiv I.,

*nn*}
nnilU..lrr,iagabout’
r'ostmusteT1,000/Cook>

Sf

bt

morning, nov. h.

We do not read anonymous letters and coinniuuieatlons. Tlie name and address of the writer
are m all cases indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
Communications that arc not used.

a

CONCERNING BOOKS.

P.UESS.

.?“d f
'Z

w«iSVnMr*‘

e.

cavazza.

Mr. Horace Scudder’s new
volume of essays upon Men and Letters makes a
pleasant
impression at first sight by the grave simplicity of its dress. And this
of so-

quality

berness and unostentation is
equally characteristic of the contents of the hoik. It is
quite possible tiiat Mr. Scudder relies too en-

tirely

upon ttie sincere and careful expression of his thought, and
disregards more
tliau is for his own
the modern

publishing of his critiques over hig own signature, and the consequent more personal
attitude which he will take toward tiis public, will assist him to free his expression
from the slight stiffness and want of vocal

temper of the
not only competent
comment, but a certain
brilliant point and novelty that shall
compel
attention. This personal appeal to the reader is rarely made
by Mr. Scudder; his essays
savor of the library, and not of the
literary
journal or coterie. His work is so good that
a little effort on his
part to emphasize, with
perhaps an epigram here and an illustration
there, would scarcely fail to find its reward.
He writes somewhat in the mauner of the
men of the beginning of our
century, when
readers enjoyed s volume for its genuine
worth, and depended less upon artistic sensations to win and retain their interest.
Nevertheless Mr. Rudder's quiet manner
does not lack its own shy charm.
Of the eleven essays grouped under the
title of Men and Letters, those upou
Longfellow and his Art, American History on the
Stage, and The Future of Shakspeare present the greatest attraction to the
general

reader, while the essay upon Landor offers
excellent literary judgment. In a
finely perceptive paragraph Mr. Scudder pays tribute
to the strong influence of Mr.
Longfellow’s
large and evenly developed instinct for art,
upon the artistic growtli of America.

thr Pioneer,” lie says, "led after It In
rapid succession the graphic and constructive arts
and music. Now we mav trace this
influence of
poetry most distinctly in the case of Longfellow’s
work. Not only was his
itself instinct
poetry
with artistic power, hut his
genius
drew withiu ihe circle of his appropriating
art a great variety of
illustration and suggestion from the other
arts.
Ihe subjects which he chose for his verse
ofteu
comp lied the interpretation of older examples «f
art. lie bad a catholic taste, and Ills rich
decoration of simple themes was the most
peisuasive
agency at work in familiarizing Americans with
the treasures of art and legend in the Old
Woila.

When deal i lie exnresnlv with
uni.
jects, ms mind was to stored with the abiiudauce
of a maturrr elvltlzattou that lie was
Constantly.
l>y reference and allusion, carrying the reader on
a voyage to
Europe, before inussuiiis were established hi the cities, and before his countrymen
had begun to go in shoals to the Old World,
Long,
fellow had in Eli verse made them sharers
hi the
riches of art. It Is not too much to say that he
was the most potent Individual
force for culture
In America, and Ihe rapid spread 01 ta te
and enthusiasm for art, which may be noted In the people sear the end of his^long and honorable career,
niay be referred inoia distinctly to his Influence
than to that of any other American.
JLveil

It should

here that the passage
just quoted is from a supposititious history
of the civilization of America. to be written
in future by the coming
“judicious historian,” as Mr. Scudder names the stately
mim* behind whose mask and
upon whose
cothurnus he permits himself language less
restrained than is his wont. The judicious
historian does not belie his adjective, and
we have to thank Mr. Scudder for
allowing
us to read the advance sheets of
his chronicle.

judg-

ment far in the future, that it could have the
advantage of perspective, which in one, at
least, of its relations of time or space, is al-

most needful to literary criticism. Indeed
the essayist has formulated this
feeling
where he says of Mr. Longfellow:
The residence In Europe made him eager for his
American life; the return to America
brought
back wltli a rush the recollenttoii of European
scenes. In both cases the artist was
employing
the convenient
perspective ol time and space.
What was remote
shaped Itself more
Into picturesque relations to his mind. definitely
And if this Instinct is true with
regard to
events and scenes. It is much mote constraining when the personal element—with its relations of acquaintance,
courtesy, difference
of opinion or artistic
sympathy—enters the
eauatinn.
Mr.

Scudder,

In

praising

the

exquisite

and

sustainad hexameters of Mr. Longfellow, by
some curious confusion of
figures, presents
Evangeline as a “hexametrical beast ef burden"—whether horse, camel or elephant is
not stated, but merely that the
pathway of
English poetry is strewn with the bones of
such. The adjective applied recalls the recent attempt of aome modern thinker to
imagine a man of four dimensions. Since, in
this very review it has been suggested that
illustrations would enliven the style of these
generally fine essays, it seems appropriate to
protest against this one, which a moment’s
use of Mr. Scudder’s sense of humor and
comparison would have omitted.
But, leaving aside tills brief lapse from
good taste, the essayist’s peiception of the
fitness and beauty of the employment of the
hexameter in Evangeline Is both fine and
well expressed. Mr. Scudder’s consideration of the noble devotion of Mr.
Longfellow s art in the Christut, is
extremely sympathetic; while it still remains for some
essayist to note at their full value and with
detail, the marvellous technical beauties of
this portion of the Divine
Tragedy/ the re
straint, at once classic and Christian, of its
outlines, t*>e masterly magic with which the
poet compelled the phrases of the King
James version to form the mosaie of his
altarpiece. Again, the reader will not fail
to admire Mr. Scudder’s comment
upon the
Michael Angelo, in which he recognizes the
constant presence of Mr. Longfellow himself, “wise, calm, reflective, musing over the

large thoughts

of life and art." And not
less appreciative is his summing up of the
inborn traits and the acquirements which
made Mr. Longfellow the typical poet, receptive and reflective of every form of happiness and beauty, adding good and contentment to the world in which he lived.
In his case, says Mr. Scudder, the gift of nature
which made him an artist tolus
finger-tips was reenforced by that broad, free study which enriched
hit mind with a multitude of familiar
figures and
forms, and behind all lay a sane, freverent character v hich constantly obeyed the impulse to work,
to creats, to be.
It is this harmony and luminous virtue of
the poet’s life that shine like a marble statue
in the simple perfection of his

Revolution,

for the

war

of

sary

prelude

to its

popularity

iu an

artistic

form.
In the essay upon Shakespeare, Mr. Scudder opens two new and picturesque paths of
study. One of these, the consideration of
value placed upon Shakspeare’s works by
the generations since his day, leads the
essayist to the conclusion that the admiration for Shakspeare is of comparatively
recent growth, like the love of mountains
which has been dated—was it not by
Mr,
John Addington Symonds?—to the epoch of
Sir Walter Scott, while the ancients all
agreed in calling the mountains horrid,
stern, dreadful, and turned pladly to the
calmer beauty of the plains. The other path
is fitted for dainty feet of feminine
explorers
of the Mont Blanc of literature, as Mr. Scudder names Shakspeare.. He suggests the ingenious exercise of writing a novel founded
upon the hints that are
given of the story of,
for instance, Anne
Page in the Merry Wires
H
0/
ind»or. Tills proposed novel he would
name Anne
Paye's Lorers, and Falstaff and
the Aricksy matrons
would take their places
as mere
accessories; while the reader would
have “his or her attention
fixed upon the
girl and her budding life-the other
figures

skip

about

WAN

LOST AND FOUND.

TO IX) XOL'R

WK

WILL I>0 IT QUICKLY.
WK WILL BO IT CHEAPLY.
WK WILL DO IT WKLL

H. THURSTON & CD..
PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
B7 1-2

sets of hooks, Charles Dickens
novels, 15 volumes in a box, illustrated,
bound In nice English cloth, publisliyd for *16-00,
for only *5.50. Tell sets Scott’s novels, 12 volumes, Illustrated, published for *15.00, will sell
for *5 00. COLES WORTHY Book Store, 02 Ex12-1
change St.

FOUND—25

INTI
Exchango St., Portland.

Me.

*et>8____eodtt

JR“,

CHARLES BARTLETT,

I

Merchant,

STREET,

PORTLAND, mk.

»ov7

eodlm

GEO. H.
10-1

on

D- On Congress street, Monday, a small
parcel of dry goods j owner can have same by
proving property and paying for this advertlsement; apply at THIS OFFICE.B-l

IsOUN

TED—Several good reliable

WAN
licitors

men

for

so-

publications.
Good situation
steady employment to right
parties. Call or address D. APPLETON & CO.,
4o Exchange St.11-1
TED-Situation as clerk, in a wholesale
or retail store, by a youneman twenty years
of age, who understands bookkeeping, and lias
on some

of

best

our

and

lto 1IIDDLE ST BEET.
octio

MARKS

TITAN • * D—Situation as coachman
TV
by a in- n who Is used to the care

Address G. H

AND

single
TOat liBT-Rooms,
unfurnished, with
No. C TOLMAN

Exchange 8t., Portland, Me.
JOB PBlJiflNG A SPECIALTY.

-2

All orders by mall
tended to.

or

telephone promptly

at-

uovlleodtf

C.

M.

SMITH,

U. S. Claim Agent,

WASHINGTON,

C,
of pay
D.

will carefully prepare claims for arrears
bounty and pensions. Superior facilities for speedy
settlement of claims.
je22d6m

RAY MONO’S
VACATION

EXCURSIONS.

All Traveling Expenses Included.

—

IN

—

CALIFORNIA.

The second and tnlrd Parties of the season will
leave BOSTON MONDAY, DECEMBER 6, and
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8, In
New and Magnificent Train, of Ve.libuled
Pnllnsan Enlace Car., with Pullman
Palace Dining-Car. Attached.
The train leaving December 3 will go through
without change to the New a ad Elegant Hotel del ifloate. at Monterey, ami to Nnn
EramcUco, via Council Bluffs, Omaha, Denver,
Ogden, Salt Lake City, and Sacramento.
jliic ilaw

icaniig

vrivuiurr o

will HU lUrOUgll
al
Hast

without change to The Raymond,
Pasadena, and to Las Angeles, via Chicago,
Kansas City, Las Vegas Hot Springs, Santa Fe,
Albuquerque, Barstow, and San Bernadluo.
Passengers by either route will be entitled to
«tslt other sections of California, and persons de
siring to proceed at once to other points than are
named, can go by either train.
Many new features have been Introduced in our
Excursions this season.
Vcetibnlrd Trains
and Dining-Car,, are ran Across the Continent frr the first time. Special Trains with
Special Facilities for Sight-Seeing. A Choice of
three routes in the outward Journey and five
routes

ties,

returning.

Nineteen

ply

board.

Ap9-1

PLACE.

niStlKLIANhOllR.

*8.60 per pair;

BROWN,

461

no

Congress

dampness:

no

cold feet.

street.

8-1

BENTS—one lot fine kid opera slippers,
hand made, to lid closed out at 75 cents
per

7
'"x
I fj

pair; tills is a lot of remnants from goods selling
regularly at *1.76 per pair. BROWN, 461 Con-

gress street.

9.1

WANTED.
to call and
WANTED—Everyone
New Store, 453 Congress St., for

Returning

Par-

our

see

Men's

that all kinds of
sewiug machines are repaired in a superior
maimer and warranted to give satisfaction at the
WHEELER & WILSON ROOMS, 645 Congress

WANTED—People

Life Reader lias returned to her Parlor No. 4,
FREE STREET
wlieie she may be consulted from 9 a. 111. until 9 p. m.
Examinations
59&7octs.
8-1
66

horse for keeping through
wilder; a warm stall, good feed and best of
care guarauleed;
best of references. Address
BOX 13, So. Freeport, Me.
8-1

WANTED—Good

ED-Everybody
WANT
Rubber Coats. Ladles’

new

Pacific

Hotel drl .Home, and the

Costs!

Palace

Ho-

tel, San Francisco.
Hates of Othrr California Excursions.—
23: February 2. 7 ami 20:

January 2, 12.16 and
March 8 and 12.

TOUR* THROUGH MEXICO.
A party of limited numbers will leave Boston
Monday, January 16, for a grand tour of 82 Hays
through the Southern States, Mexico, and California, and another, also limited in size,Monday, Mar.
12, for a similar tour through the Southern States
and Mexico, omitting California. The round .of
travel through Mexico will be very comprehensive, and the iourneys will be made in A Magnificent Train of Pullman Palace Vestibuled cars (Including Pullman Palace
Dining-cabs.
am
W. RAYMOND.
I. A. WHITCOMB.
tySend for descriptive circulars.

RAYMOND,
Washington St, (Opp. School St.), BOSTON,
W.

296

RELIABLE CLOTHING!
Our immense sale of Fine Overcoats and Fine
Suits for $15.00, $20.00 and $25.00, has never had
its equal in the history of ou business.
Anticipating a dem and for High Grade Clothing
at moderate prices we have
bought largely of the
prominent fabrics in popular styles and take pleasure in showing a choice
stock, which for excellence in workmanship and perfection in fit is unsur-

passed.
Particular attention of the Young Men is called

Nobby Styles of Kersey, Milton and Rough
Overcoats, made Extremely Fashionable, with Velvet Collars,Welted Seams,Silk Sleeve
Linings, with
Cloth, Serge and Silk Body Linings.
These garments are handsomely made and
any
to our

ordinary figure can be fitted as well as in the best
custom make, and at much less price.
Children’s Overcoats, sizes 4 to 14, in prices from

$4.00 to $15.00.
Boys’ Blue Chinchilla
at

lowestfprices.

C.

and LariiAK* fiO
Hnhltpru
week, at FISHER’S Shoe

MASS.

(Special Notice.—Mr. Carroll Hutchins, repreMessrs. Raymond & Whitcomb, will be at
the Falmouth Hotel during Monday and Tuesday,
November 14 and 15, to give all needed information in regard to the various Excursions.
d4t
novlT_

senting

aiw

trivnn

ntiMiir

BEHOLD!

Store._

8-1

for the United States
WANTED—Recruits
Army; able bodied, unmarried men, betile ages of 21 aud 35 years,

are

cash prices paid for cast
off clothing, ladies' or gents’; or exchange
for Turkisli rugs. Please send letter or postal to
M. DEGROOT, 94Va Middle St., Portland.
1-2

WANTED—Highest

wish to inform the Ladies
WANTED—I
Portland that I have nice rooms, and

Losses

Insurance

TO

I.ET—Two new first-class brick houses,
all modern improvements,
eleven rooms
each, Nos. 605, 507 Cumberland St. Apply 135
Commercial Street, J. S. WINSLOW.8-1

IlO

In rear of 61 North St.,
reasonable. Apply to 61
1-2

' “•

COLKSWORTHY’S Book Store,
Exchange St._
12-1

l.’O'l SALE—The greatest $3.00 line of Men’s
A
Boots in the worlu, hi Plain or Cap Toe. Bala,
Button aud Congress, a regular custom Shoe for
$3.00, no tacks, no pegs, no waxed threads, but
as smooth
flexible as any $6.00 shoe. Call
DEAN BROS, 453 Congress St.
12.1
___
and

them.

SALE-Skates. Acme pattern and the
genuine Acme Club Skates, together with a
good assortment of other patterns. Wholesale

FOK

1H1UUIC ot,

x^-l

LEASE—The new and
modern built brick house No. 601 Cumberand St., between State and Mellan. It has eleven
rooms, besides laundry aud bath room, set tubs
fur washing with water closets of the most approved patieru. In fact no expense has been
spared to Insure perfect drainage and ventilation.
The neighborhood aud location is one of the
choicest In the city. For terms, &c., inquire o
J. W. PEERING, 32S Commercial St.
12-2
OK

FOK SA I.E—A line finished muzzle

loading rifle, cast steel barrel, patent muzzle,
ball starter, bullet moulds, and swage, powder
flask, aud patch cutter, all in a hard wood case.
Good as new. Cost $76.00. Price $20.00. G. L.
ll-l
BAILEY, 203 Middle street._

HAPPYI!
Dr. H. C.
Flower’s
Liver
and Stomach
Sanative 1» one of the greatest scientific triumphs of this age. It not
only

A large coal stove, will be «old
130K
cheap, apply at w. C. Sawyer & CO. 6 Preble
SALE

street.

11 l

Manufactured only by

R. C. Flower Medical

Co., Boston.

For Sal* by all Druggists.

HOUSE,

BOSTON.

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg
and Lowell depots, centres of business and places
of amusement.

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and nowr kept on the

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites,
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentlemen’s cafe and billiard-room added, and first-class
In every respect.
Boons fbo.h

Oft 27

J. F.

$1.00 a da* ip.

MERROwTcO.,

Proprietors.eod3m

ORGANIZED 1834.

TOTAL ASSE

WE
461
but

Cattle to arrive Nov. 10.1887;
we shall be at John Smith's, Allen's Corner,
Nov.
10th, with one hundred head of
Thursdav,
cattle, Including beef, workiug oxen, matched
and
store
steers,
cattle; all in want please call;
shall be there from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m.
I)1AN &
MORRILL.9-1

FOK

Mab.eribed Capital.

i'S,

$25,603,323.

PHILADELPHIA,

CASH CAPITAL,

OF

a, Hrown Black.
Tir«lan
keginnioa !k*r. *1, I**,,
Ticket* for tlie course *3.00. HI ogle tick .la
60 cent*; fur sale at Lorlug, Short & Harmon'*.
dst
povlO

All invested in

I1**
Vluwitiil

United States

TOTAL ASSETS,

SAI.E.-A physician having
a
well
established business is compelled to dispose
of same, (owing to ill health) together with his
house and laud, situated in the western part of
the city in a good neighborhood.
Applv to
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48’a Exchange SI.
2-2

PAUL AND
New

I

gain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Hiddeford. Me.oc6tf
Mnle

on

Fessenden

Slrfft, Oakdale, Herring.
houses contains fifteen rooms aud
bath room. Is steam heated; piped tor hot
and cold water and has a commodious and extra
finished stable connected. The other contains
nine rooms and in arrangement and style of finish
is peculiarly attractive.
Said houses are within one mile of Market
Square, Portland, and convenient to the horse cars
and are among the most desirable houses on
Deeiing Land Company’s property.
Also for sale one hundred or more house lots—
Prices low; terms reasonable.
Enquire of
ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St., or
F. O. BAILEY & CO., No. 18 Exchange St.. Portland.
Je21dtf

TOTAL A

Hew

$500,000.00

in United States

SSETS,

Bonds.

$1,304,126

MANCHESTER,

wxAVTAWl/iiljlJ

CASH

<(

TOTAL

OF

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

ASSETS,

■

In the

Total

PHILADELPHIA,

City

gQ

LINE

I

((

Saturday Evening, Noiember 26th,
His Great Lecture,

lib a*

riKAHCUI.

PORTLAND

< I

TRUST COMPANY

A-

OF GENUINE

Assets

WOT.
3«

Tuesday'

and 33c. Sale opens
at Stockbridge’a Wednesday morning. Nov.
» o’clock. Mr. Small will not remain over
Similar
noYl4
dtf

for 25 cents
it

of seats commences

“SOCIETY THUGS !”
AU seats reserved, f rices 25c

PEBBLES.

A

$1.50

Building,

Always cool.

PEBBLE EYE ULASSEs for $1.50 each
Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.

of Gold

at

Largs Variety

Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quality,

$4.00, $5.00

and $6.00 each.

wxttf

NORTHERN BANKING COMPANY,
Jo. 53 Titbits? St., forlliDd, Jt„
—

CT FRYE,

GEORGE
JaulO

DEPOSITS

Jeto

each.

OFFKK8 TO INVB3TOK0

—

5 PER GENT DEBENTURE RONDS

Congress and Franklin Streets.

eodtl

7 per ot and 8 per ct. Guaranteed Mortgages.
Town of Brunswick 4 per cent. Bonds
«ad other

good arc

urine-

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.

Colored Silk Velvets,
PULLEN

Hu.me..

su.ltlcs <

Nellcilrd.

OWMOR. President.

CHAM. L. HARM rON, Mceretary.

novT__

50CE]
COMMEIT

eodtf

CROCKER & CO.

Bankers and Brokers,
NO.33 EXCHANCE STREET.

UNNECESSARY.

aSeaehere ef the IS. Y. Start
dCa.haage.
Pbivats Wise to Nate Yotuc utp Boeros

SPECIAL MARK-DOWN SALE

investment secekities for sale.

f >TT»

CHARLES HEAD & CO.

NKtV YORK CORHAMPO.Y DUSTS,

...

Black and Colored Dress Goods,
CONTINUED

THIS

over

Fha.vk

C.Cancans,
initl

WEEK.

(In short leugths) reguprice $1.25.
Cents’ tine Imported Cashmere Hose 37 1-2
<eats, worth 50 cents.
Extra Bargains in Underwear.
Seal Plush Just received in a
Higher Grade than previously shown
In this market, claimed to be the
highest manufactured. All desiring
( loaks made from this
quality should give orders as early as possible, as it canot be duplicated this seusou.
Sole Agents for the Famous Ceutemeri
Kids, 3 to 30 button length.
Agents for the Demorcst Sewing Hachiue at $19.50. Large number being sold.

TURNER

Staslky T. Pullkn,

dec l

Canal National Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stook,
Ooitsr & Newport R. R. Co s Stook.
-AUO—

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Sold 4a. duo 1927.
Wo will receive Portland Water Co. 6s. due April 1,
1888, In suhange lor the 4s, on favorable terms.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal. Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

WOODBURY &

BROS.

nov4

MOULTON,

BtnKKKD,:

Cor. Middle &

ril.

Exchange

Sts.

WANTED.

SOX!

Portland City Bonds, matur-

ing November, 1887,
—

Two

THIS

Million

We shall sell 20 doz. Gents’ all wool socks at 20 cts.
per pair, actual value 50 per pair.
SEE DISPLAY IN WINDOW.
SPECIAL SALE OF GENTS’ UNDERWEAR.

X. John Little & Co.
<13t

ALLEN, JK.,

ROOF'

World la the Montroee Patent

Metal Shingles.

—

We offer In exchange,
choice line of securities.

MORNING

DOT12

KXCIIAN OK STREET
ieodSw

AHU

Water Co.

Bonds,
maturing April I, 1888.

POnOHI’SHS
MEDICATED

a

SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKERS,

IS# illlddle Street,
octl

Portland,
411

WE OFFER

FOR SALE

POKTLAhD WATER C©„
•40 TEAR OOLO 4i,
SIMKItG I-1 'VIS H<»VISM,

PA.

Dollars.

$416,545

MACY,

INTEREST ALLOWED ON

$1,191,863

Is Represented at this Agency.

CAPITAL, $200,000.00

Laugli

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

Un-

Insurance Co.,

OF BOSTON.

BEST

Eye Glasses

II
-ALSO

CAPITAL, $500,000.00.

PRESCOTT mSURAHCE CO., The Deleware Mutual Safety
organizicd 187a.

MACY’S

N. H.

MARINE.

$704,788

ASSETS,

25 cents.

Sale

Portland

capital, $300,000.00.

CASH

II

1HG9,

Reserve for Unearned Premiums.

Reserve for unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and otlier Claims.8901,440
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders 50.4, lost

nov7

Spectacles for

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

ASSETS

YORK,

Hampshire Fire Ins. Co.,

OF

ORGANIZED 184-0.

Tk#*

icfrj.

Rev. Sam Small
Hall,

o
O

$1,258,891

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses aud other Claims.3003.010
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
010,910

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

cash

$400,000,00.

ORGANKED 1838.

CITIZENS INSURANCE CO., i

FOR

NOR sale—1 second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power ledler with
heated pump, Inspirator and all fillings at a bar-

OF NEW

All Invested

$1,191,889.

\

BOSTON,

CASH CAPITAL,

lionds.

Hriya Muprrair.

CoMrdy.

CHARLES HEAD & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

j

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.9313,887
Net Surplus us regards Policy Holders 881,400

Nov. 3.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, Nov. Hand 18

STANLY

Silk Corduretts 24 Inches wide 37 1-2
cents,

$200,000.00.

TOTAL

ONE

will give eight Keadiags from

TWO NIGHTS,

lar

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

food

cellent condition, and 26 or 30 fonts of type,
stands, cases, rule, leads, reglet, furniture, etc.;
opportunity for a man. Address, 11. C.,
less Oflice.
8-1

of said

MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

TOTAL ASSETS,

ORGANIZED 1807.

Keserved Seat* lOand 20

cent*~___nor 14dtf

and a
of acknowledged
comedians
company
froaounced
by all as the greatest success since
the commencement of the musical
comedy craze
Prices 73, ,10ss4 15 rr.u.

—

Statement Jan. 1, 1S87.

Reserve for Unpaid Premiums, unpaid
Losses and other Claims. 104,190
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders 939,494

ex-

For

SPECIALTY L'ONBMTION,

Admission 16 cent*.

C. Oliver Dates!

NEWARK, N. J.

CASH CAPITA1

00.,

Mystery

ORGANIZED 1858.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

CASH CAPITAL,

$45,520,138

14th.

Overflowing with entirely New Ideas and represented by the popular young character actor,

JO,643,970

$1,357,468

BUFFALO GERMAN INS.

NOVEMBER

nova_dtf

We have n large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
We use AACIIET'S TKIAL LANE,
upon scientific principles.
logether with the OPTHALJIOSCOPIC TEAT LEASE,
combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the
and
detereye
mining the lenses needed for their correction.

lUiasaa

rtU

Reserve lor Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as retards Policy Holders 34:1,393

$300,000.00

ASSETS,

reg

TOTAL ASSETS,

Reserve for unearned premiums, Unpaid losses and other claims..9434,803
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders 003,483

TOTAL

nm

'

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

SALE

Holism

Murplna

Policy flolder*.

PA.

MATEKIAI. FOK MALE.
PRINTING
Job press (foot power, self-inking) In

Two

Ghost

330,000,000

Ca.t.c.p.1.1.
Net

OF

OF

oxen.

A

REVERE

OF EDINBURGH SCOTLAND.

SALE-IS very nice
Enquire ,of
TOTAL
I^OK
A. K. P. LORI) West Buxton, Me.
10-1
SELL men’s whole stock kip boots, double sole and tap, at $2.26 ner pair. BROWN,
Cougress street; these boots are not split,
solid kip stock and worth $3.00.
9-1

COMMENCING

PORTLAND THEATRE

EYE CLASSES.

Corner

OF LONDON.

19.801,300

FOK

—

radically cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
and a Torpid Liver, but is
positively one
of the finest System Tonics ever discovered. Price, $1.00 per bottle.

THIS W:EK.

Gentlemen 5oc.
Gentlemen
Ladies75c. Ladles unaccompanied by ilentlcftien 25c. Class In Waltzing Monday Evenings.

dtf

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for

ORGANIZED 1831.

Mub.rribrd Capital.910.000,WOO 1
Ca*h Capital.
3,000,000;
Nfl Murplus an regordn policy

MAl,K, upright,
Sheet

little used, a
music less than one half
bargain.
price, CRESSY’S PIANO ROOMS, 410 Congress
St. Portland Me.
11-1

PIANO

Doors open at 2.00 p. in.; Performances at 2.30
and 8.00 p. m.

Thursday
Evening,
Admission for

ME.

NATIONAL INS. CO.

DO,

KNOWLTON..iUmogH.
OPEN EVERY AFTERNOON and EVENIN6.

with

SPECTACLES.

sr;,* “■

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

These seats are situated in the centre of the hall.
Nos. 17 and 18, K. Will be sold reasonable. Address BOX 203, Woodford’s
Me._12-1

RIFI.li

C. H.

OAR

Opp. Lincoln Park.

u utaunrkf/t

Congress Street.

nov 11

low rates

as

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO.,

HAI.E-Two tickets for the ten remainfjsolC
ing entertainments of the Stockbridge Course

FOK

PARK

First National Hank

msnr, popular asd prooressive; soivn, solid asd siectsspiii.
Leading English and American Companies.

FOU MALE

uaium, A.VJ.J

placed in this agency at
any agency In Portland.

ORGANIZED 1853.

MAI.E CHEAP—One set Appleton's
American Cyciopaidia bound in full library
binding, 17 volumes aud index, latest edition, cost
$102, will sell at about half price. One set bound
in Ms Turkey Morrocco, very cheap.
One set in

Si.

he

can

as

cor-

I.ET—No 4 Park Place; this house is in
good repair, with a new drain and addition,
wlti. nine rooms, central and convenient, with
two cellars and entrauee from rear; rent 820.
a mouth and water rate.
Enquire at No. 5, or
CHAS. T. OGDEN, Clifton St„ Woodfords. 8-1

»AI,K

S13

his

GILBERT’S ASSEMBLIES,

FRANK B. CLARK,

FULL

MARINE INSURANCE ON MULES AND CARBOES TO AND FROM
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

Apply to JABEZ TRUE. 394 Fore
St., foot of Exchange St._
12-1

«

Valley, Ylang
Bouquet,Violet.

These lines should all appear, equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above lines do
not appear equally black at five or ten feet have a visual imperfectiou which common spectacles will
not Improve.
They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of the corneas. This de*
feet is called ASTIGMATISM.

Promptly Settled and Paid at This Office.

of

I.ET.

same

see

of the

•3

AGENCY.
WM. ALLEN, JR.,
EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND,

28

I.ET—Two Pleasant rents of six rooms
TO
each, in
house, with all modern
veulenees.

aud

Lily

Nilsson

FARRINGTON,

Fire and Marine Insurance

am

mont, Massachusetts. Rhode Island and Connecticut, for the sale of the Excelsior-Self WringingMop, improved Aug. 1st, 1887. Call or write to
ALLEN K. BANGS, factory and salesrooms 267
Middle street, Portland, Me.
Butterick Pattern
Rooms.
194

92

Slipnanatis,

to 14 years,

INSURANCE!

prepared

NORTH ST.

cWi»

At Rh. m.
nt 1..IO p

y

wanted for
good pay,

the Cavalry. Artillery and Infantry;
rations, clothes and medical attendance; hearty
young men are especially wanted for the cavalry
regiments, both white and colored. Apply at
42ya EXCHANGE ST., Portland, Me.
4 4

LET—A cottage
TOsix
rooms; terms

Reefers, size

Olive,

Portland

Robert Browning's Poems,

THE FOLLOWINC ARE OUR SPECIAL ODORS:

*

to know that this is
WANTED—Everybody
the 3rd Annual Gift Sale at FISHER'S

TO

Sale of Woodworth’s
Fine Perfume at 35c Per Ounce.
Blossoms,White Rose,

orchestra;

LONDON

Special
Wild

Philharmonic

Holos.
Tu-kets only 20 ets. Children umler 12
years,
10 ets. tome and aid a worthy work.
nov 12d2t

d3t

BxcliansSe Street
du

novo

fliiu

cloth binding.

THEHAN1NTHE M00N1

X. John Little & Co.

Portland

Male ottartetU*. Messrs, floss
Tenors; Messrs. Lambert and Smith. Bassos; Belect
Reading* by Mrs. J. C. Newton; Vocal Holos and
Uuets l>y
Lambert and Robinson; Mrs.
Impersonations. Mr.
J. C. Butler; Mr. Cha*. Rich lu
Harmonica

nov 14dl w

8-1

FOIt

Important Note.

J.
** r

know that Men’s
Rubbc r Gossamers

Store._

tween

exchange

180 -MIDDLE STREET -182

10

I’ED—Twenty-five salesmen to select
WANterritory
in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-

Leading

Mo

at 25c per pair, to
close.
will be allowed in this sale.

NEW DEPARTMENT.

nfANTED-Conant’s Compouud Vapor Baths
tv
have been removed from Federal St., to
271bi Middle St., over Warren’s furnishing store,
where Baths are administered day and evening
(Sunday by appointment) and apparatus for famiuse for sale by J. M. FROST, sole agent for
ly
Portland.
8-1

Shoe

pair.
dozen 39c, 44c, 50c grades

novl2

St.9-1

Ke-orts, including The Raymond, East Pasdena. The Arlington, at Santa Barbara, the

the

20

sizes, imperfect, off colors, at 10c per

ENTERTAINMENT,

to know

to cut aud make dresses in first-class
manner.
I cut by Prof J. W. Livingston’s improved method aud guarantee a perfect fit. MRS.
A. J. PRAY, 661 Mi Congress St.1-4

at all

Street.

3t

Boots and Slioes. Our Old Store, 455
Congress
St., for Ladles' Boots and SIhh's. We can please
you in prices and styles. DEAN BROS., 463 &
455 Congress St.
12-1

and the Ticlirts also good on all
Trains up to July I, 1888.
independent
Tickets covering all expenses both ways, and
allowing eutire freedom in California, and returning. Hotel coupons supplied for long or short

sojourns

585 and;587

people of Portland and vicinWANTED—Tile
ity, to know that Madame Johnson, the
well-known Botanic and Clairvoyant Physician
and

WiWTJER

A

ensuite, furnished

or
or without

CAKK1EKN can buy high cut,
LETTEK
waterproof, double sole, grain W k’f’st bals

—

:*U»NTKHN’ EXCHANGE,

FINE

8-1

LA

Job Printer
*

butler,

KOO.T1B.

for

97

or

of horses.

This Office.

DIEM—Have you examined the line assortment of kid and goat *2 boots at BROWN'S?
All the latest styles on low vamp, box loe, opera,
and common sense lasts, at BROWN'S, 461 Congress street.
9.1

Book, Card
—

11-1

clerk who understands
Address Y.,
This Office,10-1

__eodlro*

WTI. JR.

work
Address

ledger
WANTED—A
double entry bookkeeping.

or

Block,

20 dozen odd

can

give good references.

Charles W. Goddard
Rooms No. 19 and 20 Oxford

CEO. c. SHAW & co.,
Congress
DOT12

Closing Sale Saturday Morning.

LITERARY

m

Far the benefit of the
(iwpfl ffi««iwa. at
All..ion Hall, on
Hon.lur
iJveaiag,
Nav. I Ith. at * •’clock, whr» lha
taleal
will
following
appear.

HELP

WANTED-A

has removed his Law Office to

few barrels of Olives fully equ I in size and quality to
bottled Roods and at less than haT the price.

Grand

a

IfiOUND—A

live young man with some
business in him, as local reporter. Ad8-1
dress, TIMES Blddeford.

LAW NOTICE.

Just received

relief from Rheumatism and Neuralgia, In Newell’s Mixture, as many of our
citizens will testify. C, WAY & CO. have it at
8-1
60 cents per bottle.

for low wages and
F. A this office.

jpiuo •*«>«•<.

25 Cents Per Quart, 90 Cents Per Gallon,

LOST—Red and white setter puppy, festrayed Friday night,

had experience lu a retail grocery store,

Bo-.

BULK AT

THE BARR AH GLOVE STOCK! MUSICAL

Nov. 4, from 106 State street; suitable reward for
recovery. E. SMITH.8-1

WAN

STEPHEN BERRY,
fob anti (qomL $hinde\t

IN

DO<;
male, 5 months old;

HALE

and Conitniaaion

193 COMMERCIAL

Call

of

money.
ITIOUND—Hum
DAVIS, book-binder, 46 Exchange St.

ship BROKER,

Mbip Master’* Aaniaiant

in the

background as amusing
foils and illustrations of the fatuous
comedy
of middle-aged sport.”
Other essays of the volume show various
good traits of Mr. Scudder’s literary gift;
while confirming the impression that the

write plain tigures.
handwriting, with references,
F. H. C., Press Office.8-1

FINE SPANISH QUEEN OLIVES

own

----

E

for

lady copyists

ten

tabular work; must
WANTED-Elght
Address In

AMVNBManT*.

grand

WANTKD-l.ADY,

or

Independence.

He looks to history as the link which is to
reunite literature and the stage; and considers
that familiarity with a subject is the neces-

ACTIVE AND INTELligent, to represent, iu her own locality, an
old Arm, References given and required. 1 erinaueut position and good salary.
J. G. BLANCHARD, Bupt., 30 Reade St., N. \.
dlaw4wM
oct24

BONIN KN* (ItHttS.

biography,

prepared by his brother, Mr. Samuel Longfellow.
In reading again and again the
pages of this ideal memoir, return the words
of a letter received from a friend in Italy, a
priest of the Roman church, a man enthusiastic for literature and humanity. “IIow
nappy is America,
he wrote, “her great
poets are also her great saints.” And thinking ol the daily beauty of the life and work
of Mr. Longfellow and the consecrated fire
and song of Mr. Whittier, the expression
seems unexaggerated, and a
touching tribute
from the priest who cares for the flock of
souls in his parish among the foothills of the
Italian Alps.
So much of comment has already been suggested by Mr. Scudder’s volume, that it is
possible to touch but briefly upon his ingenious plea for themaintainment of the
popular interest in American history awakened
duilng the Centennial observances, by means
of dramas, to be founded on national events
and played In the theatres, lie admits that
the Revolution was lacking in dramatic interest ; and the reader recognizes in him the
“judicious historian” when he suggests that
Dovelopement is a more fitting term than

a

niMBLLANlOKril.

do general housework
Call at 104 WINTER

ST._12-1

to say—that are at present the
technical defects of his fine qualities. (Boston : Houghton, Mifflin * Co.; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.)

be said

It was a natural instinct that
suggested to
Mr. Scudder to set so synthetic a

WAN'IKD-Aglrlto
In
small family.

efficiency—so

advantage,
reading public, which expects

niNCBLLANGOtm.

fe.balk hki.p.

Which mar be registered If desired. Also mauy
Other desirable investment securities, yielding
!rom 4 to 8 per cent. Interest.
City ot Portland Bonds, maturing within six
months, and Portland Water Co. Honda, maturing
April 1st, 1888. received In exchange at rates
that will make it to the
ADVANTAGE O? HOLDERS TO EXCHANGE
'THEM NOW

II. TI. PAYSOM «Y

CO.,

3.4 Exchange Street.

oct5ill

Send for Circulars and Prloa-Liata Prae.

E. VAN

NOORDEN & CO.,

COMPLEXION

383 Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass.

Iy4_

demcM

BOSTON &NFYY YORK STOCKS I SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders l>y mall

on

or

a

margin of

telegraph

2 per cent,

a

j

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on the wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, and in the
quickest possible time.

Specialty.

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,

DKEKINii, WINSLOW

[JOSEPH OLE All Y, Manager,

se??2C°nere88St-Bo8t0n- Ma8&m

LUMBER AND TIMBER.

( otumtrtial
•

octlO

Street.

A

CO.,

Portland, OTr.
eod6m

Removes
Brilliant Transparency to the Skin.
For Sale by
Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations.
First-Class Druggists and
Fancy Goods Dealers.

Imparts
all
all

a

^NPOWDER.

lOPABTVKBSUIP.MIIM

Copartnership

a

Notice.

Thomas has been admitted
if l member t.I our flriu.
J. II. IIAMLEN &
novlodlw
SON.

\f K. George

<

M.

OIWUTNKRSIIII*

■.
*

N<>||CK.

undersigned have IhU ilay lormed
THEpartnership
lor transacting *
OewsItSS
hnstoess, under the Urn, nan,?.",
tLZ
JJc?i,ni;T.rw
N„i‘«O K,ehanrile' r,t,r,
»T
:he First
a

manrance

National

Bank

HorflUnd

HTKHUNO DOW,

Portland. Nov. 1,

1287.Lt*LSTl'8

co.

Eastern Railroad pref......129

PRESS.

THEE

MONDAY MORNING, NOV.

14.

WIT AND WISDOM.
is

man

of Illimitable tact.

I

never
“Swarvey
Ills equal.”
"What has he been doing now?”
"Why, he had occasion to knock me down last
night: but he had the thoughtfulness to first call
me a flar and a blockhead, so as to break his blow
to me gently, you know.”
a

saw

For

a severe

and

aggravated cough accompanied
chest, I have used Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup
most satisfactory results, obtaining, as I
did, speedy relief. John Glovbb, Portsmouth,Va.'
Salvation OH once tried, always used. 25 cts.
by

a sore

with the

As

William bent

over her fair face, ho whlsif I should ask you In French If
might kiss you what would you answer?”
She, summoning up her scanty knowledge of
the French—

Fered—“Darling,
"liUlet cloux"’

Quaker Bitters—The best family medicine.
They stand acknowledged by all who know of
their Intrinsic merits, as superior to all other
medicines. It is the aim of the proprietors to
give to the public a good article, possessing great
merit; not pretendiug to cur# all and every disease, but a medicine which is needed In every
family to ward off aud prevent serious sickness,
by keeping the stomach in order.
Use Little Quaker Pills; purely vegetable,
small, and pleasant to take.

Bobby (to young Mr. Fatboy)—I heard my sister
Clara say something lovely to ma about you, Mr.
Fatboy.
Young Mr. Fatboy (anxiously)—No, did you,
Bobby? What was It?

Bobby—She said you would be lovely to sit
the Bible ana press autumn leaves.

on

New York Stock ana
Money Market.
fBy Telegraph.]
NEW \ORK, Nov. 12
on call
has been easy, ranging from 1887.—Money
3 to 4 per cent; last
loan 3, closing offered at 2%. Prime paper at 6@
8.

Sterling Exchange is dull and steady; actual
busiuess at 4 81%@4 82 for 60-day bills aud
4 85%(o4 85% for demand. ^Government bonds
dull and
steady. Railroad bonds quiet but firm.
The stock market closed active aud firm at about
highest prices of the day.
me transactions at tne Stock
Exchange
aggreK
Bs
gated 171.495 shares.
men

"securities

arB
■

"MlaI,B'f»°tations

<>* Govern-

United States bonds, 3s.
New 4s, reg.
1!i7
Now 4s, coup.
****127
New 4yis, reg.
107%
New 4Hs, coup. 108tk
Central Pacific lsts.
115W
Ueuvera R. Or. lsts...’..’...117%
Erie

2ds...

10o%

Kansas Pacific. Cousols..’”!!! ! 100%
OregomNav. lsts.
imS
Uulon Pacific 1st. .114%
do Land Grants
do Siukiut
Funds..!.!!!!!!!!
Stocks Dy Associated Press:
E. leuu,
new.
n%
East 1 enn, 1st met. 03%
alton a Terre Haute.

Wells..Fargo

Express.!!!!!!!!!!!!!.127

American Express.

’”

las

tZu,

Krie..
?9A
uo. pref.
JJu,
New|7ork central.k..,n5»?
•"

Western Union

Telegraph....’.!!.

7k%

’Tis madness to neglect
cough or cold, however slight. Consumption
may follow, and though Lit. Wist ab’s Balsam
or Wild Chkrut has frequently cured this
much dreaded disease, it almost invariably cures
the primary diseases of the throat, lungs and
chest, where other remedies fall.

Reading.
NewiJersey Central.” 75%
llel. & Hud. Canal..... 102%
l>el„ Lack. & West.
129%
Canada Southern.
674k
Panama..
.V."
Pullman Palace.1 <ta

A neighbor being dangerously 111.
her new maid over one morning to

Denver a Kin

Be Wise

To-day.

a

lady

a

sent

inquire about

her.

over,” she said, “and inquire how Mrs. X.
is tills morning. Aud if she is dead ask when the
funeral is to be.”
The girl went as directed, and soon returned
with the air of oue who has done nei whole
“Go

duty.
“Mrs.

port,

X. is better this morning,” was the re“and they cauuot tell when the funeral will

You hardly realize that It is medi
when taking Carter’s Little Liver Pilla:
they are very small; no bad effects; all troubles
from torpid liver are relieved by their use.

Cine,

At the Church ot the Advent.
Pilliconp—'W hat have they got an eagle on the
lectern for, old man?”
Nifts—An eagle? Oh, a bird of pray, of course

To be free from sick headache* biliousness, constipation, etc., use Carter’s Little
Liver Pills. 8trlctlv vegetable. They gently stimliver aud free the stomach from bile.

ulate the

Rock island.

jinaha...!.’

8t Pam ■»

do

pref.21*4
New I’ork. Chicago & St. Louis
16*4
do pre!.
Out. & Western.

Miss

Goldsby—How'does my

gowu strike

new

(laconically)—For about $250

1 suppose,

my dear.”

FINANCIAL

ANDJOMMERCIAL

STATE OF TRADE.
As reported to II. G. Dunn & Co. aud E. Russt'll.
A Co. of the Mercantile Agency, New York.
Elections aud the Anarchists have diverted attension somewhat during the week, but an ad
vance in prices has been started by the Government crop reports, made public on Thursday, and
speculative operations since have been remarkably large. The col ton estimate of 6,300,' >00 bales,
though less unfavorable than some previous re
ports, caused an excited rise of 13-16 for the
week, sales in three days reaching 678.000 balesThe advance in material supported an advance in
many makes of cotton goods.!
Trade accounts from all sections are favorable
as to the volume of
business, to which testimony
Is borne by the increase ot 11V4 ner cent, in clearings outside of New York by the complaint in
many directions of the scarcity of rolling stock
and by the general increase of about 12
per ceat.
iu railroad earnings over last year.
T mil id

U

allhflA

atrnnnur In fnna

In

anile nf

enormous

^production, which was 142,831 tons
weekly November 1 against 140,651 October 1

and about 120,000 tons a year ago. A sale of
steel rails netting $31 60 is (reported, but a consultation of makers is thought likely to restore
stead 'ness.

Coal is in great demand and the output for the
last week iu October was 727,134 tons against
7
‘89 last year. Scarcity and high prices pre
v
u the Ohio Valley, owing to
prolonged low
~-

Water.

■ Boot and shoe buyers are unusually numerous
for the season, and a very full trade is promised.
Advances in cotton goods are sustained by a
large demand, and print cloths advance. The
exports of cotton Iu October were 387.000,000

pounds,

worth

$36,971,448,

or

30 per eent.

over

last year.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
FOItTLANI). Nov. 12. Isa.’.
The following are to-day’s closing iptoMstr a., of
Grain. Provisions, Sc.:
nra;a.

H^MxdCorn.
grade*.2 76(a,3 76 Corn, bag lots

Superfine and
low

X Soring and
XX Spring..4 15%4 36
Patent spring
Wheal*..
.5 10%6 3^
Ml.-ii. straight
roller .4 6064 76
clear do... 4 25%4 60
stone gioujiU4 26%4 35
lit Louie sr’gt
roller.4 7 Yd6 00
ckar do.... 4 76%4%
Winter Wheat
Patent*.... 5 cx>a 5 25

69 a 60
—

tfO§<5L

bas loth. ..67(368
38389
Offts, car lots
40,342
Oats, bag lots
Cotton bee a.
car lots..26 26(3 26 60
Uo bag.. .20 00(327 OO
Meal,

Sack'dbr'u
car lots. 20 (.>0321 00
do bag. 21 00(322 00
Middlings. 22 00326 00
do bag lots,21 00<a25 00
rrovikioait.

Pork—
76318 2.">
25(317 60
Mess.14160316 00

Hacks
.17
Char ...17

t tnl».

..

rj XL t* Mti—

Shore
%4 26
Large Hunk3 7o,a4 00 Heel—

i.nrir*-

Ex Mess. 7 763 8 26.
Small.3 00*3 6<:
Pollock.2 25%3 26
Plate...
8 7639 26
Haddock.1 60 a2 00
Ex Plate
9 25§9 76
Make.1 76% 2 00 ilArdHerrin k
Tubs4>-t‘..7 3 7Vic
Scaieu (p bx 15g20: j Tierces.... 7
§7Vic
No 1.
I Pails.7 Vi 3814 c
Mackerel P bbl—
Shore 1*. 10 0061800
Slioie 2b. 14 00610 00
M»W. h.Ii 00% 13 00
12 00 « 14 00
Large
.'rodnrr.
v.Titm»efrie«—
Maine— o 606 1 O';
Cape Cod 8 60 u\i oo
l ea Beans.. .2 60%2 65
Mediuin_2 45%2 6< >
Gcrni&n mo2 26%2 4o
Yellow Kves.l 76% 1 8f
rotate-' s bush 75c%80c
do lloulton.
8 6c
M Potato** 4 C0a4 50
Onions 4> bbl 3 6u%3 75
Ttirket*.20 a. 24
Chickens.Ida 17
Fowls.12 a 14

Hams
ft.11 a 11 Vi
do covered. .12 3,13
O61.
i KeroseneiPo
Itct. Pet.
Wattr Wiitu-. 7 Vi
I

PraU'.AsCi.iibb!. lov*
I Uevoe’s brilliant. )<»Vi
I Lignum. 8
1 Casco White. 7 Vi
1 Centennial. 8
1

ItnUiDH.
1M uscatel.... 2 50.3 3 60
Loudon bay'r 2 603.3 00
Ontlura J,ay.. 11131Vsc
1 Valencia....
8Vi 39
I
snuiu
Igri'ii. taieo ty it.7Vi
iKxrra C. €4i

Geese.ou*.ou 1 Ped Top....*2 3,*2Mj
apple*.
Timothy Seed 2 76(3 2%

Clover. 8Vi@12Vic
Choice eating 3 00%3 60
Ch«*«-iM
Cotniiion
1 7i-iu2oo I Vermont.— 10 (313 Vi
Fancy Baldwins
IN.Y. factory 10 §13 Vi
Kvajtoialcu 4* IT 12% 13c
Butter.
iCreamery I> tt...20,328
Palermo.4 60% 6 00 Gilt Edge Ver— 2 (327
Messina.
I Choice.20.321
Malagers....
I Good.183 21
Or >• Dgrw.
1
0
Florida. 4 60 a 5 00
Valencia
K vd ei n extras
24 u 25
Messina and Pa•Can & Western. 22a23
Palermo 4»bx.6 00(2/6 (X I Li men.
l.nnonii.

Store.16§l
..

imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENO. Steamship Vancouver—
38 cases glass to order 22in blooms Iron to Nay
lor &

o.

Ranroac Receipt:.
PORTLAND. Nov. 12, 1U>7.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—Por Port
aud 36 cars miscellaneous mercnandlse; lor connecting roads 120 cars miscellaneous merchan
Use.

Portland Dally Press Stoch List.
Corrected by Swan a ISakketi
Bankers and

Brokers,

180 Middle street.

Descriptions.

8 T O C K B.
Par Value.

Bid

Asked
1C,3
162
)22
62
12(1
142
80
loo
70

National Bank.100 102
Casco Nat. Bank.l<ai tr>0
First National Bank.100
120
Sum airland National Bank.. 40
61
Merchants’ National Ilauk.. 76 124
National Traders’ Bank.loo 140
Ocean Insurance Co.100
7S
Poll land Company.
85
Portlaud Oas Company. 60
66
BONDS.
Stale id Maine tis, due 1889 ...103
Portland City Hs.Municlp'l varmusloo
Portland Oily 6s, It. R. aid 1907...123
Bath City Os, Mun. various.102
Batli City fls R. It. aid various_101
Bangor City «s, long K. R. a'a.. ..11s
Bangor City 6s, oug Mun.123
Belfast City Os, R. H. aid. 104
And. & Ken. It. R. «s, various... 104
Portland & Ken. R. K. «s, 1896 110
Leeds & Farmlng’tii It. It. 6s.11 o
M ilne Central K. R. 1st mtg 7s.. 121
Maine Central It. K. Ccnsol 7s. ...133
Maine Central It. K. 8kg Fuudos.lin
Co. 1st mtg 6s....loO
Portland Water
’•
2d mtg 6s_ton
<
3d mtg 6s... .Ili
Canal

104
116
126

106
103

16%

Mob,lo 4 Ohio. 10
Line, pref. 98
Bullngton * Cedar ftapids. 30

Metropolitan 111.145(4

Northern Pacific. 21*4

Mining

Stocts.

[By Telegrapn.]
NKW

YOKK,:Nov. 12 1887. The following ars
stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal. 30 76

closing quotations for mining

Quicksilver. 6
do preferred.26
Hoinestake.
Outario.

Brunswick.
ElCrlsto.

12
26
1
1
2

<25
.oil
106
112
112
128
136
108
lot
107
112

are

re.iivei

1 ■4
nret
C. R. Hi y.129
A'cli i
*91%
oiiekaaud.sania Pe.Railroad..
1

..

rclenhone:.
[•el,
Wisconsin t.e -ral
u ni im
entrai 2d scries.
V[l
Mexican Central
an

Central

1

219
16%
46

U 7s

0'%
13%

4s

Mexican Central. .....
P tnt St Pere Mamnsue
Rainoad com
c 1

Nevada.j_

Union Con...
Potosl.
Crown Point.
Yellow Jacket.
Savaae—.

5(4
414
7g'8
1

5*4

7S4
Mexican.•...,_6 25
Best & Belcher.!. 7
Print Cloth Market.
FALL HIV EK,Nov. 12, 1886.—Tlie;Fall Elver
print cloth statement for the week is as follows:
Production. 176,000 pieces
Deliveries. 194.000 pieces
Stock.
29,000 pieces
Sales.281,000 pieces
Snot.SI 79,000 pieces
Future. 182,000 pieces
Price—3"/sC for 64s, 3c for 60x66s; market firm
a.ml active.

95
Eastern Railroad."" jog
California Southern Railroad!!!!!!"”!"’." 44

Albany.

Maine

Railroad...’.'.’.’".’

Meury, Muuroe, Bangor—staves

to E S

vitt & Co.
Sell Olive

Branch. Huntley, Cutler—N Blake.
SAILED— Sehs Haroldiue, Grace Davis, aud
fleet
which put in for a harbor.
of
the
part
SUNDAY. Nov. 13.
Arrived.
Steamship Vancouver, (Br) Lindall, Liverpool
via Halilax, with passengers aud mdse to D Torrance & Co.
Sch Silver Cloud, (Br) Coggins, Westport, NS—
dry fish to Dana & Co, aud Trefethen & Co.
FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.

WISCASSET. Nov 10— Ar, sell Nat Meader,
Brown, Portsmouth.
Nov 11—Ar, yr. sch Douglas Haynes, Duuton,

Danversporti

Nov 12—Sid, sehs Minstrel. Brown, and Millie
Washburn, Brown, Boston; Niger, Adams, aud
Wm E Leggett, Lewis, do; May Fernald, Cromwell, Gloucester.
SACO. Nov 11—Ar, sch
New York.

Addle Sawyer, from

Chicago

Cattle Market

JBy Telegraph.]
OHICAUO, Nov. 12, 1887—Cattle nmraet—receipts 2,400; shipments 600; strong; Beeves 3 00
00; shipping steers —; Stockers and feeders
at 1 75®3 10; cows, bulls and mixed 1 25®3
00;
Texans 60®3 00; Western rangers—.
Fm
Hogs,receipts 19,000; shipments 6500; market
strong; mixed at 4 46@4 76; heavy at 4 66®
4 95; light at 4 36®4 70; skips 3 00®4 40.
Sheep—receipts boo; shipments—: the market
Is steady; mutions at 2 76:o4 00; Wesiern 3 t.o®
8 60; Texans 2 00®3 40. Eambs at 3 7B®5 00.

Portland, Me, Nov. 12,1887. )
Notice Is hereby given that the Buoys In the
Kennebec and Back rivers, will, on the 16th iust,
be remuved for the winter season.
By order of the L. H. Board,
O. A. Batchei.ler,
Commander, U. S. N.,
Inspector 1 st L. H. Dlst.
Memoranda.
Sell S M Bird-, Merrill, from New York f r Portland, before reported ashore, is to be examined by
found in suitable condition, will
a diver, and if
take a steam pump and proceed In tow. Otherwise she will discharge ana go on the dock at Bostou for repairs.
Domestic Poi rs.
TACOMA—S'd 4tb, ship Normandy, Tukey, for

San

Diego.

ASTORIA, O—Sid 2d, ship Nancy Teudletou,
Pendleton, (from New York) for Portland.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4th, ship Wm H Macy,
Auiesbury, Fort Townsend.
Sid 4th, ship Levi O Burgess, Rock, Tacoma.
Cld 1 HU, barque C D Bryant, Uilmore,Honolulu
GALVESTON—Ar ath, oarque Jos Baker, Eaton, Newport News.
Ar 11tn, sell 11 J Cottrell, Haskell, New York.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 10til, sch Conecuh, Southard. Charleston.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar lltli, ship Riverside,
Hallett. Aspinwall.
FERNANDINA—Cld lltli, barque Emlta, Nash,
New York; sch Rosa Mueller, McLean, do.
DARIEN—Cld lOtli, schs Henry Souther, HupFlora Rogers, Frauds, New
per, New Haven;
York.
Cld 8th, sch Satilla, Skolfield, Satilta Klver, to
load tor an eastern port.
BRUNSWICK—Sid llth, schs Fannie Whitmore. Whitmore, Boston; GeoM Adams, Saunders. Fertli Amboy.
SAVANNAH—Sid lOtli, brig Hyperion, Hadley

Philadelpma.
Ar at Tybee llth, sell Belle Higgins, Skolfield.

New York.
CHARLESTON—Sid 10th. sell Nellie A Drury,
Baltimore,
PORT ROYAL—Sid 9th, sch Altaretta Campbell, for Doboy.
NEWPORT NEWS-Sld 8th, sch Maud Snare,
Dow, Bangor.
Sid lltli. sell Elizabeth M Cook, Clark. Bangor;
W m H Bailey, Pearce, Providence.
GEORGETOWN, DO-Cld llth, sch «CCromwell, York, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar lltli, sell J W Drury, Crowell, Boston; W Abrahams, Sm w. Kennebec.
Cld llth, schs Isaiah Hart, Sprout, Bath; Isaac
T Can pbell, Matthews, Boston.
Sid 10th, sch B K Woodside.
Sid 10th. brig Gipsy oueeu. Chandler, Portland;
sch Lucy A Davis, for Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar lltli, ship Sea Wit h,
Clark, Boston; sch Anna E J Morse, Lansil, Kennebec.

Cld llth. schs T A Lambert, Hall. Boston; Jona
Sawyer, Reynolus, Saco.
Also eld llili, steamer Allentown. Portland.
Sid fnt Delaware Breakwater llth, ship UnNEW YORK-Ar llth. schs Henry P Mason,
Percy, Femandlua; Beta, Sliulee. NS; Alaska,
and Saarbruek, Downing’s Cove. NS; Hannibal,
and Kate Walker, Bangor; Maggie Mulvey,Charlotte Buck, Lizzie Cochrane, and W S Douglilon,
Bangor; John Frice. and Keystone, Calais; li L
Eaton, do; Storm Fetrel. Ellsworth; Vandalia,
J York, and Vineyard, from
Franklin; Andrew
rifirrlinerK W P*rrv CAm-irutmL-n 1U
ax

Byron. Kockland; Marshall Perrin, fm Kockport;
A J Russell, Rockland; Stephen G Hart, Somes
Souud; J R Bod well, and A 11 Uurlburt. Vinal-

haven.
Old 11 th, ship Snow & Burgess, Snow, sell A F
Mowe. Ellis, Providence.
Passed the Gate 11th, sch Wm D Cargill, from
New York for Bangor; Apphia & Amelia, do for
Portland: Eva Adel!, do for Portland; Damon

—

mm

raoj

ICCO IdllBCllUlll tb

W. TV IlCbii

•Ac higher; No 2 Beil 71%c. Corn strong at 39%.
Oats V«c higher at 26c. Rye strong 62c. Whiskey
at l 06.
Provisions are weak anil lower. Porksummer cured at 12 60.
Lard at 0 30@6 40. Dry
salted meals—Shoulders 6; loug clears at 8 7Ya
SyH (17; clear ribs at 6 76; short clear at «. 87‘A®
7 00. Bacon—shoulders 6 76a6 87 Mi; long clear
7 III la 7 87'A ; clear ribs 7 70»7 76; short .clears
7 87Vs@8 O'
Hams steady at 11 00(ftl2 on.
K.
ints-Piiiin, 4,000 hhls, wheat 24.000 hu,
c ib 18,000 hush, oats 28,tKki In sh.Lcrley 16.00'
i uili, rye 1000 bush.
Shipments- Flour 4,000 hhls, wheat 48,000
hush,Cenriii80,ono ush oats 7,000 bush, |''arle>
2,ii. Mini-, rye O.COO bush
DETROIT.Nov. 12, 1H«7.—Wheat—No 1 White
81%c bid; No 2 Rsd cash and Nov at 78*4 bid.
Corn—No 2 at 45>Ac
Oats 28% c.
I eoeipis— Wheat 23,300 busb.
Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.)
HAVANA, Nov. 12, 1887. -Sugar-The market was dull. Only small business was done anil
the market closed nominal.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
$2 00 a 2 26 gold per quintal.
Muscovado muni mil.
Centrifugal. 92 to 98 degrees polarization, in
hlids, bags and boxes, at *2 93%fa3 SI1/* gold

per quintal.
Stocks
in

Havana and
Matauzas, 18.000 boxes. 80,000 hags, and 1,000
Jiiids;
receipts for the week,
boxes, 219
hags, 80 hlids; exports during the week, 31,000 bag!, 862 boxes and 304 liluls, of which
all tlm hags were to the United .States.
Freights nominal; l> hhil of sugar loading at
Havana or ports tm tlm north coasl of Cuba for
the United States at 2 26a2 60 gold.
the

warehouses

at

—

European Margots.
By Telegraph.)
LlVr-HP.OL, Nov. 12. 1887.—Cotton mat netirregular and unsettled; plau.is 6%d;>means at
6 11 18 I san s 10,000 bales; specu anou and expmI 2 100 bates.
L1V KliPtKIL.Nov. 12. 1887—Quotations—Wiu
tei Wheat 6s6d@6s6d; Spring wheat ns
fid;

t lob wheal at 8s 7d.
orn—mixed Western at
4S 6d: peas at 6s 6%d
Provisions, f-_Pork at
iI8s Pd; liacnn at 40s Od lor short Icar Cheese
68s fid. Tallow at 23s fid. Lara 36s.

tion and weakness. At all druggists 26 cents; live
for f 1.00; or, postage iree, of Potter Drug and

Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.

Notice to Mariners.
Office of Light House Inspector, )
First District,
[

»*

mi-inn, jxtiijiui.

Below loth, schs J & H Crowley, Lord, from
Now York for Hallowed; Julia, Strout, Bath for
Boston; \v C Norcross. Robinson. Camden for
do; Pennsylvania, Greenlaw, and Orizou, Speed,
Rockland for do; Electric. Flash. Smith, Bangor
for do; CharlesMarforU, Burge. Frankfort for do;
Theresa, mitli, Bangor for do.
BOOTH BAY,—Id port lltli, schs Magnet, Beal,
Jonesport for Portland; Arrival. Stewart. Camden for do; Allandale, Reniick, Ellsworth for do;
James Henry, Munroe, Bangor for do; Regalia,
Hallowed, Camden for Boston; Elizabeth, Foster,
Orland for do; N Jones, Perry, Portland for Harrington; Georgie 1) Loud, Harris, Round Pond Tor
New York.
BATH—Ar loth, sell G M Porter, Johnson, fm
Lynn, to load for New York; Jas RTalbot, Orocker. New York for Richmond.
Sid lltli. schs Nellie T Morse, Baker, Charleston; M L Smith, for Washington; Emma. Littlejohn, New York.
Sid 12th, sciis Two Brothers. Dodge, and A B
Crabtree, for Boston: C B C- urcb, Anderson, and
Mary Sprague. Poland, Baltimore; C E Schmidt,
Sharp. Philadelphia; J S Lamprey. Harding, for
New York.
At Parker’s Flats lltli. sells Belle O’Neil, Butter. Boston ; Georgie I. Drake. Goldthwaite. Horn
Darien.
Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Swansea 9th lust, ship Alameda, Chapman, for San Francisco.
At Montevideo Oct 8, barque George S Homer,
Perry, for New York, lug.
Ar at Barbadoes Oct 28th. brig J F Merry,Bradley. Boston; Amy A Lane. Emerson, do; sell Lizzh B Willey. Willey, Philadelphia.
Ar at St Thomas 25th. brig L K Munson, Me
Kowu. New York; sell C R Flint, Dukesbire,from
Jacksonville.
At Demarara Oct 28, baique Shawmut, Small,
from New York.ar 17th, disg; brig Don Jacinto,
French, from Bangor, ar 2oth.
Ar at Baracoa Oct 25, sell George Bird, Gray,
New York.
Ar at Havana 10th lust, barque Autonio Sala,
Pierce, New York.
Sid 8th. barque Havana, Rice, for New York.
Ar at Hillsboro, NB, 7tb, sell H c Higginson,
Fales. Boston.
Ar at Halifax lltli, steamer Vancouver, from

Liverpool for Portland.
Cld at St John, NB, 11th, sell
ham. New York.

Alt

uov3MTh&w2w

Wo^th
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Dr. J. H. SCHENCK has published
A NEW AND ELABOBATE

on
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..

—

Fulda.
New York..Bremen.Nov
l.a KourgofiUe..
New York..Havre
..Nov
.New Yolk .Copenhagen Nov
Cl y Alexaiim
New Y oik..Havana
Nov

Newpoit.New York—Panama_Nov
1

egeulano.New Y or* Antwerp. ...Nov
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.. Nov

Adriatic

...

New York..

Liverpool... Nov

16
1»
10
il>
17
17
19
19
19
ip
19
19
21
2 1
22
22
23
24
24
24
25
26
26
26
26

Vanctliver.Portland
Liverpool ...Nov
Moralia .New York..Hamburg. ..Nov
Valencia
.Yew Y ink ..Laguayra ..Nov
.New York. Havana._Nov
Cieiifuegos.
San Marios.New Y'ork. Havana.Nov
City of Chicago ..New York Liverpool. .Nov
Umbria.New Y ork..Liverpool. Nov
Circassia.New York. Glasgow....Nov
New York..Amsterdam Nov 26
Schiedam
..

..
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MINIATURE almanac, NOVEMBER 14.
High watei
j
9 39,I
11 '->! day
Moou rises. 6.221
i
-Cl

set-

4 16

...

1() 04
10 ft 4 111
9 ft 9In

GENTS’

during the past year, and are constantly increasing.
Buying our
goods for spot cash, enables us to
secure great bargains, the benefit
of which we give to our atrons.

IRAF.

200 doz.
lars at

90 $6.00 Overcoats at

3.24

50 $25.00 and $28.00 Overcoats at

100 dozen 45c
Hose at

100 $7.00 Oil Tan Jackets
at only

3.92

50 $5.00

Boys’ Reefers

at

3.75

Ex.

4.00

to 50 waist, for

7

482

Congress Street.

a

when simply

need

in

tonic!

1

..l

of

\

Operations

were

came from

Aisro

TTSE.

Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Knows.

MACEE FURNACE CO’S

“BOSTON HEATER"
This Furnace is of recent construction,
haring been used with unparalleled success the past tw.t seasons. The reputation
of the Magee goods being second to none,
so there is no discount but they hare put
on the market the best heating Furnace.
This Furnace has the wrought iron lire
pot and the brick linings are brought
near the radiator so there is a great improvement made and increasing the power—the surface being at all times Icept
hot with a moderate consumption of fuel.
We can give the most satisfactory references of a number that hare used the
Boston Heater. Be sare and see the Boston heater before you purchase.

TENNEY & DUNHAM,
for
Furnace Co's Gocds.
Jy2G

Agents
6

Magee
6

codtf

ita

l»i

,,aIH

eod&wly-nrm

augl2

Leadmef
^

chemists^

hysicim
saj^no
pi as

gvtrbeeri
Send

made wfii'cfj
for medicinal
Value beam*
to equal the.

*

6Cents'^

fora
beautiful

ATHLOPHOROS

ussst*
Knwmm

fjgjiiar
SqSSSSfiSSfc
SStevd

sep9

Is a combi nation of the most potent remedies known

preserving the Fluidity and
PURITY of the Blood and the Integrity of the
Blood Vessels, should you suffer from Dizziness or
Pressure in Head, Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or
Palpitation of HSart, Pain in Region of Heart with
feeling of suffocation, Ringing Sound In Ears,
Numbness or Prickly sensation of Limbs, especially
the Arm, Tain between Shoulders and In Side, Dry
Cough, Flatulence, Sour 8tomach, or If suffering
from General Debility with I/>68 of Appetite, procure a bottle of Anti-Apoplectlne, it not only
to Medical Science for

PREVENTS

Apoplexy, but curee Paralyels, Rheumatism, Heart
Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint. Kidney and Bladder trouble, Dyepepsla, Ac., Ac.
For Sale by all druggists. Price ft a bottle /Ox
bottles for 83, Send to Da F. 6. Hutch issos A Co,
Knoeburgh Falls, VL, U. & A., for circulars, truth
monlals and

a

treatise

on

eod&wlynrmcF

yug5

f_'

rsfiTI
IIN
I
I I!

A

and

eod

PILE8

treated

without

IW ■
H
the uso ot the
knife or detention from business, also ail other disCure guaranteed.
WM.
eases of the Rectum.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1842) and ROBERT M.
READ (M. 1>. Harvard 1876), Evans House, No.
175 Trcmont Street, Boston. References given.

“Philadelphia,

rapidly

from its

use.

Mary Regina,
“Sceur de Notre Dame."

CO., Boston, Mass.

octlO_eod6m

quarantine

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP

notice.

quarantine against the States of MassaalHEchusetts
aud New York, which has been in
force for some months, is hereby declared oft, and
there will he no restrictions against bringing cattle into Maine for milk, beef or breeding purposes
until further notice.
GEO. H. BA I LEY, V. S..
W. W. HARRIS,
F. O. BEALS,
ol
Maine Cattlo Commission
nov2d2w
State

x
From New York, pier foot of Canal St.. North
River, for Has Praarisro via The Isihaius af
Panama.
Great reduction lu rates to San Francisco.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.

For Japan and China.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday, Nov. 19,
2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or geueiai information
apply to or address the Oeueral Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMS Ac CO.,
113 H.a.e Sirrn, Car. Brand W»M Ba«iaa.

Spruce St., New

If

alnplf farm

nr

pniintrv

pamphlet. Office
(tiundays and holidays

excel? ted.)

THE NEW WEST.
MARVELS OF the'
eltipnidoii.

A vivid portro'Hlnf
murtcla 111
the vast wonder land west of the Missouri River. Six
Books in qno VoL, eouiprislug Marvels of Nature,
<5T
Marvels
or
Race,
Marvels
Enterprise. Marvels
of Mining. Marvels of Stock Raising, Marvels of
Agriculture. Over 350 original fine EngravIt hus more
GaUenr.
A
perfect
ings.
hi* I line quail ties than any other book.
ACE.VIB WANTED. A rare chance for live
to make money. Apply at once. Terms very

Sheriff

of

date

interest

iiiii

ni"

on

I'tij

claims is to be

iii< in u»

ucuis

auj

season

points beyond.

Through tickets for Pravidraer, I.awcll,
Warrester, New Vark, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARP. Boston every week day evening at 5 o’clock.

Cumberland

novltf_J. B.COYLK. Manager.
DOMINION LINE.

ISHT-N

ui

ujr

From

Liverpool.
November 3d.

naiu

KHISTUI.

by

tlKSSKVCKIl'S
of

Ike

of

Hurpswell

CHEW FOREE’S

AI41NTM WANTKD.

__

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

i

Tfor our Kail and
Christmas Trade, to take light, pleasant
work at their own homes. $lto$3 per day can

WANTKD>liADIB!9

Medical Rooms i>3 Frarkltu St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
is heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take their case to treat and cure
them. 1 find that about four-fifths ot the cases
up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
istauce by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and |2.00 Examination at the office, $1.00.
Consultation free.
Office hours 0 a. m. to 0 p. m.
sepl4tf

be quietly made. Work sent by mail any disNo canvassing.
tance. Particulars free.
Address at once. CRESCENT ART CO., 147 Milk St.,
Boston, Mass. Box 5170.

ADVERTINKIKM should adINTKNIMNa
dress
CEO. P ROWELL &
CO.,
lO
Mireri.

New York « ily
Mprnce
For’SELECT LIST of 1,000 NEWSPAPERS.
u^w-AVill be sent FREE on application.
nov4
eod&wlm

Mine

Gold

CITY ADYCRTISBMRXTs

$25.00 KKWllll),
A
.TV
and

City Marshal's Office, i
FoRTLsNl). Nov. 7, 1887

REWARD of twenty-live dollars will be
pal.l
lor Information that will lead to the
arrest
conviction ot any person or
persons guilty of

«

1

j

“•»«*?•

«la'H$ ln »“» P'^llc building
EZRA

1><,v8tltt

3^ I I
| % i I
MI 9
||

DR.

We know that finer leaf and sweetening than Is
used In FOree’s Kaiulxjw does not exist. To dealers in tobacco who do not sell Foree’s Rainbow,
we will, ou application, for. a limited time, send
free of charge a 60 -cent plug for examination.
A. R. Mitchell A Co., Boston, Mass.
eoU3m
octl9

Day—A

For Agents. Grandest flaney nuking Business ever oilereil.
A golden harvest for The next
Two months. *73 Per month and expenses to
active men to sell our goods. No rupitul required. No peddling. Sample ease of good* anil
valuable Information and lull particulars 7K UK
Ne humbug, we mean Just what we say.
Address at onee. STANDARD SILVERWARE CO.
Boston, Mass.
oct31eodAw2lu

scents

THBHENRY BILL PUBLISHING CO.. Norwich, Ct.
oc5
dfiw

m.;

arrivlug in Portlanu at 0.15 a. m.
Keturnlng will leave Portland for Orr’s lslaud
all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. ni.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
seplOdtf

HAVING

Ffcjure

a.

and

permanently associated myself with
H. A. Atk inhon a Co., house furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I shall be
happy to meet my friends in the State of Maine at
My twenty-five years expemy new quarters.
rience In the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me in believing that I can fill
.:
any order entrusted to my care to your IkUli
isfactiou. Assuring you that we have oue of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits in the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER,
octat •
dtf

<ttf

C’o.

8.40,

CARD.

Street.

Steamboat

Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 0.45

A

*

—

*

or

clmrcTt

llAWKES,

I.

City Marshal.
without the use of knife
3“ m
i^cured
"or ligature, or detention from
|
business.
All diseases <>f Hie
fcg
Rectum successfully treated
1
■ 31 by Dr. €. T. ri^K, O

Wl*le«*»BiMi.,AMbiir«.Mf.

Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel, Portiand.Kooin

given

Kef er0 a. in to 4 j». in.
Consultation free. 8end for painph

18,every
Saturdayfrom
ences
given.

|
I

let. 10 years experience.
sepD

follow*:

CONOKESISI .ST. STATION.
eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks ma) be obtained lor principal
points East ami West. iThe nlgnt express with
sleeping car attached,runs every night Sundays
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowhe-

on
or
to Bellast and
on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Portland as (ollows: The more
lug train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
8.46 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.60 A m.; day trains
from Bangor at 13.40, 13.46 p.m.
The afternoon train Irom Bangor, Watervllle,
Batb, Augusta and itocgland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.60p. m. Night Pullman at 1.60
a. m.
x
LlnllrL Tickets, dm and second class, fss
all paints in Iks Provinces sa sain at re-

mornings
Kixter orMonday
beyond Bangor

rates.

UNTIL FURTHER NOTH K.
(he Steamer Lily af Richmond, Capt. Win. K.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make twe
round trips per week on the route between PortBar Harbor and Machiasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tuesday and Friday, and Machiasport at 4.00 a. m.
every Monday and Thursday.
PAYSON TL'CKKK, General Manager.

land,

F. E. BOOTHBY.Oen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Port!am,. Qct.30.1887.od'/ldt.

Tortlund & Rochester R. R,
ARRANGEMENT

OF

TRAINS

Ou and alter IVIoaday, October 34, 19197,
Passenger Trains will Leave Portland!
For Worcester, Flinloa, Ayer Junction.
Nashua, W indhnu and Kppinp at 7.M
u. at.

and 1.00 p

to.

viaacbrairr, t ouesrd, and points North
1.00 p. at.
Rochester, Mariagrale, Alfred, B slen
hero, and Haro Hirer at 7.110 a. u>., 1.00
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
Far Usrhnm at 7.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.00,
0.30, A' <1 (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
For Haecuruppa.Camberload .VHIIs, We to
! (brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.M
and 10.00 a. at., 1.00, 3.00, 0.30 and
(mixed) *0.5 O p. m.
Fur Faresl A 'eaae ( fleering) lO OO a. m.
Far
at
For

liOOand 0.30 p.

m.

The 1 .OO p. at. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Juacl. with Htottc Tunnel Hoatr lot
the West, and at 1 aion Drpat, Warerstrr, lei
New York via Norwich Liar, and all rait
via Hprinuaeld, also with N. *. 4 s. I:. H. K
(••Steamer Maryland Koule”) for Philadelphia,
Hnltimoro, Washington, and the South, ana
with Hosioa A Albany H. It. for the Wrot.
Close connection made at Westbrook J toietiou wttb through trains of Maine Central H.K. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Houtk
may be had of 8. H. HELLKN,Ticket Agent, Port
laud * Rochester Depot at fool of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.

octasdtf_JL^W
w rm

mhu

PKTERS

iyimihl

sum.

rt

n

rfleet

Mua4af, Oct. *4*1, IMT.
WESTERN DIVISION.

Por Homan 7.80, 8.40 a. ni., 12 40 8.3' d. m.
Hoaloo far Parllnud 7.30 8.30, a. m.
I 01'.
4.00 p.m. (6.00p. ni. arriving So. H.rwihji
8.00 p. in., connecting will) 0.35 p. m. train tor
Portland.) ttcaroro Hrmh
P«or Point,
Haro, Hiddrford 7.30. 8 to, 10.25 a. in., 3.30,
OI.I Or.hard, 7.30. 8.40,
•5.30,6.16 p. IT).
1().26 a. m., 12.40.3.30, •5.30,6.16 p. m. North
Her wick,l.reot Pull., Hovel 7.30,8.40 a.m.,

12.40,3.3(1, *6.30 p.

m.
Kirin, Haverhill,
[.Hwrrirf, l.owrll, 7.30, 8.41) a. iu., 12.40,
Horhratrr riinmattoa, Alton
p. in.
Ha), 8.40 a. m., 13.40, 3.30 p. in. Via or hr at r
and Concord via Lawrence) 3.40a.m., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) S.3o p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scarboro Crossing.
8II3DAV TBAI38
toi Hoaton 1.00, 4.15 p. m. via Erst Dlv, to Scarboro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.

follows:

$0

aa

For Askars aad I.ewiotoa, 8.80 a. a.,
12.50 4.60 p. m.; l.ewintoa via Kraai
wick, 7.05 a. m., 12.66 til.l6p.m. For Hath,
7.05 a. m., 12.56 anil 4.66 p. ni., ami on Saturdr.ys only at 11.16 p. m. Keck lead aad
Kooi aad Isiaeala K. K., 7.06 a. m. and
12.65 p. in., Brssawlck, Uardiacr Halle>
well, asd As|a«ta, 7.06 a. Uj., 12.65, 4.66
aud til.16 p. m. Fartaingtea via L.cwio~
taa, 12.60 p. m.; via Hrusawich, 7.06
»
in. and 12.55 p.
Tl earn oath, Wlsm.
throp KrndHeld, Oaklaad aad Ksrth
Asms, 12.60 p. ID., Waterville aad Akowhegaa, via l.ewiatss, 12.50, via Augusta,
7.00 a. m., 12.55 ami til. 16 p. m., an«l Wsisrvilio Saturdays only 4.56 p. m.
Belfast
aad
ns.
Dexter. 12.50 and til.15 p.
Basgov via l.ewiitov, 12.60 p. ni., via
Augusta, 7.05 a. in., 12.56 aud til. 15 p. ca.
Hanger A FiacsMssH K. K., 7.06 a. m.,
and
til.16 p. m. Kllrwottk aad Bar
til.16 and 12.66
Marker,
p. m. At.
County,
Atepkea (Calais), Arowtssk
At. Jeka, Halifnx, nnd tke
Previacee,
12.50, 12.55 and 111.16 p. nt
tr-AU trains timed as above from Commercial

TEAJIKKs.

Bailey’s Island 7.00; llarpswell. 7.15; East End.
Great Chebeague, 7 45; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.05; Ltttie Chebeague, 8.20; 1<oug Islaud

noon.

IVIOADAV, Oct 14, HIT.
Fawwsger Traiao will leave

3.30

On amt after September lt>th 1887. steamer
Gordon. Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as

Given under my hand the date first almve writH. R. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
iiov7&14

HICKHON,General Manager.

WM. KDGAK, O. P. A..
J. 8TKPHKNSON. Supt.

Os aad after

ia»

COMAl

Hundreds cured.

eodU

I

%

^

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

From Portland.

General Agent'

fSLAlVDN

J0SKPH
May 16. 1887.

ouo I

aunrri

septai-dtf

MICHAEL H. REDDY of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition ot
said Debtor,
Michael II. Reddy of Portland,
which
was
filed
on
the
petition
flflh day of November, A. 1). 1887, to which
date Interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the
payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, auu the transfer anil delivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting ot the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
holden at Probate Court Room,
Insolvency, to beon
the twenty.first day of Noln,said Portland,
vember, A. D. 1887, at 10 o'clock in the fore-

IMPORTERS,

STEAMERS.

Rates to

Wot aad Aealhweot.

Dock7)

For NEW YORK.

estate of said

R. STANLEY & SON,

| Vancouver
i:, (Avonmouth

HKHVlt

steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at 6p.iu. Returning, leave Flot
38, Kast River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

THIS

For Sale in the Original Package by

!From Portland,
i via Halifax.
| November 24."

H4LVE STEAMSHIP

f'unbrrlasd

State of Maine. Cumberland ss. November 5th,
A. D. 1887.
Is to give notice, that on the fifth day
of November, A. b. 1887, a Warrant in
Insolvency was Issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberlaud, against the

STOIJT,

uTvnivu,

Ralrn of I

County.

—AND—

|

Cabin.*50. *60, *75.. Return *100,*125.*150
Intermediate... .30.
Return. .60
..Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.20,
For trelght or passage, apply to
DAV1DTORRANCK & CO.,
Foot of India Street.
novAdtl_

NOTICE.

Mkeriff

|

From Avoniii'th;

said Portland, on the twenty-ltrst day of November, A.D. 1887. at ten o’clock In the forenoon.
Utveu under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
U0V7&14

Office

via Mo-

LIVERPOOL HKKVICK,(vlaLondonderry)
Wailing Date.:

are forbidden
law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtors,
to prove their dents and choose one or more assignees of their estate,will be held at a Court of I nsolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room, in

A mint

IWW7-N

—

ville and Halifax.

the transfer and delivery of any prop-

Debtor, and
erty by them

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS

—

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,

computed.
iu

WHARF, Portland,
day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving lu
(or connection with earliest trains for

every

JOSEPH MITCHELL and CHAKLES E. LITTLEFIELD. individually and as members of
the firm of Mitchell & Littlefield,
adjudged to be Insolvent Debtors, ou petition
of said Debtors, which petition was filed on the
tilth day ot November, A. D. 1887, to which

Bass’ English Ale

Eore

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

THIS

Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist. 212 Danforth
street; Cook, Everett A Pennell; John W. Perkins
A Co.; II. H. Hay A Sod, and A. W. Smith, Druggist, 107 Portland St.. Portland. Maine. W. W,
Whipple & Co.. 21 Market Square, and Woodford s Comer, Deerlug.Me._
Jlylleudly

410

Ibr

ARRA!NGEMKNTN.

leave FRANKI.IN
alternately
week

State of Maine. Cumberland ss.,November 5tb,
A. D. 1887.
to give notice, that on
the fifth
is
day of November, A. D. 1887, a Warrant lu
lusolveucy was issued out of the Court of Insolvency lor said County of Cumberlaud agalust
the estate of said

I)o your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
They will dye everything. They are sold everywhere. Price lOc. a package—40 colors.
They
have no equal lor Strength, Brightness, Amount
in packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadiug Dualities. They do not crock or smut. For
sale by D. W. Heseltlne & Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets: N. G. Nichols, Druggist, 787 Cougress, corner Grove street; E. W.
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
Druggist, corner Middle and Franklin streets; 0.
P. ifurr, Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
s. Banks, Druggist, Junction Congress and Free

nov24

TEK

TH1 FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

County.

LADIES !

eo<1y

FARE ONLY $1.00.

nENNEfliEK'N NOTICE.

doing business in the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
K. K. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston, Auburn and Portland, and all points
east and west.
For particulars and terms inquire of
AKA Cl’MH.nAN, Auburn, .Tie
or on the premises.aug22eodAwtl

G UIA A ESS’

STEAMERS.

We use In uur Hospital 300 large bottles of every lot made. This gives a guarantee of sweetness of every bottle sold, ana is not given by any
manufacturer of any other preparation In the
world.
oet26WS&Mtl

Bureau,

for

BOSTON

tain. 30 bed., uud i. located at 11 to 31
street.
When nay of the boy.
.offer from Scrofula, Ectem. or otbrr
«Uiu dioeuar*. they recover quickly by the
u.e of our I.iquid Food.

ariteiluced

Tickets Sold

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

hov2_eod3m

a

Office of

from New York.

A 1>K IV. W A.SIPHON, If. K. Agent,
'iOl
nihiugfon nirrrl.

Causeway

York.
eod&wlm

nliiPA

Ocean Steamship Co.

>

St., ud Deeot Foot et India Skoal

naada, Detroit, € hirnge, T|il«*naltp«,
Claciaaati, Ml. I.eni*, Ouanhw, NaglMW,
At. FhuI, Aultl.ake City, Dearer, Naa
Frnan*re. and all points In tbe fteo-thwest.

Cl TV” and “Cl I V

MttO.T'rrery Tilt HMDS V, nl .1
P..W., from HA VANNAII PIIH.
t’HgrrM Hlrcrl. Halos.
ltlCHAKDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Savannah Pier, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent, Central
K. K..2U1 Washington St.. O. O. PEARSON.
Agent, S. 1'. & W. K’y, 211 Washington St.,
OK VIA
or

as

and

PORTLAND. MT. DESERT & MACH'AS STEAMBOAT CO.

STEAMSHIP CO.
Hleam.hips ‘CiATK

m.

I

duced

NEW ENGLAND MD SAVANNAH

baby dee. uot
chrirr, never
change it. teed, but add See er mere drop,
nl each feeding, and it. leaf er needed vitality will be develeped ia 30 day..
Our Free Home for Homcle.. Key. con-

homestead of the late Captain Thomas
Morse, in Gray, Maine; house new and modcommodious barn and out buildings, ail in
good condition: three mluutes walk from post office and Maine Central R. R. Station; the farm
contains about 100 acres, nearly equally divided
between wood, pasture and tillage; all excellent
for hay and farm crops;
would make a splendid
or

Freight and Passenger Line,

blood corpuscles.

;

flnirv

SAVANNAH

Is adapted for all ages, lu health or
It will make, by the use of one tablefour times daily for an adult, eight per
eent. new blood weekly. It is recommended by
the Medical Profession as the ONLY KAW
FOOD KNOWN, free from Insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids, and carries the

GEO. P. HOWELL & CO.,

iioyS__

elO_dtf

spoonful

For 30 cents (stamps) we will send Book
of 266 pages about Newspapers and Advertising.
Address
Advertising

COMPANY’S

and South America and Meiico.

Liquid Food

disease,

for

1887.

Palatable. Nutritious, and Easily Assimilated
by the Most Debilitated Digestive Organs. If
your Druggist does not keep BOVININE, we will
send a 12-oz. bottle, express paid, on receipt of
One Dollar.

A. P. BUSH &

Heptic Hoopital
Mnrgical t'anen.

Cases have been built up by the
of our Liquid Food for 30 to 60
duys so that the wound healed
without the uid of an operation.
We also have eases where life has
been susluiued by its uid alone for
several duys. When not retained
by the stomach, injections can be
given with success.

For 100, check with the order, we will
print 50 lines (solid advertisement) one day In a
million copies of leading dally newspapers, issued
iu the largest cities of the United States.

ern

APOPLEXY!

most

BEDS,
a

use

f|HlE
X

11111S_

trated book by mall free. 8old everywhere, or sent by
mail for 25 cents in stamps. 23i-lb. tin cans, $1; by
mail, $1.20. Six cans by express, prepaid, for $6.00.
DU. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Huston, Mass.

m.

Raaad Trip KIM.
Passage (IO.IIO.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
It. .B. NA.nPNON, Ageal,
gldtfft L«s| Wharf M«si«o.

EVERY BED FREE. Fast

FARM FOR SALE.

is absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One ounce
Is worth a pound of anv other kind. It Is strictly a
medicine to be given with food. Nothing on earth will
make hens lay like it. It cures chicken cholera and all

at 12

Insurance one-half the rate of

mission.

Thf Marfical Niaff at iTlurclocU’a Free
■lonpital far Waaira are ia daily nttruriaacr, except Matardaya, 10 exaaiar pntieata and aaaiga beda.

If you prefer advertising throughout the
Middle. Western, Southern or ether New England
States; also in Canada, equally as good offers cau
be given on application, stating wbat States you
want to use. This scheme of advertising in State
Combinations of Local Newspapers Is a good one.

10

Philadelphia,

sailing vessel.

Freights for the West by the Fenn. R. JL. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

■BBiii&ir

DAILY.
Ruth Times.
Augusta Journal.
Biddelord Journal.
Bangor Commercial.
Portland Press, (e. o. d.)
WEEKLY.
Kennebunk Star,
Augusta Journal.
Lewiston Gazette.
Bangor Commercial.
Bath Sentinel.
Machias Union.
Biddelord Journal.
Paris Democrat.
News.
Portland
Press.
Bridgeton
Calais Times.
Presque Isle No. Star.
Camden Herald.
Rockland Courier-Gsx’e.
Ellsworth American.
Skowhegau Reporter.
Farmington Chronicle. Thmnasion Herald.
Houlton Pioneer.
Waldoboro News.
Waterville Mail.

SHERIDAN’S CONDITION POWDER
/irl K

"‘Mrye*-4
•i-r-4 x

■nnnnnuiiiuuiiiMM

WOMEN*

to

specified.

Newspaper

p.

i>«G

ffgr.

California, Japan, China, Central r **

For a check with the order, we will insert
five inch advertisement (this advertisement
occupies five inches of space) in all the Maine
Newspapers named below. One Month, advertisement to appear in every issue, Daily and Weekly,

USTTEEISILAJL.

nan Tuesday and Friday.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From rine Street Wharf,

—LIlfB FOB—

a

LINIMENT

Tu

isiiitt,
'~*

m.

7.10 a.

TICKET OPPICK

Eiohangi

Fertlaud

From

3.30

m.

AMI T ALA.
Pram I.ewUiea aad Aabura, 8.36 a. a.
13.06, 3.16 and 6.36 p. m.
Pram Oarham, 8.26a.lD., 12.06 and 6.46 p. B.
Pram Cklcage aad .Kamirral, 13.06 and
б. 46 p. rn.
► ram <|mrkrc, 13.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on da; train between Portland and
Montreal.

35

■

$100.

as

14.

1.1#
on.

m.

LINE,

STEAMSHIP

From PHILADELPHIA

thoroughly

ANODYNE

—

Nava Ktsils, Prince
wards Islaad, aad Cape Hretea.

BOSTON eiery WEDNESDAY ind SATURDAY.

in

have been in the market 25 years, ami have been
tested; and to
prove that they possess the merits we claim for them, any one purchasing a bottle of Quaker Bitters,
and after using two-tliirds of it can show that they have received no benefit front its use, can nave their
money refunded,—and we hereby authorize all dealers to return the amount paid.
Je2oMW&F6m

JOHNSON3

AND ALL PARTS OP

Boston; Philadelphia

Send to QUAKE\ MEDICINE CO., Providence, R. I., for Circular and Cards.
QUAKER BITTERS

—

Broaawlek,

DIRECT

and 1.30 p.

1.30 p.

The Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.0OP. u„ for BASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Tnrougb tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. (CFreight received upto 4.00 r. u.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Offlee, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE.
Oen'l Manager.
novl4dtf

nargicnl caw can
hint by infarming

have junt completed
of 14 Free Beds, all for

Valuable

Especially

are

after .WON DAY, Way IO, llsf,
will raa as fellews

aad

traias

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.

n

we

PROSTRATION,
DEBILITY, DEPRESSION,
GENERAL DEBILITY,
SLEEPLESSNESS, etc.

BITTERS

rou

—

—

New

NERVOUS

QUAKER

Oa

Emr Ourbrc. 1.30 p. m
Par Hacbflrll aad Caalaa,

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX, N. S

I

150 FREE

vegetable.

DYSPEPSIA,

hCNs
LaY.

ijiRAMi TRIM RAILWAY OF Cmil.

а. tn.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

II_

Minnesota.
in

_;

International

Maryland,

Safe, Sure and Speedy Cure of

HAKE

WON DAY, Oct. IO. IM7T,
and until furtner notice. Passenger trains will
leave Pertlaaii as follows: M 33 a.
R***«Bb. for Brldgton. Fryeburg, No. ConFabyan s, Bethlehem. Lancaa-“-t.r, White Held, Littleton, Wells' River, Montpelier, St. Johnsbury, Newport, Sberbrooke, St.Johns, Moutreal, Burlington, Hwanton,
Ogdensburg and west.
3.13 it. at. Local, Portland to Bartlett and la
termedlate stations, with Stage connections lor
No. Windham, Standlsh. Llintugtou, Sebago, Naples, Parsonsfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark, Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Brldgton.
Traias Arrive la Pertlead.
10.53 a. as. from Bartlett anil way stations.
N.:i3 a. at. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
CH AS. H. FOYE. G. T. A.
0Ct7dtf
Oct. 7, 1967.

(otaatcmiag

Ii / Aakan sW LtwIalM, 7.10b
and 6.37 p. in.
Par l-.rhiuu, 3.30 a. m„ 1.30 and 6.87 p.
Par llarbam, Maulrral arid Cbtrage,

ME.

_i"...

i

Connecticut,
Vermont,
Maine,
New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, from 20 towns and
cities,
I
New York,

QUAKER BITTERS,

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON, MASS.

75c

•

j

made, and the patients

have a bed annigned
un of the cane.
In addition In nnr

—

74c

MTKA.tlKR*.

510

Any phyniciuu having

Kaiio

I

after all operations.
The yearly report ending Sept. 1,
1997, shows

CONSUMPTION should use

fUsnasAa

1.

Food Company, Boston, is being recognized in
all parts of the United States. Ladies sufferlug for the want of an
operation (known as capital case>
are coming from all sections.
Liquid food is given before uud

WEAK LUNGS, SPITTING of
FLOOD, and the early stage of

03“ CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Moroua, Dysentery, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Kidney Troubles,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

#1 all Wool Scarlet Shirts and Drawers
at only

PORTLAND,

-1

the;Nlurdock Liquid

Coughs

EXTERNAL

29c

for

Prince Edward Island,
Ithode Island,

eod&wlynrmcm

All Wool

case

Opp. Preble House.

.

LAZY]

seem

Severe

ail)21

#1.00 per dozen

4-Ply Linen Cuffs, 6 pairs

Texas,
Colorado,
Montreal,
Alabama,

It has astonished most of the
skilled Physicians.
While it
cures the Cough it strengthens the
system and purifies the blood.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers.
Price lO -., 35 c., and 75 c.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

Linen Col-

l

FROM

The

6.50

CALL and EXAMINE.

i

Balsam.

4-Ply

We have jnst pnt in stock a line
line of Neck wear, U nderwear, Men’s
Ulsters, &c., at rock bottom prices.

12.00

Tlie benefit of the Free Surgical
Hospital for Women,supported by

Sufferers

FOR

1

70 $10.00 Suits at

200 pairs $4.50 Putman
all Wool Pants at

size,

20.00

50 $15.50 Saits, of the
celebrated Sawyer all
Wool Cassimeres, in
sacks, all sizes, at only

3.00

"0<i&w(inmrm-ce2wM

“St. Vincent Orphan Asylum,

Clyde Marine Hallway has beentlior1 ouEhly rebuilt, and Is now In readiness to
take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction Euarante-d.
W. C. 8XIMP80N, Jn„
Address,
decltfdtf
port Clyde, Me.

100 $30.00 Satin Lined
Overcoats at
$22.00

CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

/^any people

which will be mailed FREE to all
who want it.
If you are, or know
of any one who is, afflicted with, or
liable to any of these diseases, send
name and address (plainly written) to
Dr. J. H. SCHENCK & SON,
(Name this paper.)
Philadelphia, Pa.

We have used a great deal of your Fluid Food,
Bovininc, for our delicate children, and cannot
apeak too highly of It, for its results with us have
been most beneficial. Delicate and sickly children
and those recovering from severe illnesses, gain

Port

PORTLAND and MONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with
Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

100 $15.50 Worsted Overcoats, in Black, Blue and
$10.50
Brown, at

THE CLOTHIER.

DYSPEPSIA

Yreka, Falktng-

To Vessel Owners.

GOODS.

THE BEST BARGAIN IN PORTLAND.

Ogdensburg R. R.

Portland and

.l"J f-.'l_

Adamson s
Botanic

Klfectu,i. |, |M|

HMMEH AKHANUEMENT8.

Bend
Consultutton free.
hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.

rill IK

FURNISHING

Tlie remarkable increase in our
business (luring the past year is
conclusive proof that the public
appreciate low prices and do not
believe in paying one store more
than another for the same quality
of goods. It is a positive fact that
our sales have more than doubled

LIVER COMPLAINT

sepl2

la

Arraageaieat

Canton 4.30. 9.16 a. m.i
arriving at Portland 8.25 a. m., 12.06 p. m.
MTACiK CONNKATIONM.
DAILY—Krom W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. in.; arriving at Pern
5.30: Dtxfleld 6.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also lor
Brettuu's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dlxlleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Port*
land 12.05 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN,Supt.
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
octfldtf

A.TSTJZ>

CONSUMPTION,

ms

Arizona.New York.. Liverpool.. .Nov
licriiiaulc.New York..Liverpool. .Nov
Trave
.New York. .Bremen_ Nov
Albani a.New York..Rio Janeiro Nt.v
ManliaiLiii
New York Havana
Nov
Khalca.New York..Hamburg...Nov
•'
w Yen..11 valla.Nov
.-iiraiuga
A mania
NcwYnik Liverpool. ..Nov
In mess I a.
New Y erk ..Glasgow_Nov

IN

CLOTHING

the Treatment and Cure of

am

Pall

“returning-Leave

BOOK

tMCOAYS Or STEAMSHIP
rii'.-M

BARGAINS

Uiuofoni Falls & Burkfipld Railroad
Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.i
Lewiston rt.OO; Mechanic Kails (mixed trala)
H.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.05; K. Hebron n.so;
K. Bumuer 10.35; Hartford.
Buckfleld 0.46;
10.55; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 1-30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Kails 3.15; arriving at W. Minot 8.20;
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckfleld 3.60; E. Sumner 4.0«;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27, GilbertvIUe 4.35 p.

KI D N E Y PAIN S

With their weary, dull, aching, lifeless,
f Jm all gone sensation relieved in our
minute by the C?utirura-Anti-Pnin
\
«4-> Plaster. The first and only pain-sub
doing Plaster. Absolutely unrivalled as an instantaneous and infallible antidote to pain, inflamma-

MERCHANTS’ XSCHANGE.
Sid fm Liverpool loth Inst, steamer Sardinian,
Ritchie, Portland.
Ar at Pernambuco Nov 11, barque Priscilla,
Roberts, Rio Janeiro,

Domestic Markets.
iBy Telegraph.]
N«w York for Boston
NEW YORK.iNov. 12. 1887,-sFlour marketNEW HAVE
Ar 8th. sch Edw Stewart. Harre. emts 27,648 packages; exports 4370 bbls and
low,
Philadelphia.
13,6“ 1 sacks; low grades steady and in moderate
FALL RIVER—Passed down 10th, sch Searsdemand; sales 19,200 bbls.
ville, Smith. Somerset for New York.
Floor quotations—Fine at 2 00rt2 75: supcrr'i 0
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar lltli, schs 11
Western and Mat'2 6o,a3 10. common to good
G
King, Reed, Pawtucket for New York; Ethel
extra Western and Male ai 3 90^8 40; good :o
M Davis, Ross, Providence for do; Island City,
cliolce do at 3 50a i 90; coiniuon to eUoiee While
wheal Wosleru extra at 4 4o.u4 0o; faucy oo at
Thomas,Hvannli, fordo; Lucy, Bpractte,Calais
fordo; Helen G Thompson, Thomas, Thomast'ii
a: 4
90; eominuu to good extra Ohio at'3 00
1 for do.
n 4 O'i, common to choice extra St Louis ai 3
00®
NEWPORT—Ar 9th,sell Tlios N Stone, McDon4 90,
alto1
Minnesota extra good t" prime hi
ald. Boston.
1 to
4 7 >'•; choice to fancy do at 4 80® 5 oo. inAr loth, sch Mary Augusta, Trueworthy, from
clodtng 130 bids city min extra at 3o <, 4 4n, Hoboken.
1900 obis Hue do 2 ouaa 73; 1600jbnis mpei lme
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 12th, sch F T Drisko,
2|3o,i3 10; 800 Ibis extra No 2 at 3 0o®3 4o;
Drisko, St John, NB.
4ool) bb* *uoer wheat extra at 3o0a4 9o;6,VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ai 10th. sell F Nelson,
2 ,0 bbls Miuiioo ta extra at 3;oo®5 oo. Southern
Holbrook, Bangor lor New Bedford.
11 mr quiet; common to fair extra at a 2 .®4 o*<:
David Torrev. Lizzie
Sailed, sens a S Mure
good to choice do 4 1. ®4 85. ltye Hour linn and
Lee. Judge Lowe. Eben H King. Silas McLoou,
quid. Wheat—receipts 134,000 busu; exports
T
P
VV
H
Silver
Dixon.
Heels, Douglass
Allison,
40,683 bush; sales futures 192,000 buab; spot
Hovey, Olive, E M Sawyer, and Alligator.
No 2 bpHng 84V4C, No 2 Red at 85%®8 %e dePassed Ly. barque Au Sable, Locke, fro.!'. Philalivered; No 1 Red nominal at 89%c; No 1 White
delphia for Boston
nominal at 88 Wc. ltye is quiet.Barley unchangOff Nobska, brig Clias Dennis.
ed. l oro-receipls 74,100 busli; exports 25,479
Arlltli. brig Addle Hale, Nielnls. New York
bush; sales futures 92,ooO push; spot higher witli
for
Portsmouth; schs Fannie A Gorham, Sat ill
a fair trade; No 2 at 64%@64VjC slore and clev.
River for Boston; Nelson Bartlett, Satilla River
66%c delivered. «»uis-receipts 03,000 bush,
fordo; Modoc, Hoboken for do; Kit C arson, from
exports 1060 busli; sales 98.000 busli; spot about
Elizabethport lor Bangor; Grace Cushing, Hobo%c better but quiet—No 3 at 38% ; No 3 White
ken for Yarmouth ; F D Hodgkins, Franklin for
at 34c; No 2 at 83% @34; Nu 2 White at 35%®.
New York: Fannie & Edith, Belfast for do; Ada
36%c:No 1 Mixed Westeiu at 32®35%c; White
Ames, Rockland for do; Lavolta, Ellsworth for
do at 37®4‘X'. l oifee—fair Rio auiet 18%e new.
Roudout; Speedwell, Rockland for Providence;
Nugat market firm: (refined dull': Oat 5®6%e;
Maud
H Dudley. Gardiner for Richmond.
Extra i: at 6%@6%c; White Extra C 6 9-16®
EDGARTOWN—Ar 1 lth. sell Daniel Webster,
6 6'3-tO c;Yelltm 4%@5c :olf A 5%@9c;s1&ndaril
from Elizabethport for Boston.
Greenlaw',
A at o 6-loc Confec A at 9%c ;eut loaf and I'nisl
HYANN1S—Ar 11th, sell Dolphin, from Ostere
7%c: powdered 6y(,@7c; granulated at 6%c:
ville
for
Calais:
Oregou, New York for Bangor.
Cubes at 0 HI-1' OxUSfyc. Hetroli-uui firm—umtAr lltli, sch Douglass
PROV1NGETOWN
e
72s/»c. Tallow steady. Pork quiet but firmly
from
Fernandina
for Boston.
Hovey,
held; mess quoted at 14 0oal4 25 for new. 13 00
BOSTON—Ar lltli. schs W H Allison, Kenutsfor old. Beef quiet. I.ard lower; Western steam
M
S
ton,
Roudout;
Bird, Merrill, New York for
7 10; city steam at 9 76; refined at 7 10 for ContiPortland.
nent; 8 A at 7 45. Butler is firm; State 17®
schs
H
C
Arlltli,
Wolston. Hinckley, Bruns28c;;Westeru 14®27c. €:iiee»e quiet and steady;
wick; W G Noreross, Robinson. Kockport: Her
State 10@lis.4c; Western at 9r»l 1 %c
bert.
Pettee,
Kockport; Moses Eddy, Simonton,
■'rriahis to Liverpool dull.
Rockland.
UHIi AOO. Nov. 12, IS87.-Flour i- steady.
Cid 12th. brig Martha J Brady, Armstrong. WisWheat dull;No 2 Spring 72%@72i/i.c; No 2 Bed
casset, to load for Havti; sell Sarah Wood, Hick73®73%. Corn firm; No 2 at 44 %e. oats are
iiiuii, Sullivan.
linn; No 2 at 26%®26%c. No 2 ltye 52c. BarSid 12th. schs Clara E Colcord, Evie B Hall,
ley—N o 2 at 7l:c. Provision, lower Mess Pork at
and Chas H Haskell, and others.
13 00®13 25. i.ard at 6 62% ; Dry salted shoulSALEM—Ar 11th, schs Mary, Suow, Rockland
ders 6 lo@6 20; shorl clear at 6 85®o 90. Whisfor New York; St Elmo, Rogers, do for Provikey 1 10.
dence.
Receipts—Flour. 17,000 bbls; wheat. 80,<<50
In port 10th. schs W A Crocker. Hurricane Islbush; corn 141.000 bush; oats 166,ooo bu; rye and for Ntw York; Light of the East, Oriand for
2,000 nusli; barley ,69,1 On busli.
Roudout.
shlpmentk—Flour. 14.000 I bis: wheal.; 22.000
Sailed, schs Sedona, Boston for Calais: Charbush: corn, 431,Wo bush: oats, ,114,0i o bu: rye
loite Fish, and liortensla, do for do; T A Stewart,
10 >0 bush.barley 36,000 buali
Marblehead for Sullivan.
ST. LOU IH.Nov. 12,1887.—The Flour market Is
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 10th, sch Mary Willey,
null

Ita

!

□>

single disease lias entailed more suffering or
hastened the breaking up of the constitution than
Catarrh. The sense of smell, of taste, of sight, of
hearing, the human voice, the mind,—one or more,
and sometimes all, yield to Its destructive Influence.
The poison it distributes throughout the
system attacks every vital force, and breaks up
the most robust of constitutions.
Ignored, because but little understood, by most physicians,
impoteutly assailed by quacks and charlatans,
those suffering from it have little hope to be relieved of it this side of the grave. It is time, then,
that the popular treatment of this terrible disease
by remedies within tiie reach of all passed into
hands at once competent and trustworthy. The
new and hitherto untried method adopted by Dr.
Sanford in the preparation of ills Radical Curb
has won tiie hearty approval of thousands. It is
instantaneous in affording relief in all head colds,
sneezing, snuffling and obstructed breathing, and
rapidly removes the most oppressive symptoms,
clearing the head, sweetening the breath, restoring tiie senses of smell, taste and hearing, and
neutralizing the constitutional tendency of tiie
disease towards the lungs, liver and kidneys.
Sanford’s Radical Cure consists of one bot
tie of tiie Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an Improved Inhaler; price, gl.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co.. Boston.
No

FROM

daunted.

..

ref

Boston &
Boston &

66

Uould;& Curry. 414
Ophir. j. «V4

Tliiugvalla

danv:
79ti
Hill Manufacturing Co.
Laconia Manul. Co.472Vio470
New Vi rk aud New England Railroad.
40%

Mexi.

00
60
no
50

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN KKANC18CO. Nov. 2.1887.—The followlng are closing official quotations 01 mining stocks
to-day:
Hale & Norcross.420

..

d

Sell Jas

Haiulen Si Co.
Sch Allaudale. Keinick. Ellsworth.
Sell Magnet. Beals, Jouesport.
Sch Planter, Collamore, Mt Desert.
Sch Sargasso. Bickford, Jonesport.
Sch Arrival, Stewart, Caiudeu—lime to L C Cummings & Co.
Sch Willie Seavey, Simmons, Friendship.
Sell Cinderella, Nichols, Round Pond.
Sch Golden Rule, Frye. Calais for Boston.
Sch Lewis R French, Newman, Kockport for
Boston.
Cleared.
Sch M A Willey, Willey, Feruandhia, to load for
New York—Chase. Leavitt & Co.
Sch Grace Davis, Dyer, Baltimore—Chase, Lea-

kaii.uoadm.

Constitutional Catarrh.

12.

Arrived.
Sell F L Richardson, Belano, Darien—lumber to
Deering. Winslow & Co.

_ni»ciiu.iiivi!oni.

lit

Boston Stock Nlarkoi.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stock'

25
00

Standard.132*4

Sierra

SATURDAY, Nov.

29

Boston air

Amador.

you,papa?
Mr. G.

113
40

Urande, new
24
Ohio Central.
Ohio & Miss. 24*4
Central 1'acillc.
80*4
St.l Paul
74a/8
St. Paul preferred.113
St. Paul, Mum. &;Man.
m
lml., Bloom. & Western. 14*4
Mum at sl Louis. 10

hew York

PORT OF PORTLAND.

"log

Chesapeaae & Ohio.
5%
Chicago.& Alton..
.......WWlM
Chicago & Altou preferred.165
Illinois Central.
H7
Lake, Krle|&, W est.16
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.128%
Oregon Nav...
«oi*
mV?
Northwestern.
Northwestern preferred.
Louisville;* Nasu.

HlgCELLANEOCI.

MARINE_NEW S.

•Ex-dividend.

Par Hoaton atfg.OO a.m.. dally,tO.is. a m., 11.00.
18.00 p. rn. Hoaton ror Portland 7.30, 0.00 a.
m.. 12.30p. m. (“7.00 p.m. dally), l ap. Kliaa
beih, il.CO a. m. (5.30 p. in. West. Dlv. Pass.)
saaco 0.00 a.in., 1.00 p.m. Hiddcford 2.00, 0.00
Am., 1.00, 6.00 p. in. Port.month New bur.
port, Valrn, l.yna 2.00,0.00 a. in.. 1.00, 6.(8)
p. m. 4in. ab.ir. '1.00a.111.. 1.00, 6.00p. m.
tConuects wltb Kail Lines for New Yoi..
(Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
“West Division- North Berwick to Scarboro

Crossing.
Through Tlcketa to all points Weal and South
tor fale at Pm tlnnd simian Ticket omce and
at C uiou Ticket OtBee, to Kxchnage Mtreot'
JAS. T. KCKBKK, Uen'l Manager,
D. J. P LA NUKUS, lien. P. * T. A
M- L. W1II. I AMS, Uen’l Agen',
Portland.
nESSKNflKR’k NO TICK.
Office

of

the

Mho.rf

of

Cumberland

County.
State ot Maine. Cumberland »s„ November 5th,
A. D. 1887.
Is to give notice, that on the flfih
day of November, A. D. 1887, a Warrant In
Insolvency was Issued out of the Court ot Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate ot said
CHRISTOPHKK W. DAVIS of Deerlng.
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor, which petition was bled on the
fltth day of November, A. D- 1887, to which date
interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment »t any debts to or by said
Debtor, ami tlie I ran-Ur and delivery of any proplaw.
erty by him are forbidden by
That a meeting id the Creditors ot said Debtor,
one or more asehoose
to prove their debts and
will be held at a Court ot Insignees of Ids estate,
at
Probate
Court Hoorn in
solvency to be holden
said Portland, on the twenty-ltrat day of Novemten
at
1887.
o'clock
In
1>
the forenoon.
ber. A.
IIIven under my hand the date Hrst above writ
II.
ten.
It. HAKHENT,
..
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger ot the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
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_

___nov7BI4
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PERSONAL.

Pities

MONDAY MORNING, NOV. 14.

-ortland
x*'*

and vicinity.

tovEKTiKKneins

rout*

AMUSEMENTS.
Park Garden-Opp Lincoln Park.
Portland Tlieatre-C. O. Dates.
Bev. Sam Small—City Hall.
NEW ADVKBTISHMENTS.
Fount—Clock and Ollier Goods.
Hoarders Wanted—Blancliard.
For Sale or Exchange—Farm.
International Steamalilp Go.
For Sale—Jersey Cows.
Toneme t to Let—2.
Messenger's Notice.
wen. Moore & Co.
Bines Brothers—3.
Booms to Let.
Advice

FM&Wiiwly

Frenchmen can properly be called
"Knights of
the table.” They are
good Judges lu all Its refinements and delicacies. In order to stimulate
the appetite and
keep the digestive organs iu
good order lhcy give preeminence to iagniarR
Bim-rs. When you try them be sure It ts the
genuine article manufactured by Dr. J. a. B. Slegert & Sons.

_norPeod&w

“For

tho past four years I have solda large
amount of Adamson's Botanic Balsam, and it has
given such lumersal satisfaction that I always
recommend it before anything else for
coughs
and colds. E. C. Powers, Druggist, Danvers,
Mass.” Trial bottles 10 cents.
noTl1
eodaw
_

Not one in twenty are free Iroin some
Utile ailment caused by inaction of tho liver
Use Caller s Little Liver Pills. The result will he
a pleasant surprise.
They give positive relief.
“ovH
d&wlw
_

Harper's Bazar—Tliis beautiful weekly pubicatton is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week has been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street
"Best cure for Cough and Colds is the
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.”
novll

old

Boston

eod&w(im»

DON’T
let that cold of yours run on.

You think it is

a

light thing. But it may run Into catarrh. Or Into
pneumonia. Or consumption.
Catarrh is disgusting. Pneumonia is dangerous.
Cousumpiion Is death Itself.
The breathing apparatus must bo be
kept
healthy and clear of all obstructions and offensive
matter. Otherwise there is trouble ahead.
All llie diseases of these parts, head, nose,
throat, bronchial tubes and lungs, can be delightfully and entirely cured by the use of Boscliee’s
German Syrup. If you don’t know ti ls already,
thousands and thousands of people can tell you,
They have been cured by It, and “know how It Is
themselves." Bottle only 75 cents. Ask any

druggist.

______________

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOOLD.

Saturoak—Martin Feeney and Michael Conley. larceny; Feeney discharged, Conley sentenced to the reform schoed during Ids minority.
Kale Dumpily anil Marlin J. liyau.
Common
uutsauce: bound.over to the grand jury in the sum
or |5uO each.
Kate Iiuinpliy and Marlin J. Ityao. Search and
seizure; Used 8100 and costs; appealed.
Charles Smith, Intoxication; lined $8 and costs

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
Cold and

raw

Saturday,

but

bright

and fine

yesterday.
Tbe winter time table of the Deertng borse
went into effect yesterday.
were 57 arrests last week, of which
31 were for drunkenness.
cars

There

Large numbers of Christmas trees are
being cut in the State for shipment.
Tomorrow night Ivanhoe Lodge, K. of P.,
will confer the Amplified Third Bank on two
candidates.
From April 4tli to April 11th, 1888, Bosworth Belief Corps w ill hold a bazaar at City
Hall.
Officer Stevens seized two packages of
liquor Saturday night at the Boston & Maine
freight train.
Some one Saturday night stole a
plush robe
from Mr. H. B. Bennett’s carriage while it
was standing on Brown street.
The exports last week were 2,457,323 feet
of Inmhor

90 97K rxi«lrat-i,

nnd

r-;~

spring water, ail valued at $132,098.
Mrs. Johtf A. Bellows’s second

reading
be given at No.

fromjiirowning’s poeins will
0 Brown's Block, at 4.30 p. in., tomorrow.
An arc light has been placed on Spruce
street, midway

between Emery and Clark

streets.

Saturday evening the employes of the
Eureka
Laundry presented Miss Nellie
Gorman with an elegant birthday present.
It is reported that John W. Hatch of this
city has been found drowned in Roche’s

Pond, Moosehead.
Mr. Morev, the owner of the old-time
Crawford House, built in 1793, will make a
hotel of tlie budding for summer touristB.
James P. Baxter, Esq., witl deliver a lecture on his travels in Europe this evening
(Monday) at Clark Memorial M. E church,
Woodfords, for the benciit-of the church.
The Longfellow C. L. S. C. will meet this
evening with Mrs. Warren W. Cole, No.
229 Cumberland street.
Quotations from

Bryant.
While workmen were hoisting the mainmast out of the steamer Forest City, Saturday, the mast fell over, breaking the topmast
and masthead.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Tibbetts, 237 Federal
street,

presented by their friends with
Friday night, the occasion
of Mr. Tibbetts’s birthday.
Bosworth Relief Corps and their husbands
visited Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Dunn Saturday
night and gave them a water set, pickle jar
and china ware.
The committee on laying out new streets
have laid out a street on Long Island forty
feet wide, running from the wharves to Anwere

elegant

an

rocker

drews’ beach.

Tini Murphy, wanted for Illegal transportation of liquor, was arrested by Officer
Newcomb Saturday night. Murphy seized
Newcomb’s wrist, twisted and hioke it, rau
and escaped.
springueia comuiandery, Knights Templar, of SpriDgfield. Mass., have presented
St. Alban Conimandery of this city with a
fine photograph of botli
commanderies, in
commemoration of tl.eir visit to this city last

September.

The steamer Port Royal, lately burned at
Jacksonville, Fla., was owned by Mr. Lorenzo Taylor of this city, but he
says the
machinery and other property was saved,
aud his loss will not be heavy.
The Council of Administration, G. A. R..

of Maine will meet at the Falmouth Hotel
February 8th, 1888. The State Encampment
will meet ut Park Garden, February 9th, at
2 p. ni., and continue through the loth, with
a camp-fire the latter evening.
Today is the anniversary of the opening of
the Home for Aged Men, and in accordance

with the custom of former years a cordial invitation is extended to the public to visit the
institution during the afternoon and even-

ing.
Daughters of Rebeckah.
There were about 250 present at Odd Fellows’ ball, Saturday evening, at the
reception given by Ivy
Lodge, Daughters of Rebeckah to Naomi Lodge of
Saccarappa, and
Evangeline Lodge of Biddeford. The visitors were welcomed in a
speech bv Noble
Grand J. E. Brown, after which
the company
partook of an excellent (upper. After all

satisfied, an enjoyable programme followed, consisting of music by the Philharmonic Orchestra, recitals by Miss Belie
Woodbury and Miss Grade M. Harding,
song by Mr. A. N. Hawes, cornet duet by
Mr. and Miss Pearson, Miss Mabel Cobb officiating as organist.
were

Assaulted by Hoodlums.

Yesterday morning about 3 o’clock Officer
Dana Miles, stationed at tire West End, attempted to arrest a man named Feeney for
disturbance. Feeney’s brother, a man named
Conley, and a third man were concerned in
the affair, and they assaulted Miles, got him
down aud jumped on him. Miles held on to
his man, and succeeded in
discharging his
revolver, when a neighbor named McCarty
other people came to Iris aid, and
both keeneys and.
Conley were pulled in to
the station. Miles was
badly pounded. He

is

officer, but showed that ho Is a
worthy son of his father, the former policeman
a

new

of the

same name.

8T.

church, by Shaw's

Quartette—“Here’s
health to thee, Tom
Breeze.”.j c Drake
(Dedicated to Purser Thus. Breeze, (U. 8. N.)
Trio—Witches' Glee.M. P. King
Messrs, hliaw, Thurston and Shaw.
Reading—Teanist er Jim.Burdette
Mr. A. W. Aver.

Quartette—The Christian’s Victory.Perkins
Quartette—Bohemian Gypsy Song.Beckner
Reading—The New Doctrine.Carleton
Mr. A. W. Ayer.

Quartette—Wishing.Wallace
(Arranged from the opera of Marltana for
Shaw’s Quartette.)
Trio—Life’s

a

Bumper.Walnwriglit

Messrs, Shaw, Thurston
Quartette— (Pro Phundo Basso)

and Shaw.
The Singing

Master.Bliss
Reading—The Ghost.Saxe
Mr. A. W. Ayer.
Quartette—Nearer My God to Thee.Mason

(Newly arranged.)

Quartette-Good Evening.Mason
PARK GARDEN.

Saturday night the first prize among the
gentlemen, an easy chair, was drawn by
Mr. George Willard; tbe second, a stand

lamp, by Mr. Melville; nud the third, a
whatnot, by Mr. William Hennessey. The
ladies’ prizes, a hanging lamp, rattan rocker
and marble-top table, were drawn by Miss
Ilnwkes, Mrs. Griffin and Mrs. Skillings.
Commencing this afternoon. Manager

now a missionary to Mauluiain, Burma)], is
doing jungle preaching duriug the month of
November.
Owing to the hostility of the

signed

the
a

that gave tha drill and also one of the aids
of Floor Director Philbrook.
Rev. J. E. Cochrane, late of South Paris,

has

at

Quartette, tonight:

Rev. H. W. Bolton, D. D., the
clergyman
who labored with the Anarchists in
vain,
was formerly pastor of
the Pine Street
Methodist church in Bangor.
Sheriff John U. Mitchell, who has so
ably
worked up the Stain case, has been offered a
situation
as detective from New York
good
and Philadelphia parties, hut will not accept
at present.
Capt. Benjamin Webster, of Spring street,
lias purchased one of Capt. J. W. Deering’s
houses on Cumberland street, for his daughter, who is soon to be married to Mr. Leroy
L. Uiglit, classical teacher in the
High
School.
At the exhibition drill and military
ball
given by the Coburn; Cadets of the Maine
State College, Friday night, Lieutenant E.
II. Eiweil, of Deering, was one of the squad

Dacoits the missionaries have to go in parties
for mutual defense.
a letter received from Andrus, the Portland right-fielder, says the report that he

LAWRENCE STREET COURSE.

Street course,

i

Knowlton will present an entirely new entertainment.
The
on
the
list
first
will be an old favorite at Greenwood Garden, Mr. Sam Lucas, the versatile colored
professional; Mrs. Lucas, the wonderful
cornet, violin and mandolin soloist; the Dillons in their original Irish specialty; Edward
Huruell, the French juggler; the plantation
sketch team, the Healeys; Thomas Calwin,
the dancing meteor, Fred J. Huber and
Kitty Allyne, iu their new act entitled
‘‘Newspaper Persona's.” Rnd Alice Evans,
the lady violinist.
The entertainment will
conclude witli the pantomime of ‘‘Humpty
The
Garden
will lie open every
Dumpty.”
afternoon and evening.

with the Hamilton, Ont., team
for ’88 is true.
He says he would like to
wiiaaci
play in Portland again but Hamilton is near ; William II. Chase whose decease has been
his home and they made him a good offer, so ! announced in the columns of the I’kess was
lie signed witli them
a son of Abel Chase and was born in this
Kev. M. C. McDonough, chancellor of tho
city April 9th, 1823. He was a cooper by
Cathedral of
tins Immaculate
Concep- i trade, but engaged in the fish business forbeen
tion, has
appointed
pastor at I merly under the well known firm name of
White field. Me. Father McDonough was
Chase, Thomas & Co., later under the name
born in Portland, and since his ordinaof Lewis, Chase & Whitten.
Mr. Chase
tion has labored amongst the Catholic of this
was one of the most upright of men in his
w
ho
much
very
city
regret his leaving thembusiness relations that we have met. His
The late W. If. Chase was a member ef kindness of heart and
generous acts endeared
Atlantic Lodge of Masons, Mt. Vernon
him to a large circle of people. The eyes of
Chapter, St. Alban Cotnmandery, and had many fishermen were dimmed with tears
also received the thirty-second degree. He
wlirn his death was read, for he was their
was also a member of
Ligonia Lodge and friend and benefactor. Like many another
Eastern Star Encampment of Odd Fellows, town born
boy, Mr. Chase was a member of
and af the Odd Fellows Relief.
the Fire Department is those good old days
before the forties, he having became a memPortland Society of Art.
ber almost fifty years ago; was a member of
That there is an increasing Interest in art
the Relief Association of the fire department;
in our city, could nQt be doubted by any one
also an honorary member of the Mechanic
who visited the Portland Society of Art
Blues. Mr. Chase was a firm temperance
building Saturday evening. It was the occa- man, having been a member of the Rechasion of the opening of the fall exhibition
blte order which flourished here some forty
with the usual private view to members and
years ago. He joined Atlantic Lodge of Free
their invited guests, and the galleries and Masons May 20th, 1863, was a member of
adjoining rooms were filled all through the Mt. Vernon Chapter and St. Alban Commaudery, had attained to the 32nd degree in
evening with an ever changing company who the
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite. He
seemed to highly appreciate the exhibition,
was a member of Ligonia Lodge and Eastwhich, by the way, is one of the most inter- ern Star Encampment I. O. O. F.; also a
member of the Odd Fellows Mutual Relief.
esting ever held by the society, and must
In politics he was h staunch Republican, hut
prove a very attractive place to our art-lovnever sought any official position.
In every
walk of life lie was beloved for his amiable
ing people.
which
made
disposition
him the alms-giving
Attention is at once arrested upon enmau that he was.
In him the poor have lo«t
tering the rooms, by the large painted tapesa friend and our
a just citizen.
community
tries, which are a novelty in the society’s exS.
._
and
a
hibitions,
very interesting feature.
Car
Trucks.
Making
They were painted by Miss Hixon, while
"This is the building in which you put the
abroad, who kindly loans them with other
car wheels on the axles, is It not?” asked the
fine pictures, collected by her In
Europe,
reporter.
among which the familiar name of W. E.
Norton appears.
"Well, that’s about it, replied the workThe remainder of the wall space is well man, as he rolled a pair of iron trucks out of
his way.”
filled by work in oil, water colors and black
"How are the wheels put on the axles?”
and whites, in which our local artists and
was asked.
amateurs are well represented, as well as a
“Come this way and I’ll show you. Railmember from abroad.
We will not attempt
road car wheels, you understand, do not
to mention individual works, and in fact to !
move on the axle butlare pressed firmly on so
mention each of the
seventy-five names
that they move with it. The bearing comes
which appear In the catalogue would
occupy
on the axle outside the wheel of
passenger
more than the space allotted to this brief arcars and inside of locomotives.
The axles
ticle.
are made of .the proper length and size, and
A notable feature of the exhibition is the
then the wheels arejforcedon by an hydranlic
collection of paintings and fancy
work,
press, with a pressure of 38 to 40 tons.”
which has been given by artists and ama“How long does it take to put on a pair of
teurs to be sold for the benefit of the sociewheels?”
ty’s drawing school. Much interest seems to
a short time.
Two men put on from
be manifested Id a substantial manner, con- 30 "Only
to 60 pairs of wheels in a day.
tributious having come in liberally from all
“Do the wheels often break when subjecieu 10 so great, a pressure /
parts of the States, and from artists who ara
“O well, they break sometimes but never
natives of Maine, but who are now making
when the castings are good.
The wheel
themselves felt In the larger art circles of
lasts about a year; of course there are cases
our land.
They still feel a deep interest in when they do not last so long,and sometimes
they last longer. Wheii they are worn out
any art (movement in their native State.
means of the hydralic
they are removed
Among them we find the names of Samuel press and another by
pair put on the same axle
Charles
which will outwear from a dozen to twenty
Colman,
Akers, Scott Leighton,
Walter Griffin and A. S. Cox, while the pairs of wheels. A pair of trucks weighs
about 1500 pounds, and, after the mateiial is
names of Brown, Kimball, Woodcock, Hudmade, two men can put them together in ten
son. Miss Longfellow, Percy Sanborn, Mrs.
minutes time.
E. B. Pierce, Mrs.Warren, Miss A. M.Gould>
Y. M. C. A. Notes.
Mr. Gilbert, J. C. Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. C.
The week of prayer for young men and
F. Davis and others appear among the conMen’s
Christian
tributors. There are beautiful and artistic Young
Associations
bits of decorated china and fancy articles,
throughout the world began yesterday with
a large attendance at the Y. M. C. A. rooms.
given by many Whose names do not apAt their respective churches ;several of the
pear in the catalogue, which will

j
j

»»

mmhmi

*• ■

j

!

probably

meet with a ready sale, as they are very attractive and appropriate little gifts for
which many are looking as the holiday sea-

approaches.
Another interesting leature Is the collection of decorated china, laces, art needlework and other fancy articles, which have
been collected and arranged in a very atson

tractive manner in the reception room, by
some of the lady members, whose interest in
the welfare of the society must be very grat-

ifying. This collection forms
riety in the exhibition, and

a

Ipleasing

va-

will reveal the
fact that we have many In our city who turn
their attention to these branches of the fine
arts with very satisfactory results.
The exhibition will be open day and evening until the 30th, with entrance from Congress street, through the grounds of Morton
the fiorist.
Arrival of the Vancouver.
The royal mall steamer Vancouver, Capt.
C.J. Lindall, of the Dominion Line, arrived at this port yesterday afternoon at
3 o’clock. She is the first English steamer
of the season to arrive here and a crowd of
interested and curious people vl3ited the vessel as soon as
she was
made fast to
the Grand Trunk wharf.
Captain Lindall
says the run from Moville to Halifax on this
voyage

was

me iastest

ever

made,

ine

boat left Liverpool Friday, November 4th,
at 1 03 a. m., and arrived at Halifax at 8 p.
m. last Friday, having been delayed four
hours on the way by a break iu the rnachineiy.The vessel encountered heavy head wiuds
and seas but the voyage was a very good one
for this time of the year.
After a stop of
20 hours at Halifax the run to Portland was
made at the rate of about 15 knots per hour
for the entire distance.
The vessel brought

general cargo, aud 22 salooD, 15 internediate and 148 steerage passengers.
Of the
passeugers, 150 left the boat at Halifax and
the others came to Portland.
The Vancouver will remain in port 11 days and take
to England a cargo of grain, apples and proa

visions.

In

to a question concerning
the change of steamer routes from the port
of Portland to Baltimore, Captain Lindall
said that he had not heard of the probable
auswer

change

on leaving England, and he did not
know what action had been taken. If the
port is changed to Baltimore it will lengthen
the voyage about 36 hours.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate In
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Cape Elizabeth—William H. Gardner to J. O.
Shufeidt. *1 aud other considerations.
William H. Gardner to H. C. Tanner. $1 and
other considerations.
William H. Gardner to T. B. Curran.
$1 and
other considerations.
William H. Gardner to A. A. Cole. $1 and other considerations.
William H. Gardner to K. L. Harrington.
|1
and oilier consideiatlons.
William il. Gardner to W. F. Studley. $1 and
other considerations.
William H. Gardner to W. A. Bowie.
$1 and
other considerations.
Scarboro—Eliza Libby to Martin S. Perry. $100.

city pastors preached sermons with special
reference to the importance of work for
young men. The boy’s meeting at 4.30 p. m.,
was

well attended

riage to Miss Nellie M. Burbank of Hiram.
The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Edward P. Eastman, in the presence
of invited
friends. Mr. Benjamin is a son of John M.
who
has
Benjamin, Esq.,
been for many
years cashier of the National bank at Winthrop, and is one of the Maine Central’s pop
The couple were
ular young conductors.

the recipients of many fine presents.
will reside at No. 15 Spruce street.

They

quite

interesting.

Charles Dunn, Jr., will conduct the meeting
this evening at 7 30 o’clock, to which the
public are invited.
Subject: “Hiding
Places.” Gen. iii: 8: Jer. xxiii: 24; Isa.
xxxii: 2; Ps. xxxii: 7.

boy’s department had a delightful
gathering on Saturday afternoon. Besides
enjoying themselves with games and reading matter, they had all the apples they
could eat, the generous gift of Messrs. Cummings & Winchester. After being called to
The

order a short praise service was held,
Harry G. Pearson serving as organist.

Mr.
ReDunbar of

marks were made by Hon. H. A.
Damari e itta; who also presented the boys
with s, ,ie very pretty cards with scripture
texts upon them. Mr. Dunbar invited the
boys to visit him at his home next summer,
where ample arrangements will be made for
their entertainment.

Burglar

Arrested.

The bold burglar who has been breaking
and entering so many stores in this city of
late has been arrested, and is now held to
give an account of his misdoings. Saturday
Detective Davis arrested Charles H. Wood,
a man about 35 years old,
for burglary.
Wood was released from the State prison
the third day of last January where he had
been

sentenced for burglary.
Mr. Davis
knew that the man was in the city and he
has been after him for about three weeks.

Friday night Wood broke into the store of
Harris, Gage * Tolman and stole 816 worth
of postage stamps and three boxes of tobacco worth 845He emptied a bag of peanuts
and put the tobacco in the bag. The burglar
was passing along Commercial street with
the bag of tobacco, which he expected to sell
to a sea captain, when Mr. Davis arrested
him. It is thought that Wood is the person
who broke into the stores
of
Charles
McLaughlin, Sawyer's shoe store and the
Bleachery. The thief made no resistance,
said he was working alone, and expected to
get about six years for what he had done.
Benefit for the Gospel Mission.
The work at the Gospel Mission has received a new impetus Biuce the return of
Rev. S. F. Pearson, and his determination to
postpone his return to Ireland and Scotland

till another year. A very deep interest is
being manifested in both religious and temperance work. The rooms have been put in
good condition and present a very attractive
appearance. Mr. and Mrs. Pearson are doing all in their power to make the work successful. The following talent have volunteered their services to give the mission a
benefit this evening:
The Portland Philharmonic Orchestra, Portland Male Quartette, Messrs. Goss, Stetson, Lambert and
Smith; Mr. C. J. Butler, in his impersonations; Mrs. J. C. Newton, readings; Misses
Lambert and Robinson, solos and duets;
Mrs. Flora Libby, accompanist; Professor
Charles Rich, in his harmonica solos. The
tickets have been placed at a very low price
will be seen
another column.
as

Benjamin-Burbank.
At Hiram last
Wednesday, Mr. Charles
M. Benjamin of this
city, was united in mar-

and

by

the

sikw

MACBETH.

The following will be the programme of
the concert to be given in the St. Lawrence

the town of Lincoln its splendid
soldiers’ monument, is in Maine.
Cyrus \V. W. Poor, engineer on Astor’s
yacht, the Nourmahal, was in the jcity Friwho gave

E. U. Mallet,
Esq.,In company with friends,
has gone on a
moose-hunting excursion to
the northern part of the State.
H. F. Dodge of Portsmouth, N.
H., conductor of the Pullman traiu on the Eastern
Division of the Boston & Maine railroad,
dropped dead Friday morning.

—

__

Captain Lindali, of the Vancouver, is stopping at the Falmouth Hotel.
Mr. Charles Stinchfield, of
Detroit, Midi.,

day.

mothers.
MBS. WINSLOW’S
SOOTH ING SYBUP should always he used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves
the little
sufferer at mice; It produces
natural, quiet sleep
the
by relieving
child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as "bright as a button.” It is
to
very pleasant
taste. It smithes the child, softens the gums, allays all
pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best known
remedy
lor diarrhoea, whether
arising from teething or
other causes Twenty-five ceuts a bottle.
,iUlleis

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

advertisement

in

Lectures.

By way of introduction to this and subsequent lectures. Dr. Dalton offered a few
suggestions on tile providential mission of
the great poets, viz: to conserve certain
principles

of

morality

religion

and

is

manifested

in

the

found valiant

every age

This is true also of histories1
characters, events and works as illustrated
by the Homeric and Shakespearean controversies. Of all conservatives, the poets are
the greatest. Homer and the Greek dramatists served the cause of morality and religion more successfully than the philosophers,
not excepting Socrates, X’lato and Aristotle;
and the reason is not far to seek. The poets
appeal to the heart, the philosophers to the
head. Dante was a more effective teacher of
religion than St. Thomas Aquinas; and
Shakespeare than Bishop Butler, including
as
moralities and essential
lie does the
truths of religion. What au example of this
we have in Macbeth, a very arsenal ol the
weapons witli which we may repel the fiery
darts of the adversary.
After recounting
the striking events of the drama (which he
called one of action) the lecturer proceeded
to discuss some of the leading questions
First as to Macbeth
growing out of them.
himself. Was his action voluntary, or of
necessity 1 Did the prophecy of the witches
necessitate his actions and free him from
responsibility, or even lesson it? Was his
character changed, or only developed ? Seeds
found in mummies have retained their vitality
thousands of years, and then germinated ou
coming to the light. So the seeds of things
lie dormant in our hearts, till exposed to the
vivifying influences of life, when they germinate and rapidly develop.
What if Macbeth had lived and died a subject, and not a
sovereign? What does his ambition suggest
to us all as to our worldly callings and conditions? How was Macbeth related to the
witches, and above all to his wife? How do
they compare in themselves, in their relations to each other, in the development of
the plot and tiiecommission of their awful
crime? What kind of a woman was Lady
Macbeth anyway? Was she of a masculine
or feminine type, loud or low voiced, coarse
or refined, brave or cowardly ?
What was
her impelling motive, love or ambition ? Did
she chiefly seek her own nr her hnshanfl’s
advancement? Mark the relative effect of
the crime on each, flow does Lady Macbeth compare with Olytemnestra?
How
Macbeth with jEdipus in Sophocles? With
Saul, David and liazaei of the Old Testament? Lastly, how are we to regard the
actions, characters and fates of Duncan
and his sons, Banqno, Macduff and Lady
Macduff, and the rest? Were their deaths
penal for their derelictions of duty, or sac
rifices of the good to the evil, as often witnessed in this world? This is the great
theme in all Shakespeare’s tragedies, and
both deserves and will reward our most
careful study. Poetic justice, as it is called,
is in accord with the popular idea. But
Shakespeare eveiywhere goes contrary to it,
as we shall see, not only here in Macbeth,
hut much more even, in Othello, Lear, and
Hamlet; not so much in the Merchant of
Venice as that is rather a comedy ending
well; and a comedy is the proper name for
any story or drama which has au agreeable
conclusion.
Doubtless life has these two
aspects which are properly presented in
and
in
Novels generally
comedy
tragedy.
p-csent us examples of Doetic justice, but
the greatest poets from Homer to Browning
have exercised their highest powers in exhibiting the other phase of the earthly fates
of the good and pure, which so often darken
our existence ana try our faith, leading to a
higher view of life than the popular. What
that is, will appear as we proceed in our
study of the master pieces of “P altimmo

poeta.”

ment.

will devote a few hours each day thl» winter to
the instruction of pupils In the Greek langviage,
ancient hud modern. Mr. Here bey is a graduate
of the schools In Athens ami of Amherst College,
and will he pleased to employ some time, if desired, In the private schools of this city, or to private pupils. Mr. llerebey will be found at

NO. 778 CONGRESS STEET.
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Less Than Wholesale Prices!
75e

Stable Blankets
quality
“
11
“

85c
$1.50

“

Elocution I Literature

“

I’ll

Part case of $1.50

Also

Regular

19 cents

25 cent

yard.

Regular

pair,

7 cents each.

or

Nice

spring roller

paKla
£$,'4

d i g

^tiou and T

t-ffeja OSB B
£«Ji
■iS3

ness,

Bad Tu.dc in

thcSy

Pain in tlie

■BEBSsHa
{MtKWvrtM

Llw and prevent Const!-*
notion and Piles. The cmollcstand easiest to take jH
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Veg-*
stable. Price 25 cento. 6 vials hy mallfor$UH .iJJ
CO., trop're, New York. ■

ONLY FAMILY

IS

THE
SOAP

WHICH LEAVES THE
SOFT

HANDS

AND

SMOOTH.

4llip(f

octlO

Itfvolvera

and

A

iu munition.

nail

“Club”

Wholetnle

ICetnil.

Paper Shells,

96*65 per Thsuiaud.

0. L. BAILEY, 263 Middle St.
eodtt
Sepia

LONDON,

Reserve for re-insurance
$531,780.48
“
“
all other claims
05,880.78
Net Surplus
837,750.55
Assets in U. S.

cents each.

SECURITY INSURANCE CO.,

I

.-l

FURN1SHIN6

OF NEW HAVEN CONN.,

Ndlesroom 18

CO.
are now

Worse & Puikliaiii,
novl2

offering to the people of

a

almost upon one’s OWN TERMS.
One roof covers everything that
can be thought of that is required
for housekeeping.
None need deny themselves necessities or luxuries. BUSINESS
is GOOD and W ILL BE BETTER.
Money is plenty and a little will go
FARTHER now than ever before.
GOODS are BETTER, MEN are
BETTER, ami WE are BETTER
ABLE to GIVE LOW PRICES for
HIGHER GR ADE of goods, LONGER TERMS on SHORTER ACQUAINTANCE, LARGER amount
of goods for a SMALLER payment
and, to NARROW tbe matter down
to a BROAD but TRUE statement,
will say that we are BETTER situated than any house in the United States for a Thorough House

Furnishing Business.

We HaveTiie Goods!
If you have a lot of disposition
and a small amount of money
there is no better place on the face
of the globe to make the MOST
out of BOTH than at the Atkinson
Honse Furnishingt'o. Do not wait
till the busy holidays are upon yon
before deciding what your gifts
shall be.
t'ome and see what we
have to show you.

nro

gress St.

DELAND.

i4-i

you made for me about two years ago, my eyes
have been benefltted and my vision greatly ImNow am aide Pi use both eyes while Imore I was obliged to do all my work with one
eye.
Previous to being Kited by you I had several pairs
of eye glasses made through the advice of good
Oecullsts. but must say th. t In comparison with
yours, they were very defective.
Greatfnlly yours.
0Ctl7dtf
GILMAN M WILSON.

f'roved.

FURNITURE. Gants de luxe.
new

in

Perfectly

a

Dress Wore for

Gentlemen.
Shades in stock suitable for Ere*

ning

wear.

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT,

dim

ALLEN&COMPANY,
Leaders, ThisWeek!

the

is

Top

The

dealer

may say and
think he has as

Furniture of every description,
Furniture at all prices,
Furniture Black,
Furniture Brown.
Furniture White,
Furniture Red.

but he has not.
Insist upon the exact label
and top.

good,

GEO. A. MACBETH & CO.

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Carpets

that

will

wear

HASKELL & JONES,

Carpets that won’t wear out,
Carpets that can’t be beaten
for durability,

Carpets

TAILORING

DEPARTMENT
We have received and

are

that can bo beaten
and not tear,
Carpets, new, rich and beautiful.

Stoves and Ranees

now

opening for inspection, onr new
styles of Fall and Winter Wool,

ens, to which we iuvite the attention of all in want of Stylish (Garments of best material and workmanship. Flense call und took us
over.

470

75c
75c
75c

$1.00
1.00

BROS.
■ SOAKDKKM 4VANTKD-Two or three
-U gentlemen can be accommodated with first
class rooms and board, at BLANCHAKD
HOUSE, Free 9t., a few doors from Junction Free

499 Congress Street.

Keineinber these Prices
lots only.

LADIES', GENTS’ and CHILDREN.

dtt

are

for these

RINES BROTHERS.

_nov 12-2t
25 dozen Ladies’ Merino Pants and Vests
at Stfc each; worth 50c.
25 dozen Ladies’ Scarlet Pants and Vests
extra tine, at »7ceach; worth $1.50.
25 dozen Gents’ Scotch W ool Shirts and
Drawers at 54c each; worth 75c.
25 dozen Genuine Camel’s Hair Miirts
and Drawers at $1.17;
regular price

$1.50.

30 dozen Boys’ Scotch Wool Shirts and
Drawers at 25c each.
Children’s Underwear from 12c upward.
We make these special prices as we are
overstocked in this department.

SHINE’S NEW YORK STORE,
nov2

498 Congress Street.

in the greatest varieties ever
shown in the United States.
Stoves for wood, Stovos for coal,
And Ranges that will not worn the soul;
Ranges that make life worth the liting,
Ranges that make a hard heart forgiving.

Impress
with the

mind
your
Names anti
Places ot'thc

Cor. Pearl and Middle Streets.

ment.

SAMUEL THURSTON,

BRANCHES,
and

dtl

Rockland.

Pills,

LUNG PROTECTORS,
HOT W1TER BOTTLES,
ANO OTHER SEASONABLE GOOOS AT

II.

II. IIAV A

SOX'S

PHARMACY,
JmmciUm Krrr M«.
<12 w

IN VIGO

BATOR

I* A MIKE (lliu; rOK

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Gen.Manager
both

Quinine

DR. HAM’S

Auburn, Biddeford, Bangor

am.

Ft. H.-A.U far Ike BtKDhTT OKU A*.
TUHDtO T0 OBBU.

atl

AM VIitltllr Mirerl,
novlu

PORTLAND.

IjSOK

Iyl5

FAIRWEATHER,

rHKHHLY MAUI,

HEA D«l HARTERS

The sole agency of tbis world renowned Instru-

No. 3 Free Street Block, Pori

M. E.

dtf

PIANO!

TO

We hare one or the Quest lines or Fancy Work we have ever had, and would
invite the Ladies or Portland and vlcini*
ty to examine before going out of town
to make their purchases.
One lot of
freuel and FUloselle selling at 3 cents
per skein.

octll

ATKINSON

ing Co.,

charges.14-1

EMBROIDERY

Xo. $ Kim Street.

House Furnish-

Eastern Promenade, on
Tuesday the 8th,; a clock and other articles
The owner can have the same by calling at 16
MOKNINU 8T., proving property aud paying

I Invitations engraved or printed. HIV. DAVIS
A CO.,
Engraven, 4 444eel Ml., Boston,
Send lot samples and estimates.
sepl2eoddm

100 Ladies’ Outside Jackets In Jersey
and Bough goods at $2.25 each; regular price $4.00.
100 Children’s Cloaks at $2.00 each;
they are broken lots and must be closQtlo
50 Heavy Fur Trlmired Dolmans at
$10 and $15; former price $9,
and $25.

Large size Spreads, assorted patterns,
$1.80.
$1.2£ ('rochet Spreads, $1.00.

—

the

WEDDING

few

SPREADS

Underwear Sale

and Middle Streets,14-I

NAl.li OK EXUH.4NUB—Good farm
of 28 acres, 4 miles from Portland; good
14 1
buildings etc. G. W. GKOSE, Deering.

a

Special Bargains.

Lower Prices than ever in
Same Quality.

! rrto LBT-Lower rent In Brick block No. 88
Federal street. Modern Improvements; fur
1 JL
I nace in ceallr: 7 rooms; also lower rent In house
No. 167 Newbury street, 6 rooms.
Apply to
I ALBBBT U. BOYD, No. 303 Fore 8t.
14-1

LBT-A first-class tenement at No. 4!)
Green street; also for sale, several small
houses. Inquire of J. C. WOODMAN, No. 105V4
Exchange street.14-1

We shall offer for the coming week

MARSEILLES

Congress Street.

FOB

Congre* St. eodtf

Cloak Sale!

BUILDINC,

_**p5_dtf

—

511
oct38

nova

SrtlilAL
75c

J. M. DYER & CO.,

SHINE'S NEW (ORK STORE,

HASKELL & JONES,
LANCASTER

lOO dozen Knotted Fringe Colored Border Unmask Towels 25
cents; worth 50 cens.
20. 29, 30 inch Umbrellas, with
nickel handles, $1.25,worth $2.00
Ladies’ and Units’ Merino Underwear from 50 cents to $3.00;
best variety at very low prices.
$1.25 plain Colored Dress Hoods
75 cents.
$1.00 plain Colored Dress Hoods
02 cents.
99 rent
plain Colored Dress
Hoods 50 cents.

for

years,

„.

mor® furnished lodging rooms
T°JL,,E.TrAJl®w
al MJR8’ D- x*
No. 542 Con-

27th

es

Something

Chimeys.

CHEVIOT SUITINGS.

_novl4&21

(let

Agents.

Pearl

$1.00 Heavy All Wool Suitings
1.00 Checked Suitings,
1.00 Mixed Suitings,
1.00 Imperial Serges,

_

POKTI.VMli

rrof. Brawn
My Dear Sir.—In reply to yours, of-1 am
pleased to sav that through the uld at Eye Glass-

Ventilated Full

exact label on
each one of the

STILL CHEATER BARGAINS !

That the payment of
any debts to or by said Deband the transfer and delivery of any property
are forbidden
by law
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room,
on the fifth day of December,
,,
,ut>“ort.liind'
A D.
1887.
at 10 o clock in the forenoon.
Given uader my hand the date first above writt*nH. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

House will receive prompt atteutiou. No expense

except for spectacles found necessary.

imifottAno

1 his

Colored Dress Goods !

computed.

OPTICIAN,

at til# Prebe House, room «6; office hours
1.00
to 2.30 and Iroin 7.00 to 8.80 p. m.
Ho has been makiug annual visits to Portland for 12 sears,
and
his skill In adapting lenses lor the most complicated defects
of vision Is well establlsned.
lie also lias the
best of facilities for furnishing frames both In
Eye Glasses and Hpectacles (for the cbild and the
person) of the most approved styles, auil
all the materials used. His advance ageut, W.
E. Burpee, will be pleased to receive your order
when lie calls; or an order scut to ihe Preble
now

ASK FOR

THIS is the top of the genuine
“Pearl
Top” Lamp
Chimney, all others similar

OWEN! MOORE & CO.

FOUND—On

The
Is

24'> Middle St., Cor. Plum.
dtt

sally taking things we have ever offered
in this department. They are made in
such a great variety of color that they harmonize perfectly with the furniture ordecorations of any room in the house, and are
equally desirable in the drawing room,
bed room or library.
The fact that the articles of our manufacture have obtained such a ready sale
aud increased request in the leading stores
in all the large cities of the
country is sufficient proof that their artistic and intrinsic excellence^ appreciated.
For the opening Tuesday we shall have
seven extra clerks to wait on customers,
answer questions and make the visit a
pleasant one. We hope everybody who
can will come the opening day.

11H1S

C. W. ALIKS
dtf

octZS

will be larger and much more elaborate than ever before, while our stock of
Plushes, Florentine Silks, Liinens and Satins embraces every new design, quality,
kind and effect that has been brought out
in the past year.
One of the most popular novelties that
we have ever introduced is the “Wild
Rose” Chair Pillow, samples of which visitors tomorrow will see attached to those
dainty little Wakefield Chairs. These pillows are of our own invention and are
made from the most exquisite combination of India Silk, rich Plush and delicate
Ribbons, filled with our now celebrated
‘‘Wild Rose” Potpourri. They are readily adjusted to almost any style of chair
and are altogether one of the most univer-

|

Exchange Street.

Htll.KY.

"an_

Cash Capital
$300,000.00
Reserve for Re-insurance
173,833.58
“
“
all other claims
33,000.43
...
Net Surplus
100,715.54
...
Total Assets
$508,458.55

rooms

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine, Cumberland s9. November 12,
A. If. 1887.
Is to give
notice, that on the twelfth day
of November, A. D
1887, a Warrant In
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency, for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of said
FKED E. ROBERTS,
of Portland, in said
Cumberland,
County of
adjudged In be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said debtor, individually and as a member of
the late firm of Frye & Roberts, which > petition
was filed 0u the twelfth
day ol November, A.
D. 1887, to.whlcb date Interest on claims is to be

■

tiini'!iiri:rs and Cwuuimioii flprrhants
K. O.

Statement Jan. I, 1887.

painted, embroidered and wrought pieces
•imported or invented in oui own work

RINES

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

ESTABLISHED IN 104-4

11__

$1.25 Cheviot Checked Suitings,
1.25 Cheviot Striped Suitings,

at SalMroom. Vo. 18
street, TUESDAY
ami WEDNESDAY. Nov. 16th and 18th. at It a.
m. ami :< i».in. each day. about lbn
very tine India
Hugs and Carpets. The flnesl goods we have ever
sold.
novtldtd

|1,455,430.81

Total Cash Assets at Head
0«ce
$17,385,643.85

United demand for these really beautiful
and useful articles has induced us to enlarge the line by the most gorgeous specimens with artistic decoration that has ever been brought here.
The variety of

by him

CS-TJJNTS.

C0„

Statement U. S. Brunch, June BO, 1887.

to-day.

we don’t think
to say ttiat it will

ivicsMtnger’s Notice.

IS

NORTHERN ASSURANCE
OF

or more we

Iriinmad linolrnfs Inn*

|

PURE, AND

sale

St.

ESTABLISHED IN 1030.

Easels, Screens and other articles too
large to be shown on the counters. This
addition to our already spacious Fancy
Goods Department will afford ample room
for the crowd of visitors which we expect
tomorrow besides showing the goods to
greater advantage.
The flattering success we had with

CART^MED|CJNE

THE INDEX SOAP

on

Exchange

“

displayed Fancy Chairs, Rugs, Cushions,

m

Moath. Coated Tongue xta
Side, <fco*
They regulate the Bow-gl

■

9c

With the natural increase of our business, this particular branch has been developed and enlacged each year, more
space lias been devoted to it and a larger
stock added from time to time until now
it may be said to be the leading feature of
our establishment.
Certainly a more interesting collection of beautiful things
than it contains would be difficult to liuil.
For the opening tomorrow, (the exhibition will continue all the week,) we have
removed one entire department, the toys,
to the basement, and have transformed the
spaee thus gained into a sort of boudoir
with curtains, rugs, etc., wherein will be

Dyspepsia*

c

“

complete, 29

asserting
be worth seeing.

They also relieve lnsM
hri |\ ! £ f\W I tress
from
n

“

9

Rugs i Carpets

Gown

MORSE & PINKHAM,

“

tomorrow, and
partment
tie
too much

I could uot sew or read much. I began to take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla aud now mv catarrh Is nearly
cured, the weakness of my body is all gone, my
appetite is good—in fact, I feel like another
person. Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is the only medicine
that has done me rermanent good.”
Mrs. A.
Cunningham, Fievidence. R. 1.

Ucarty Dating. A per-*
feet remedy tor Dizzi-H
ness, Nausea, Sroviil

“

INSURANCE!
INSURE WITH

“

have been preopening exhibition which
in
our
place
Art-needlework De-

Catarrh in the Head

\I

“

They will be

and all

Two months

have suffered with catarrh in my head for
years, and paid out hundreds of dollars for medl
clnes. 1 was weak, and my eyes were so sore that

|| f K?
R w fa»u'9

“

8c
20c
8c

MECHANICS.

plications

yard.

for the
paring
is to take

“I

B

“

FOR

f»art

yd pieces,
only
9cyd
“
“
“
“

aVL.

SCHOOL

l-Jlh VRAR.
This school will be opeued on Tuesday Evening,
Nov. 22d, at 7.15o'clock, at flecliRak’a Hall,
and will be continued four months free of charge
to mechanics, journey men, apprentices, or those
intending to follow mechanical pursuits, from auy
of the State; two classes will be formed; one
n Architectural aud the other in Mechanical drawing; pupils will ne required to furnish themselves
with all necessary implements aud stationery; apwill be received until the day of opening by W. S. LOWELL, Sec. of School Com., 613
Congress street.
nov9dtd

REMNANTS! FIRE
12“
“

CJ.

DRAWING

«ENlim: ORIENTAL

Exchange

•

Are all more or less affected by catarrh. The
eyes become inflamed, red and watery, with dull,
heavy pain between them; there are roaring,
buzzing noises in the ears, and sometimes the
hearing is affected; the nose is a severe sufferer,
with Its constant uncomfortable discharge, had
breath, aud loss of the sense of smell. All these
disagreeable symptoms disappear when the disease Is cured by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which expels
from the blood the impurity from which catarrh
arises, tones aud restores the diseased orgaus to
health, and builds up the whole system.
••Hood's Sarsaparilla lias helped me more for
catarrh and impure blood than anything else I
ever used.” A. Ball, Syracuse, N. ¥.

M

cents

RINES BROS.

Eyes Ears Nose

I

M.
FREE

Oil Cloths for table coverings 25c per yard.

[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In skowliegau. Nov. 10, Herbert Iiainsford, infant son ot Herbert C. aud Lizzie K. Robiuson of
Fortland, aged 2 months 8 days.
In Lynn. Nov. 11, Mrs. Mary Jane Steele, formerly of this city.
In Damarlscotta, Oet. 22. Sally, widow of tile
late Alex Burke, formerly of Nobleboro, aged
72 years.
In Damarlscotta Oct. 26, Mary N., daughter ol
Chas E. and Carrie H. Finer, aged 7 years u inos.
In Bremen, Oct. 2G, James W. Johnsou, aged
76 years 9 mouths.
Umatilla. Oregon, Aug. 3, Susan T., wife of Jas.
M. Ueezer. and daughter Theodore Trevctt of
Bath, Me.

SICK HEADACHES

Miss A. L. Sawjer. 537 Congress St„ Portland, Me.
eodtf
]y9

HOLLAND WINDOW SHADES.

At Woodfords, Nov. 18, Mary Fheuix, youngest
A. aud Eliza E. Rich, aged 10

d&wlynrm

L
Mtroogritphy.
Pupils thoroughly Instructed lu shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Agent fort he faligrap

LIGHT COLORED TIDY TOWELS
I4c

HOUSE

Sale !

Auction

chance that has NEVER,
previous to this date, been equalled, to buy Household Goous of
every description and quality, and

Portland Mchool of

Repellant Skirting, 81

12 l-2c Cotton Flannel, I 1-2 to 2
“
12 l-2c Domet
I
“4
11
“
30c White
| 1-4
3
10c Cheviot Shirting, I 1-2 “ 5
12 l-2c FancySkirting, 2
“5

daughter of Waldo
mouths 2 days.

Dollar.

ill::

IN

Fancy Striped Cotton Skirt-

REMNANTS!

Cummings

100 Doses One

yard.

$1 Double Width

Jinfus A. and Lizzie A. Reed.
In this city, Nov. 18, Mary Boyd, infant daughter of Clara and John
Merrill, M.D.
[Friends are requested uot to send flowers.

Janl

QUALITIES

yard.

In this city, Nov. 12, Lester A. Ii.. oldest son of

Sarsaparilla

•

■.

“

ATKINSON

Maine

Unshrinkable Cotton and Wool Skirting, 29 cents

DEATHS.

Hood’s

$|.oo each

Fancy Striped Cotton Skirting,

12 1-2 cent

ing, 10 cents

Appleton.

Sold by all druggist?. $1; six for $5. Prepared by
C. 1. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

now

HEAVY SKIRTINGS FOR WINTER.

At Pemaquld Falls. Nor. 2. Luring Fountain
Uara E. Damage, daughter of Capt. J.
E. Damage.
In Kandolpn, Oct. 26, Seth O. Goodwin ancl Miss
Carrie A. Pottle, bo' li of t'ittstou.
In Union, Oct. 2>, C. C. Atkius and Miss Coriu
na S. Watts.
In Union. Oct. 20, Clias. W. Graham ot Hope

Stuffed up Feeling

3ioo

and Plain Colors at
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $5.00 each
“
$2.00 Carriage Robes
1.00

one case

haTc Index

‘‘For several years I have been troubled with
that terribly disagreeable disease, catarrh. 1
took Hood’s Sarsaparilla with the very best results. ft cured me of lhat continued dropping in
my throat, and stuffed up feeling. It has also
beli ed my mother, who has taken it for a run
down state of health and kidney trouble. 1
recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all as a good
medicine.” Mrs. S. D. Heath, Futnam, Conn.
"I have used Hood’s Sarsaparilla for catarrh
with very satisfactory results. 1 received more
permanent benefit from it than from any other
M. E. Read. Wauseon, Ohio.
remedy.”
N. B. Be sure to get

Graduate of the Ke.ian Mrhool of Oratory.and uuw employed III the Portland schools,
will reeelve prlyate pupils or form classes for Evenings Slid Saturdays. Vocal failure and Delsarte Exprewiou
specialties. A class in Anicr
Icau l.itrraiare, with Illustrative readings, will
be orgaized as soon as possible.
Reference—Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston,
Mass.
For terms and particulars call at 3 Deering
Place, u to 7 p. m.
oct4eodtf

11

Plaids, Stripes

ana Miss

L. Ueauof

“

OTHER

MARRIACES.

Mary

quality

.5.oo

_____________

and Mtss

“

$,25

“

Kersey Stable1*

between Ram and Crotch Islands. Three
new boats were seen on Ram Island, and it
is probable that the crew escaped.
It is
thought tiiat the wreck may be the schooner
Willie and Alice.
The schooner left here
Friday afternoon for Harpswell, and would
have passed between Ram and Crotch Islands.
inch.’’

gor

“

AUCTIONEERS.

F. 0. BAILEY A CO.,

««

SQUARE BLANKETS.

Ledge.
A fisherman who came up the harbor Saturday afternoon reported haying passed a
fishing schooner sunk with only the masts
above water. The wreck was off the ledge

an

11

“

the

59c each

“

a recent

4.00

_

“I’ll not budge

now

MAI.KM.

AITTIOV

UP

AT

On Ram Island

Soap.

VVUITI'BE.

Rev. C. A. Derebey
ATUKNH, 4iKEK€K,

defenders.

ap-

everybody a chance to hear him. Seats must
be bought in advance, as every seat will be
reserved. The sale of seats will begin at
B o’clock. For prices of seats see advertise

flXf.ATIO'VAI..

BLANKETS!

which

underlie civilization and are essential eleThe fundamental
ments of human society.
principles of morality have been assaulted
in all ages, and in

HORSE

tor,

proaching lecture of Rev. Sam Small on
“Society Thugs,” which he will deliver at
City Hall on Saturday evening, Nov. 26.
Popular prices will prevail in order to give

locnorii.

The Second of Dr Dalton’s Saturday

Rev. Sam Small.
Great interest

%iivkhi

Ttf

INTEMPERANCE.
»rao

F0R5ALEBYALLD"U!S!ilL

